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ABSTRACT

In 1996, Magnolia Plantation in Natchitoches Parish Louisiana was transferred to the

National Park Service as part of the Cane River Creole National Historic Park. Between 1996

and 1999, the National Park Service conducted archeological investigations at the plantation’s

former slave cabins that were constructed circa 1845.  Because the cabins were occupied from

before the Civil War to the 1970s, they present a unique opportunity to view over 100 years

worth of material remains left behind by black freedmen and freedwomen and subsequent

generations of black agricultural workers. This study examines their standard of living using both

documentary and archeological sources.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Ambrose LeComte II and his wife Julia Buard established Magnolia Plantation in 1835

along the Cane River in Natchitoches Parish, Louisiana. (Figure 1). LeComte’s ancestors, Jean

Baptiste and Marguerite, had been among the area’s first French settlers. Through keen business

acumen the family acquired land and slaves that made Magnolia’s establishment possible. By

1860 Ambrose was one of the wealthiest cotton planters in the parish and the largest slave

owner. The plantation survived the Civil War, Reconstruction, the Great Depression, fluctuating

cotton prices, and financial panics. In 1996 the National Park Service acquired the plantation’s

core work area, which included numerous historic structures and eighteen acres of land, as part

of the Cane River Creole National Historical Park and Cane River Creole National Heritage

Area. (Figure 2)

Congress established the park and heritage area on November 2, 1994, by passing Public

Law 103-449. The purposes of the law are to accomplish the following:

1. recognize the importance of the Cane River Creole culture as a nationally significant

element of the cultural heritage of the United States;

2. establish a Cane River Creole National Historical Park to serve as the focus of

interpretive and educational programs on the history of the Cane River area and to assist

in the preservation of certain historic sites along the river; and

3. establish a Cane River National Heritage Area and Commission to be undertaken in

partnership with the State of Louisiana, the City of Natchitoches, local communities and

settlements of the Cane River area, preservation organizations, and private landowners,
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Figure 1. Magnolia Plantation Map with Building Legend and Park Boundary, courtesy
Southeast Archeological Center.
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Figure 2. Cane River Creole National Historical Park (CARI) and Cane River Creole National Heritage Area, courtesy
    Southeastern     Archeological Center.
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with full recognition that programs must fully involve the local communities and

landowners.

In order to fulfill the law’s mandate of preservation and education and to be in

compliance with the National Historic Preservation Act, the National Park Service implemented

an archeological program. Dr. Bennie C. Keel of the Southeast Archeological Center (SEAC)

directed all investigations and laboratory work.

My participation with Magnolia began in 1996. I was a graduate student at Northwestern

State University in Natchitoches, Louisiana, at the time and was hired by the National Park

Service as a summer crewmember. At the end of the season, Dr. Keel offered and I accepted a

position at the Southeast Archeological Center in Tallahassee, Florida. From 1996 to 1997, I was

part of the field crew that conducted field investigations and laboratory analysis. From the

summer of 1997 to the spring of 2001, I was crew chief for archeological investigations at CARI.

In the spring of 2001, I resigned from SEAC to take the position of Cultural Resource Specialist

with the Natchez Trace Parkway, National Park Service in Tupelo, Mississippi.

 In 1996 a comprehensive subsurface auger-testing program was implemented. During

that same summer and over the next several years, formal excavations were conducted at various

locations around the property in response to development plans, structure stabilization, and

rehabilitation. Among the sites that were investigated were the slave quarters, later occupied by

wage earners. Because the cabins were occupied from before the Civil War to the 1970s, they

presented a unique opportunity to view over 100 years worth of material culture remains left

behind by black freedmen and freedwomen and subsequent generations of black agricultural

workers.

Using both archeological and historical documentation, this study proposes to take

advantage of that opportunity. One objective is to fulfill the mandate of education and

interpretation set forth in the law establishing the Cane River Creole National Historical Park.

The information presented in this study can be used by park staff in interpreting the lives of post

emancipation agricultural workers at Magnolia Plantation.

Another objective is to explore the living conditions of black wage earners/day laborers

who resided on the plantation from 1865 to 1970. In 1891 Samuel J. Barrows traveled the South

to gather information for an article for the Atlantic Monthly. “For twenty-six years the Negro has
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had his freedom,” wrote Barrows “and now the question is, what has he made of it?”1 Over one

hundred years later, that question continues to be examined by archeologists and historians and is

the basis for this study in modified form.

The hypothesis is that African-American farm laborers did make economic progress

following emancipation. As slaves, despite the strictures of bondage, they managed to create

relatively stable kinship networks. This important survival mechanism enabled them to maintain

a sense of worth and community, encouraged cooperation and assistance, and helped preserve

vestiges of their African culture. As free men and women they continued to overcome obstacles

and managed to progress. In spite of the difficulties of adapting to a free labor economy, a

depressed cotton economy, debt peonage and racism, former slaves and their descendents

managed to advance. This advancement will not be measured in relation to that of large

landowners, small farmers, the white southern population or the northern population. The

measurement will be made within the same demographic group over time. The outcome will

portray, not a group merely victimized by circumstances, but one that managed to grow despite

those circumstances and who worked to find their place in a free labor economy.

In order to prove the thesis outlined above, the following questions will be asked

primarily of the archeological record and the plantation store ledgers. What were the ratios of

debits to credits for the farm laborers? What were the consumer practices of the farm laborers?

How did those consumer practices change over time? How did their living conditions evolve?

Was there an increase or decrease in purchasing power? Was there an increase or decrease in the

percentage of items not directly related to subsistence in the archeological and plantation store

records? Did the former slaves and their descendents experience an increase in their standard of

living from 1865 to 1940? Or did their standard of living and economic situation decline or was

it static?

A third objective is to contribute to the archeological and historical literature on post

emancipation black agricultural wage earners/day laborers on southern plantations. We know

more about the daily lives of slaves than we do about their lives after 1865. Admittedly, there has

been much written on the South in general and on the black population after emancipation,

especially on their legal and political or non-political status, but the details of what happened on

an individual or local basis are obscure and fragmented. There are too few local, detailed

                                                          
1 Samuel J. Barrows, “What the Southern Negro is Doing for Himself,” The Atlantic Monthly 67(June 1891): 805.
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accounts. Such studies are needed to understand what happened to the black population after

emancipation and, because they are inextricably linked, to provide a better understanding of

southern history.

Wage earners, in particular, have not received as much attention in the literature as have

sharecroppers or tenant farmers. Economists Lee J. Alston and Robert Higgs have pointed out

that sharecropping did not simply replace slavery as a form of agricultural labor. What evolved

after the Civil War was a “contractual mix.” There were three basic arrangements, each with a

myriad of variations: share cropping, land rental, and wage payments. “While the various forms

of cropper and tenant contracts ebbed and flowed, wage contracts, which seem to have

predominated after the Civil War, retained considerable importance.” In 1909 wage laborers

worked 28.5 percent of plantation lands, while croppers and tenants worked 71.5 percent. During

the mid-twentieth century, wage contracts grew in importance as tenancy and sharecropping

declined.2

Historiography

Although this study will focus on the post emancipation period, it is useful to review the

literature on slavery and emancipation. The major debates surrounding slavery, emancipation,

and the plantation system have centered on whether or not the plantation system was efficient

and what the degree of exploitation was during the antebellum and post-bellum period. Were

African-Americans merely victims of institutions over which they had no control? Some

historians have said yes to this question. They contend that slavery was a totally debilitating

system that prevented the transmission of culture, created single parent, matrilineal families and

emasculated the male members. After emancipation, few blacks had the means to purchase land

and there were limited employment opportunities besides sharecropping or tenant farming, which

prevented blacks from making economic progress.

Other historians have rejected this interpretation in favor of reconstructing a “usable past”

for African-Americans. Slaves managed to create stable families and kinship networks, they did

transmit their culture from one generation to the next, and they protested in subtle ways. After

                                                          
2 Lee J. Alston and Robert Higgs, “Contractual Mix in Southern Agriculture Since the Civil War: Facts, Hypothesis,
and Tests,” The Journal of Economic History 42(June 1982): 327-31.
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emancipation, despite cotton overproduction, repressive laws and debt peonage, African-

Americans did manage to advance if only in small steps.

Ulrich B. Phillips regarded the plantation system as a positive good. In works such as

American Negro Slavery, published in 1918, and Life and Labor in the Old South, 1929, he

advanced the idea that slavery was paternalistic and benevolent. The slave owners sustained a

socially responsible system, one that exposed the Africans and their descendents to civilizing

institutions.  In an article published in 1925, he wrote that, in any case, they were “imperfectly

habituated to a civilized regime.”3 He believed that slaves were generally satisfied with their

station and were loyal to their masters. They were submissive, ingratiating, and amiable. A

talented historian and writer, Phillips was largely influenced by the prevailing beliefs of his own

time. C. Vann Woodward wrote that Phillips was conscious “that his impressions [were]

imperfect and his conclusions open to challenge.” Phillips wrote, “More years of research and

reflection would no doubt bring further modification.”4 Phillips died, however, in 1934 before

bringing forth modifications.

John Hope Franklin challenged Phillips’ interpretations in his 1947 book From Slavery to

Freedom. “Owners of slaves almost always sought to convey the impression that their human

chattel was docile, tractable, and happy. This effort became a part of their defense of the

institution,” wrote Franklin.5 Many slaves may have outwardly acted content but they protested

by feigning illnesses, breaking tools, misplacing items, slowing down the work pace, and in

extreme cases by self mutilation. Although Franklin’s revisions were crucial, his topics ranged

from Africa’s early states to the post World War II years and the book suffers from the inevitable

overgeneralizations found in comprehensive works. Regarding the slave family he wrote, “only

when the owner manifested some real interest in the religious and moral development of his

slaves was there an effort to establish the slave family on a stable basis.”6 Later historians would

show that slaves created stable families and extended kinship networks without intercession from

owners.

Kenneth M. Stampp continued to revise the history of slavery with The Peculiar

Institution: Slavery in the Antebellum South published in 1956. Whereas Phillips viewed the

                                                          
3 Ulrich B. Phillips, “Plantations with Slave Labor and Free,” The American Historical Review 30(July 1925): 741.
4 Ulrich B. Phillips, Life and Labor in the Old South (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1929),  vii.
5 John Hope Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom, A History of Negro Americans (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.,
1967), 205.
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system as benevolent, Stampp saw it as exploitative. Slave owners were harsh and demanding,

and the slaves were not content. Neither were they inferior or submissive. Slave owners had not

merely inherited a troublesome institution that was socially benevolent to the uncivilized

African-Americans. Rather, they had built the system choice by choice for profit.7

Stanley Elkins continued the revision in Slavery: A Problem in American Institutional

and Intellectual Life published in 1959. The reckless pursuit of profit had produced a brutal and

degrading system that left its prisoners psychologically impaired and broken. Elkins’

interpretation contrasted with that of Stampp and later historians’ interpretation that slaves were

not broken but in fact engaged in active resistance.8

By the 1970s, reaction to Phillips had softened somewhat. New interpretations seemed to

borrow from both Phillips and the revisionists.  Time on the Cross: The Economics of American

Negro Slavery written by Robert William Fogel and Stanley L. Engerman presented a view of

the plantation and the slave system that was not extremely harsh or abusive. They insisted that

competitive market forces prevented the average slave owner from mistreating the slaves. The

material circumstances of slavery, on average, compared favorably to those of free workers in

the industrial north. 9

Beginning in 1970s, some notable historians also turned their attention to the internal

structure of slave society. J.W. Blassingame advanced the view that slaves were not merely

victims of the institution in his 1972 book The Slave Community.10 Slaves managed to create

viable, stable families and kinship networks that provided much needed support for its

individuals. Multi-generation and extended families were instrumental in transmitting culture

and reinforcing acceptable behavior within the society.

That same year, Eugene D. Genovese published Roll Jordon Roll. In a chapter called

“The Myth of the Absent Family,” he refuted the prevailing ideas regarding slavery, that it had

“emasculated black men, created a matriarchy, and prevented the emergence of a strong sense of

                                                                                                                                                                                          
6 Ibid, 203.
7 Kenneth M. Stampp, The Peculiar Institution, Slavery in the Ante-Bellum South (New York: Vintage Books,
1956).
8 Stanley Elkins, Slavery: A Problem in American Institutional and Intellectual Life (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1959).
9 Robert William Fogel and Stanley L. Engerman, Time on the Cross: the Economics of American Negro Slavery

(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1974).
10 John W. Blassingame, The Slave Community (New York: Oxford University Press, 1972).
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family.”11 He discussed the importance of family both to the slaves themselves and to the slave

owners, who regarded it as a means of social control. “All except the most dehumanized

slaveholders knew of the attachments that the slaves had to their more extended families, to their

friends, and to most of those who made up their little communities and called each other

“‘brother’ ” and “ ‘sister.’ ”12

Herbert G. Gutman contributed to the literature in 1976 with The Black Family in Slavery

and Freedom: 1750-1925. He analyzed slave family, kinship, and household structures in

Alabama, South Carolina, Virginia, and Louisiana. Gutman found evidence of sustained

marriages and strong ties to immediate family and extended kinship networks among slaves.13

Nearly twenty years later, Ann Patton Malone published Sweet Chariot, Slave Family and

Household Structure in Nineteenth Century Louisiana, one of the most detailed studies of the

slave family and slave household structure to date.  Her analysis revealed that three-fourths of

slave households in rural Louisiana from 1810 to 1864 were simple family household types.

Forty-eight percent of slave households were composed of a married couple with children.14

Kinship networks and a sense of community and cultural identity were important survival

mechanisms for the emancipated slave. A devastated economy, a war weary country, and a

population that would soon tire of the freed men and women’s plight would circumscribe

economic and personal freedom. In his book Been in the Storm So Long, Leon F. Litwack wrote

of the formers slaves’ expectations, their decisions to leave their former homes or to remain on

the plantation. In the end, however, there were few choices and many returned to the plantations

as tenant farmers or sharecroppers or wage earners.  Litwack observed that “the former slaves

found that all too little had changed. By [resorting] to a sharecropping arrangement, he had

hoped to achieve a significant degree of autonomy; instead, he found himself plunged ever

deeper into dependency and debt, pledging his future crops to sustain himself during the current

crop.”15

Arguments found in the literature on the African-American farm laborer are similar to

those on slavery. They involve the issues of exploitation and progress or lack thereof. Beginning

                                                          
11 Eugene D. Genovese, Roll Jordon Roll, The World the Slaves Made (New York: Vintage Books, 1972), 450.
12 Ibid., 456.
13 Herbert G. Gutman, The Black Family in Slavery and Freedom, 1750-1925 (New York: Vintage Books, 1976).
14 Ann Patton Malone, Sweet Chariot, Slave Family and Household Structure in Nineteenth Century Louisiana

(North Carolina: The University of North Carolina Press, 1992).
15 Leon F. Litwack, Been in the Storm So Long,, The Aftermath of Slavery (New York: Vintage Books, 1979), 448.
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in the 1970s, historians and economists published a number of books and articles on black

agricultural workers. In 1973, Joseph D. Reid’s article “Sharecropping as an Understandable

Market Response: The Post Bellum South,” appeared in the Journal of Economic History.16 Reid

explained that sharecropping arrangements became dominant over tenant and wage labor

arrangements because sharecropping involved lower transaction costs in the life of the contract.

He wrote that share arrangements were more easily renegotiated in the face of unanticipated

problems such as bad weather or price drops; it was in the interest of both the landowner and the

sharecropper to renegotiate. In the case of fixed price rental or wage labor arrangements, one

party or the other stood to lose in the face of unforeseen problems, and renegotiations were

difficult. Reid believed the sharecropping arrangement was a rational and equitable market

response. “Competition ensured that neither worker nor landlord could force an economically

irrational decision.” Reid did not, however, take into account non-market influences such as

racial discrimination.

In 1975, Stephen J. DeCanio advanced a similar interpretation in Agriculture in the

Postbellum South. He believed that labor arrangements between black workers and white

landowners were equitable. After the initial adjustment of emancipation, the Southern economy

recovered and African-Americans made economic advances.17

Roger Ransom and Richard Sutch offered an interpretation in sharp contrast to Reid’s

and Decanio’s. They conceded that African Americans made economic progress immediately

after emancipation, but argued that progress thereafter was negligible. The crop lien, debt

peonage, cotton overproduction, the lack of crop diversification, the legacy of slavery, and

racism produced a weak and stagnant economy. 18

In 1976 Robert Higgs published Competition and Coercion: Blacks in the American

Economy, 1865-1914.19 He agreed that coercion and racism limited African-American

advancement, but argued that the free market economy prevented systematic discrimination. If

arrangements were unfair, tenants could move. Competition among landlords for labor, he said,

                                                          
16 Joseph D. Reid, Jr., “Sharecropping as an Understandable Market Response: The Post Bellum South,” Journal of

Economic History XXXIII (March 1973): 106-30.
17 Stephan J. DeCanio, Agriculture in the Postbellum South: The Economics of Production and Supply (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1975).
18 Roger Ransom and Richard Sutch, One Kind of Freedom: The Economic Consequences of Emancipation (New
York: Cambridge University Press, 1977), and “The Ex-Slaves in the Post-Bellum South: A Study of the Economic
Impact of Racism in Market Economy,” The Journal of Economic History XXXIII (March 1973).
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limited coercive and discriminatory practices. To support his argument, Higgs cited increases in

African-American per capita income. As time progressed, blacks were able to spend more on

items not directly related to subsistence.

The debate turned once again with Jay R. Mandle’s 1978 book The Roots of Black

Poverty: The Southern Plantation Economy After the Civil War. Mandle explored the plantation

mode of production, paternalism, and the post-bellum tenant farm structure. African-Americans

were tied to the plantation system by debt peonage, lack of employment opportunities, and

restricted mobility. “At once, black labor’s bargaining strength and therefore income were

severely limited while at the same time the plantation mode of production was rendered

viable.”20 In 1992 Mandle reentered the literary debate by publishing Not Slave, Not Free: The

African American Economic Experience. Mandle reconstructs the arguments presented in The

Roots of Black Poverty: limited mobility plus limited employment opportunities equals limited

bargaining power. The slaves may have been officially emancipated but “freedom is always a

matter of degree.”21

In summary, U.B. Phillips’ interpretation of slavery and the antebellum plantation system

as a positive good generated decades of revisionist history. Early revisionists interpreted the

system as degrading and exploitative, which produced psychologically impaired and passive

individuals. Later historians agreed that the system was degrading but that the slaves were not

passive. Despite strictures, slaves managed to create family and community networks that

provided physical and emotional support and made the transmission of culture possible. The

literary debate on the plantation system following emancipation has centered on whether or not

African Americans continued to be exploited. One argument is that African Americans advanced

economically because the system was guided by competition and was therefore equitable.

Another argument is that the system prevented African American economic advancement

through exploitation and racism.

                                                                                                                                                                                          
19 Robert Higgs, Competition and Coercion: Blacks in the American Economy, 1865-1914 (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1977).
20 Jay R. Mandle, The Roots of Black Poverty, The Southern Plantation Economy After the Civil War (Durham,
N.C.: Duke University Press, 1978), 27.
21 Jay R. Mandle, Not Slave, Not Free: The African American Economic Experience (North Carolina: Durham: Duke
University Press, 1992), 22.
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Historical Archeology and African Americans

Interest in African-American archeology coincided with the 1960s civil rights movement

and preservation law. Initially, plantation archeology was primarily focused on slavery along the

South’s eastern seaboard but research gradually moved into the upland and Deep South and into

the Caribbean. More recently, archeologists have extended their studies to include the post

emancipation era, a natural progression from slave archeology.

 Since Charles Fairbanks excavated slave cabin sites in Georgia and Florida in the 1960s,

archeologists have brought new insights into African American culture and contributed to the

revision of African American history.22 Plantation archeology gives a voice to a group of people

who left very few written records. Archeologists have studied living conditions, such as housing,

use of space, personal possessions and diet, and have found evidence of resistance and coping

strategies, and retention of African culture such as particular religious beliefs.

Archeological studies have revealed much about the living conditions of enslaved people.

Housing varied in size and construction method depending on the slave owner’s preference or

economic status. Houses ranged from log cabins to wood frame structures, to brick cabins. One

of the most studied aspects of slaves’ living conditions is that of diet. Evidence suggests that

slaves supplemented their diet by hunting and fishing, and therefore were able to improve their

standard of living. Fairbank’s 1968 excavations at Kingsley Plantation in Florida yielded lead

balls, musket flint, lead weights and the remains of raccoon, pig, turtle, fish and shellfish. In

1975 Suzanne McFarlane and John Otto excavated slave cabins at Cannon’s Point Plantation in

Georgia. They recovered opossum, deer, rabbit, raccoon, turtles, gar, catfish, trout, flounder and

crab faunal material in addition to lead shot, a percussion cap, a gunflint, fishhooks, and

sinkers.23  Similar discoveries have been made at plantations in Louisiana at Destrehan

                                                          
22 Charles Fairbanks, “The Kingsley Slave Cabins in Duval County, Florida,” Conference Historic Site Archaeology

Papers, 7:62-93; and Ascher R., and Charles Fairbanks, “Excavations of a Slave Cabin: Georgia, U.S.A.,”
Historical Archaeology 5:3-17.
23 Suzanne S. McFarlane, The Ethnoarchaeology of a Slave Community: the Couper Plantation Site. Masters Thesis,
Department of Anthropology, University of Florida, Gainesville, 1975 and John S. Otto, Status Differences and the

Archaeological Record – A Comparison of the Planter, Overseer, and Slave Sites from Cannon’s Point Plantation,

(1794-1861), St. Simon’s Island, Georgia. Phd Dissertation, Department of Anthropology, University of Florida,
Gainesville, 1975.
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Plantation,24 in Kentucky at the Locust Grove Plantation,25 in Tennessee at the Hermitage,26 and

at various locations in Virginia27 and Georgia.28

Archeologists have also uncovered evidence of resistance, coping strategies, and

retention of African religious beliefs. One of the most visible examples of this is the presence of

pit cellars in cabin floors. Cellars, either unlined or lined with brick, stone or wood, were used to

store personal items, religious caches, and items that they did not want the owner to know they

had acquired. They have been documented at a wide variety of locations: at Cannon’s Point

Plantation in Georgia, at the Hermitage in Tennessee, at Magnolia Plantation in Louisiana, and at

the Levi-Jordan Plantation in east Texas.29 In Virginia alone over 150 sub-floor pits have been

excavated at sixteen eighteenth century African-American sites.30

Further evidence of African religious beliefs has been uncovered at the Hermitage in

Tennessee. In “Material Culture and African-American Spirituality at the Hermitage,” Aaron E.

Russell reported the presence of hand charms, pierced coins, glass beads, and “x” marbles in

slave cabins. According to folklore studies, hand-shaped charms, pierced coins and blue beads

have been used for protection and to bring good luck. The “x” incised marbles resemble

Bakongo cosmograms used in rituals and medicine.  The presence of the incised “x” has also

been noted by Leland Ferguson on colonoware bowls and by Eric Klingelhofer on spoons.31

                                                          
24 Jill-Karen Yakubik, Archaeological Investigations at Destrehan Plantation (16SC18), St. Charles Parish,

Louisiana (New Orleans: Earth Search Inc., 1993), hereafter cited as Yakubik, Archeological Investigations at

Destrehan Plantation.
25 Amy L. Young, “Risk Management Strategies Among African-American Slaves at Locust Grove Plantation,”
International Journal of Historical Archaeology 1(1997), hereafter referred to as Young, “Risk Management
Strategies.”
26 Samuel Smith, et. al., Results of the 1976 Season of the Hermitage Archaeology Project (Nashville: Tennessee
Division of Archaeology, 1977).
27 Henry M. Miller, “Pettus and Utopia: A Comparison of Faunal Remains from Two Late Seventeenth Century
Virginia Households,” Conference on Historic Sites Archaeology, 13: 158-179.
28 Charles E. Orser, Jr., Annette M. Neloa, and James L. Roak, Exploring the Rustic Life: Multidisciplinary

Research at Millwood Plantation, A Large Plantation in Abbevile, Submitted to the Archeological Services
Division, National Park Service, Atlanta, 1982.
29  William Kelso, Kingsmill Plantation, 1619-1800: Archaeology of Country Life in Colonial Virginia (New York:
Academic Press, 1984); John Solomon Otto, Cannon’s Point Plantation 1794-1860: Living Conditions and Status

Patterns in the Old South, (New York: Academic Press, 1984); S. Andrews, Spatial Analysis of an East Tennessee

Plantation Houselot. Unpublished Master’s Thesis, Department of Anthropology, University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, 1992; R. Kimmel, “Notes on the Cultural Origins and Functions of Sub-Floor Pits,” Historical

Archaeology, 27(1993): 102-13.
30 Patricia M. Samford, “Strong is the Bond of Kinship: West African-Style Ancestor Shrines and Subfloor Pits on
African-American Quarters,” in Historical Archaeology, Identify Formation, and the Interpretation of Ethnicity

(Williamsburg: Colonial Williamsburg Research Publications, 1999.
31 Aaron E. Russell, “Material Culture and African-American Spirituality at the Hermitage,” Historical Archaeology

31 (1997): 63-80; Leland Ferguson, Uncommon Ground: Archaeology of Early African America, 1650-1800
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Amy Young has also reported the presence of an “x” on marbles and spoons found in the

slave cabins at Locust Grove in Kentucky. In addition, she found several chandelier prisms and

Chinese coins, which were manufactured with square holes in the center. Young speculated the

coins could have been worn as charms.32 Charles Orser, Laurie Wilkie and L.F. Stine have

conducted additional studies of African American religion.

Plantation archeology has naturally progressed from the study of slavery to that of post-

emancipation era agricultural workers. Research emphasis has been focused on consumer

consumption, economics, and identity establishment. The post-emancipation era, however, is still

a relatively understudied subject. We know more about blacks during slavery than we do about

their lives after slavery. A number of researchers are attempting to fill the gap.

In “Archaeological Implications for Changing Labor Conditions,” Theresa A. Singleton

examined artifacts from an ex-slave site on Colonel’s Island in Georgia. She concluded that the

former slaves’ standard of living was below what it had been during slavery. The site, however,

was a seasonal work camp occupied immediately after emancipation and is not a reliable

indicator of post emancipation living conditions.33

Researchers at Waverly Plantation in Mississippi have attempted a more extensive look at

the post emancipation era. In “Historical Perspectives on Black Tenant Farmers,” William

Hampton Adams and Steven D. Smith compared archeological and historical information to gain

a better understanding of tenant farmers. They reconstructed plantation store ledgers from 1887

and 1888 and compared the purchases to artifacts recovered from tenant farmer sites. They

observed that the tenants were rarely able to afford much of the store’s available stock and that

the majority of their purchases were food and clothing items. Adams and Smith also compared

tenants’ purchases to those of a black landowner, the storekeeper, and other planters. They found

that the storekeeper priced items differently but the variations were based on whether or not the

purchases were made in cash or on credit, and not upon racial or social status. Many of the

purchases made at the store were not visible in the archeological record and vice versa, which

indicates the value of using both documentary and archeological resources in interpretation.

                                                                                                                                                                                          
(Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1992); Eric Klingelhofer, “Aspects of early Afro-American
Material Culture: Artifacts from the Slave Quarters at Garrison Plantation, Maryland,” Historical Archaeology

21(1987): 112-119;
32 Young, “Risk Management Strategies.”
33 Theresa A. Singleton, “Archaeological Implications for Changing Labor Conditions,” in The Archaeology of

Slavery and Plantation Life (New York: Academic Press, 1985).
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Adams and Stevens observed that “We can never reconstruct their past, but we can, by

combining these many vantage points, see glimpses of their life in that hillside cabin of a century

ago.”34

The standard of living for wage earners, tenants, managers and owners of Millwood

Plantation in South Carolina has been reported by Charles Orser, Jr., in The Material Basis of the

Postbellum Tenant Plantation: Historical Archaeology in the South Carolina Piedmont. He

examined the archeological assemblage for the different classes to determine to what extent the

type and quantity of artifacts varied.35

David Colin Crass and Mark J. Brooks took a similar approach in their study of three

farm sites in Barnwell County, South Carolina. Various black and white sharecroppers, tenants,

and landowners continuously occupied the farms from 1930 to 1951. Crass and Brooks observed

that control over agricultural decisions led to a marked difference between households and their

consumption practices.36

Plantation Archeology in Louisiana

Plantation studies in Louisiana, in particular, have been limited but the numbers are

growing. Much of the research has been the result of compliance with the National Historic

Preservation Act. Examples are the investigations at the Ashland-Belle Helene Plantation in

Louisiana for the Shell Chemical Company,37 at Beka Plantation in Louisiana for the Freeport-

McMoRan Audubon Species Survival and Research Center and Wilderness Park,38 at Orange

Grove Plantation for Cytec Industries39 and at the Wilton Plantation in advance of road

construction.

                                                          
34 William Hampton Adams and Steven D. Smith, “Historical Perspectives on Black Tenant Farmer Material
Culture: The Henry C. Long General Store Ledger at Waverly Plantation, Mississippi,” in The Archaeology of

Slavery and Plantation Life (New York: Academic Press, 1985), 330.
35 Charles E. Orser, Jr., The Material Basis of the Postbellum Tenant Plantation (Athens: The University of Georgia
Press, 1988).
36 David Colin Crass and Mark J. Brooks, editors, Cotton and Black Draught: Consumer Behavior on a Postbellum

Farm (Columbia, South Carolina: University of South Carolina, 1995).
37 Jill-Karen Yakubik and Rosalinda Mendez, Beyond the Great House: Archaeology at Ashland-Belle Helene

Plantation (Baton Rouge: Louisiana Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism, n.d.)
38 Jill Karen Yakubik and Herschel A. Franks, Archaeological Investigations within the Freeport-McMoRan

Audubon Species Survival and Research Center and Wilderness Park, Orleans Parish, Louisiana, including Beka

Plantation (16OR90) (New Orleans: Earth Search, Inc., 1992).
39 Jill-Karen Yakubik and Herschel A. Franks, Archeological Investigations at Orange Grove Plantation (New
Orleans: Earth Search Inc., 1992).
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Apart from compliance driven research, various societies in Louisiana have supported

research for planning and interpretation. The River Road Historical Society commissioned a

study at Destrehan Plantation in St. Charles Parish. The investigations consisted of locating and

identifying the slave quarter.40 Archeological investigations have also been conducted at

Evergreen Plantation, a privately owned and working sugar plantation situated between Baton

Rouge and New Orleans. Scott E. Simmons conducted the excavations during the late 1990s,

supported by a grant from the Louisiana Endowment of the Humanities. The investigations were

designed to answer questions regarding the slave and freedmen populations and to compare their

standard of living. The report for these investigations is forthcoming.41

The state of Louisiana has also been responsible for preserving plantation history.

Excavations at Oakley Plantation, a part of the Audubon State Historic Site near St. Francisville,

evolved into Laura A. Wilkie’s extensive study Creating Freedom: Material Culture and African

American Identity. Wilkie examined one enslaved family and three free families at Oakley from

1840 to 1950 using the archeological record, oral history and documentary sources.  Wilkie’s

methodology was sound but her interpretation leaves room for argument. 42  Wilkie’s assertion is

that certain artifacts represent expressions of black identity, but the artifacts are more likely

representative of economic status and geographical location.

Additional research into the postbellum era has been conducted at Blythewood, a sugar

cane plantation, in Bayou Goula. In the late 1990s, Louisiana State University graduate student

David Thomas Palmer conducted excavations at a single cabin occupied from the mid-nineteenth

century until the 1940s by sugar cane workers. His thesis was that the sugar cane workers’

standard of living changed very little between emancipation and the 1940s. His conclusion was

that their standard of living remained stable, but the artifacts indicated a shift away from self-

sufficiency and an increased reliance on manufactured goods because the prices of manufactured

goods declined in that era.43

It is evident from the scarcity of sources cited in this section that the proposed study will

fill a gap in the literature. Although plantation archeology has expanded from the South’s eastern

                                                          
40 Yakubik, Archaeological Investigations at Destrehan Plantation.
41 Personal Communication, 2003.
42 Laura A. Wilkie, Creating Freedom: Material Culture and African American Identity (Baton Rouge: Louisiana
State University Press, 2000).
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seaboard, it is still a scarce commodity in Louisiana. Many of the archeological investigations in

Louisiana are products of compliance focused exclusively on determining the presence or

absence of sites in advance of the bulldozer, and they have not been placed in the context of

historical or anthropological issues.

Chapter Outlines

The information presented in the next chapter is a geographical and historical overview

of Magnolia Plantation, drawn from sources such as maps, photographs, succession, conveyance,

and census records. It serves to place subsequent chapters in context. Chapter three examines the

Magnolia general store, which supplied the laborers and area residents with goods on credit and

served as a social gathering place. It was also the business center of the plantation. Store

inventories from 1883 and 1921, taken at the death of Ambrose LeComte II and Ambrose J.

Hertzog, illustrate what was available to the workers. The inventories also show how the

plantation store changed over time from a fully stocked general store that served wage earners,

sharecroppers, and other area residents to a store that was more of a commissary serving

primarily wage earners and sharecroppers. Chapter four is a comprehensive look at the laborers

using photographs, census records, oral histories, and store ledgers. Questions are asked about

the laborers’ wages, their function on the plantation, and living conditions. In addition, profiles

of three wage earners and their families are presented. The profiles include a brief history of the

family, household composition, and wages earned, as well as store purchases that each family

made in 1902-1903.

Chapter five begins the discussion of the archeological record. It covers the methodology

employed to excavate cabins 1, 2, 3, 7, and two cabin ruins. Chapter six examines the artifact

collection, which is divided into functional categories: structure, agricultural, miscellaneous,

personal, clothing, food, and fauna. Chapter seven analyzes what the artifacts and their pattern of

deposition reveal about the laborers’ standard of living. Chapter eight presents observations from

previous chapters and conclusions.

                                                                                                                                                                                          
43 David Thomas Palmer, Artifacts and Culture: A Diachronic Investigation of the Lives of African-Americans at

Blythewood Sugar Plantation, Louisiana. Master’s Thesis, Department of Geography and Anthropology, Louisiana
State University, Baton Rouge, 2000.
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CHAPTER TWO

HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

Natural Resources

Cane River’s natural environment was an important factor in the establishment and

success of the plantation economy. The river’s natural levees are favorable to crop and timber

production, and the wetland areas support a wide range of flora and fauna. Mild temperatures

and adequate rainfall contribute to the long growing season and high crop yield. In addition, the

river system facilitated transportation of harvested crops, timber products, and other goods to and

from commercial centers, such as New Orleans.

Soils deposited in the Holocene and late Pleistocene eras created the alluvial floodplains

and low stream terraces. The soils present at Magnolia are Roxana-Gallion, Moreland-Yorktown,

and Moreland-Latanier-Armistead. The Roxana-Gallion soil unit is located high on the natural

levee of the Cane River. This loamy, well-drained soil is suited for pasture and the cultivation of

crops, such as corn, cotton, and soybeans. The potential for timber production is unlimited.

Moreland soil, found in low positions on the natural levees, is poorly drained and tends to

support crops such as grain sorghum and soybeans. The clayey Yorktown soil is found in the old

channel scars and depressed areas, which are subject to flooding. Consequently, while not suited

to cultivation, these areas make good wildlife habitats. Typically, water hickory (Carya

aquatica), bald cypress (Taxodium distichum), black willow (Salix nigra), green ash (Fraxinus

pennslyvanica), and overcup oak (Quercus lyrata) trees grow in these areas.

The Moreland-Latanier-Armistead soil unit is located in low to intermediate areas along

the natural levees. The soils range from clayey to loamy surface and subsurface layers. The level

to gently undulating area is conducive to crop production and pasture and woodland use.
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American elm (Ulmus americana L.), sweetgum (Liquidambar styraciflua), nuttall oak (Quercus

nuttallii), pecan (Carya illinoinensis), and water oak (Quercus nigra) are the predominant

trees.44

Other trees growing in the area include cottonwood (Populus deltoides), southern

hackberry (Celtis laevigata), willow (Salix spp.), sycamore (Platanus occidentalis), honey locust

(Gleditsia triacanthos), hickory (Carya spp.), mulberry (Morus spp.), black walnut (Juglans

nigra), and bois d’arc or Osage-orange (Maclura pomifera).Longleaf pine (Pinus palustris) and

loblolly pine (Pinus taeda) are predominately present in the uplands.

The uplands and lowlands of the parish support a wide range of wildlife. Fish such as gar

(Lepisosteus spp.), catfish (Ictalurus spp.), drum (Apolodinotus), white perch (Morone

americana), and carp (Cyprinus carpio) are found in the rivers and streams meandering

throughout the parish. Populations of turkey (Meleagris gallopavo), owl (Otus asio, Bubo

virginianus, and Strix varia), hawk (Buteo spp.), turkey vulture (Cathares aura), American crow

(Corvus brachyrhynchos), wood duck (Aix sponsa), mallards (Ana platyrhynchos), and Canada

goose (Branta canadensis) are common within the region. Other examples of wildlife include

rabbit (Sylvilagus spp.), raccoon (Procyon lotor), deer (Odocoileus virginianus), armadillo

(Dasypus novemcinctus), and skunk (Mephitis).

The parish has a mild climate. Rainfall averages 50 inches per year, and snowfall is rare.

Average winter temperatures range between 39 and 51 degrees Fahrenheit, while summer

temperatures average between 82 and 94 degrees. Humidity ranges from 60 to 90 percent.45

Historical Context

Native Americans populated the area as early as 8,000 B.C., followed by Europeans and

Africans in the late 17th century. In 1682, Rene Robert Cavelier, Sieur de La Salle claimed the

Louisiana territory for France. King Louis XIV engaged Jean-Baptiste Le Moyne, Sieur de

Bienville, and Pierre Le Moyne, Sieur de’Iberville to explore and settle the territory. They sailed

to Louisiana on October 24, 1698, and reached the Gulf of Mexico on January 31, 1699. The

expedition landed near present-day Biloxi, Mississippi, but abandoned the site in 1702 and

                                                
44George P. Martin, et al., Soil Survey of Natichtoches Parish, Louisiana  (Washington: Soil Conservation Service,
1989), 7-10.
45 Ibid., 2-3.
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moved to Mobile.46 Shortly thereafter, Bienville and Louis Juchereau de St. Denis made a trip

along the Red River to scout possible settlement and fortification sites. They visited the area near

present-day Natchitoches and made contact with the Caddo tribes. St. Denis returned to the area

in 1714 to establish a fortification, Fort St. Jean Baptiste, against Spanish encroachments and as

a base from which to trade with those Spanish provinces in the west. Natchitoches is the oldest

permanent settlement in what would later be known as the Louisiana Purchase.47

As the colony grew, so did the demand for slaves. The French initially experimented with

Indian slaves. In the 1722 census for Fort St. Jean Baptiste, there were 54 people living at the

fort, among whom were 8 Indian slaves and 20 black slaves. The experiment with Indian slaves

was unsatisfactory and so the demand for black slaves rose.48 The charter for John Law’s

Mississippi Company, later the Company of the West and then the Company of the Indies,

contained a requirement that three thousand slaves be brought to Louisiana per year. Law’s

company never reached this quota. In 1721 five hundred slaves were brought to Louisiana and by

1728 twenty-six hundred slaves were living in the colony. When the company failed in 1731,

there were seven thousand slaves in the Louisiana.49

Black slavery grew at Fort St. Jean Baptiste as it did throughout the colony. In 1726,

there were 32 black slaves out of a population of 105. In 1766, 40 percent of the population were

black or Franco-African slaves and by 1800 that percentage grew to over half.50 With these

slaves, newly arrived immigrants and former soldiers, who had completed their military service,

began to populate the area along the Red River (later Cane River) and formed the basis of what

would become a prosperous plantation society.

The ancestors of Magnolia’s founders were among these early settlers. Jean Baptiste

LeComte I was in Natchitoches by at least 1753 when he applied for and received a French land

grant on both sides of the Red River some twenty miles from Natchitoches. Three years later he

                                                
46 Daniel H. Usner, Jr., Indians, Settlers & Slaves in a Frontier Exchange Economy: The Lower Mississippi Valley

Before 1783 (North Carolina: The University of North Carolina Press, 1992), 13-18, hereafter cited as Usner,
Indians, Settlers, & Slaves.
47 Ibid., 30-31.
48 Elizabeth Shown Mills, Natchitoches Colonials: Censuses, Military Rolls, and Tax Lists, 1722-1803 (Chicago:
Adams Press, 1981), 3-4, as cited in Ann P. Rose, The Magnolia Plantation Overview, draft, 1996, hereafter cited as
Mills, Natchitoches Colonials; and Joe Gray Taylor, Negro Slavery in Louisiana (Baton Rouge: The Louisiana
Historical Association, 1963), 3-4, hereafter cited as Taylor, Negro Slavery in Louisiana.
49 Taylor, Negro Slavery in Louisiana, 5-6.
50 Mill, Natchitoches Colonials, 11-20.
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married Marguerite LeRoy whose parents had been at the fort by at least 1722.51

In 1792, France ceded all of Louisiana west of the Mississippi and the Isle d’Orleans to

Spain in exchange for her support during the Seven-Year’s War. The cession had unfavorable

economic consequences for the colony. The profitable and illicit trade that French Natchitoches

had developed with Spain’s western provinces declined and the Spanish fort Los Adaes to the

west closed. Lieutenant Governor Carlos Luis Boucher de Grande Pré described the conditions at

Natchitoches as somewhat bleak.

The population of this oldest settlement of the province, which has almost the

same beginning as that of the capital [New Orleans], is reduced today to 780

whites of both sexes and all ages. Two hundred and twenty-two are fit to bear

arms. There are 1,021 individuals of color, counting both slaves and free. The

products consist of some indigo, but the main production is in tobacco. Lack of

industry among the growers during the last ten or more years has drastically

reduced the cultivation of indigo, although the present crop is considerable. All

the tobacco, without exception, is of superior quality because the inhabitants have

taken greater care than formerly in its cultivation….The interior commerce of the

post in agricultural products as well as that of the hunt may be estimated

conservatively for the average year at 50,000 to 55,000 pesos; expenses and

consumption of food at 115,000 pesos.

Natchitoches existed with not a little splendor in the past. It engaged in commerce

and trade in prime necessities with subordinate employees of the frontier province

of Texas who spent their salaries at this post. There was also an exchange of other

items such as horses, mules, and cattle, the total of which amounted annually to

35,000 pesos. However, since the evacuation of the advance post of Los Adayes

and the complete destruction of innumerable cattle by enemy Indians,

Nacogdoches and the other frontier posts have been left with scarcely enough

cattle for subsistence and very few inferior quality horses. All these misfortunes

                                                
51 Melrose Collection, Bound Volume 1, page 296, Cammie G. Henry Research Center, Northwestern State
University; copy of 20 December 1811 certificate retained by the Hertzog family, hereafter cited as 1811 Land
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and changes reduced the prosperity of Natchitoches settlement. Balance between

its commerce and its consumption was suddenly lost. Since that time it has been

left considerable in debt.52

Throughout Spanish rule and despite the colony’s economic troubles, LeComte prospered

modestly. As indicated above, LeComte’s staple crop was tobacco.  In 1765 he reported 2,000

pounds of tobacco and 35 barrels of corn. He owned 8 head of cattle, 4 horses, 8 pigs, and a

firearm. By 1766, his household consisted of himself, his wife Marguerite, a son Ambrose

LeComte I (born 1760), two daughters Louise Marguerite (born 1757) and Marie Francoise (born

1762). Also in the household was one adult female slave and two slave children.53

The LeComtes continued to grow tobacco and raise cattle and increased their slave

holdings slowly during the next few years. In February 1774 he reported owning three

“negresses or mulatresses” and two “Negro or mulatto” children under the age of twelve. In

September 1774 he reported owning three Negro males and two mulatto females.54

On May 28, 1784, Jean Baptiste died and was buried on his land grant at Shallow Lake

Cemetery.55 Marguerite, who was 43 at the time and would outlive her husband by 27 years,

continued to farm with her son Ambrose. According to the 1787 Census, Marguerite’s household

consisted of her son Ambrose, his wife Helene Cloutier, their one year old son Jean Baptiste II

and Ambrose’s son Jacques by an Indian woman named Therese who died before he married

Helene. Also living in her household was her widowed daughter Francoise and her four-year-old

son Joseph Dupre III.  The census also lists a seven year old “mulata orphan” named Marguerite

living in the household. Together, Marguerite, Francoise and Ambrose owned 23 slaves, 90 head

of cattle, and 29 horses. Individually, Ambrose reported 64 arpents or 54.16 acres of land (1

arpent = .84625 of an acre).56

                                                                                                                                                            
Grant Certificate.
52 Quoted in Lawrence Kinnaird, Frontiers of New Spain (New York: Arno Press, 1967), 189-90.
53 Mills, NatchitochesColonials, 11-12, 17.
54 Ibid.,  11-12. The world mulatto is derived from the Spanish word mulato meaning hybrid. It is commonly used to
refer to someone of mixed racial background.
55 Elizabeth Shown Mills, Natchitoches: Abstracts of the Catholic Church Registers of the French and Spanish Post

of St. Jean Baptiste des Natchitoches in Louisiana, 1729-1803 (New Orleans: Polyanthos Press, 1977), 157, as cited
in Ann P. Rose, Magnolia Plantation Overview, draft, 1996, herafter cited as Mills, Natchitoches.
56 Mills, Natchitoches,163; and Mills Natchitoches Colonials, 56.
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By 1795, Marguerite’s slaveholdings had increased slightly from 14 to 18 slaves.

Ambrose, however, dramatically increased his holdings in slaves and land. By 1795 he increased

his individual slaveholdings from 4 to 14 and with two Spanish land grants he increased his

landholdings by two leagues (1 league = 4428.4 acres).57

While the LeComtes and other planters were struggling to establish their plantations,

Louisiana was once again the subject of international trading. The Spanish Empire was now in

decline and viewed Louisiana as a liability. King Charles IV gladly traded the territory back to

France in exchange for the Kingdom of Etruria, where Charles hoped to install the house of

Parma through his son-in-law. On October 1, 1800, by the secret Treaty of San Ildefonso,

Louisiana’s population once again became French citizens.58

News of the treaty did not reach Washington until May 1801, where President Thomas

Jefferson was under increasing pressure from the frontier to do something about the New Orleans

port. As the United States’ frontier expanded, so had commerce. The settlers could either

transport their agricultural products and other wares over the mountains to the eastern seaboard

at great expense or they could float them down the Mississippi River to the New Orlean’s port.

The Treaty of San Lorenzo or the Pinckney Treaty formulated in 1795 had permitted Americans

to deposit their goods in warehouses to await the arrival of ocean going vessels. When Spain

ceded Louisiana back to France, American frontier settlers questioned whether they would still

have access to the port. “Farmers who had perishable products awaiting an outlet to market are

seldom either diplomatic or academic in their reasoning.”59 Given the frontier situation and the

French military defeat in Santo Domingo, France sold the Louisiana Territory to the United

States in 1803.

Despite all the international intrigue over their homeland, the LeComtes continued to

grow and prosper. The first U.S. census for Louisiana, taken in 1810, listed Ambrose as the head

of household. There were four white males in the household (Ambrose, his son Jean Baptiste II,

Jean Baptiste’s son Ambrose II and one unidentified male under ten years). There were four

females: Ambrose’s mother Marguerite, his wife Helene, Jean Baptiste’s wife Mary Anne

                                                
57 Mills, Natchitoches Colonials, 111-114.
58 Thomas D. Clark, Frontier America (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1959), 235, hereafter cited as Clark,

Frontier America.
59 Ibid., 233.
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Cephalide, and an unidentified female under ten years. Ambrose was credited with owning 54

slaves but their age and gender were not recorded.60

Eight years after the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, Marguerite died. Prior to her death,

however, she petitioned the United States Land Office for a new survey and reconfirmation of

the land her husband acquired under French dominion. The United States affirmed the

LeComtes’ claim to the land eleven months after Marguerite’s death.61

With title to his family’s land secure, Ambrose and his son Jean Baptiste II continued to

expand their holdings.  They made the transition from tobacco farming to cotton farming

following the invention of the Whitney gin. Taking advantage of the Panic of 1819, Ambrose

bought land from neighbors and relatives who needed cash in 1820, 1824, and 1825.62

Ambrose was also increasing his slaveholdings; by 1820 he owned 62 male slaves and 34

females. There were nineteen more men of prime working age than there were women. The age

and gender inequalities could be expected given the fact that during this period Ambrose was

accumulating large land tracts, which had to be cleared in order to increase cotton production.63

By 1830, the LeComtes had increased their slave force to 136. The male to female ratio began to

equalize with 73 men to 63 women.64

Ambrose lost both his wife and his son Jean Baptiste in 1825.65 Jean Baptiste had married

Marianne Cephalide Lambre in 1806 and produced a son Ambrose II in 1807. Marianne died in

1811. 66  Jean Baptiste had two subsequent marriages and died in 1825 a few months after his last

                                                
60 Census Record, 1810, Department of Commerce and Labor, Bureau of the Census, Manuscript Form, hereafter
cited as Census Record, 1810.
61 1811 Land Grant Certificate.
62 Deed of Land, Gasparite LaCour to Ambrose LeComte, Instrument 293, 10 April 1820, p. 242 in Conveyance
Book 8, Natchitoches Parish Clerk of Court; Deed of Land, L. Gallien to Ambrose LeComte, 26 April 1819,
Instrument 287, Notarial Record Book 8, pp. 236-37, Natchitoches Parish Clerk of Court; Conveyance of Land,
Louis Gallien to Ambrose LeComte, 10 April 1820, #287, Notarial Records 8, p. 236, Natchitoches Parish Clerk of
Court; Deed of Land, Louis Vercher to Ambrose LeComte, 6 April 1820, and Deed of Land, Baptiste Vercher to
Ambrose LeComte, 6 April 1820, Instruments 282 and 283, Conveyance Book 8, Natchitoches Parish Clerk of
Court;Deed of Land, Barthelemy LaCour to Ambrose LeComte, 13 March 1824, in private collection of Betty
Hertzog; and Land Certificate and Confirmation to Pierre Baudoin, 5 February 1825, #244, in report of 30
December 1830, in private collection of Betty Hertzog.
63 Census Record, 1820.
64 Census Record, 1830.
65 Melrose Collection, Bound Volume 1, pp. 333-34, Cammie G. Henry Research Center, Northwestern State
University, Natchitoches, Louisiana.
66 Elizabeth Shown Mills, Natchitoches: Translated Abstracts of Register Number Five of the Catholic Church

Parish of St. Francois des Natchitoches in Louisiana, 1800-1826 (New Orleans: Polyanthos Press, 1980), 51, 157 as
cited in Ann P. Rose, The Magnolia Plantation Overview, draft, 1996; Natchitoches Cemeteries, 35, 69.
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marriage at the age of thirty-nine.67  His mother Helene died a few months before him but before

she did, she transferred her half of the LeComte holdings to her grandson Ambrose II.68 Ambrose

himself died in 1830 at the age of seventy. 69

 Ambrose II married Julia Buard in 1827 (Figure 3 and 4) and had six children: two sons

and four daughters. The two sons, Jules and Jean Baptiste, died soon after birth. Marianne

Cephalide Laura LeComte died at the age of twenty-eight. Ursula Attala, Eulalie Cora, and Eliza

Elizabeth LeComte all lived to be over fifty.70

Ambrose and Julia continued to accumulate land. In 1833, they purchased seven arpents

from Ananese Brosset and bought the Barthelemy Plantation, with four additional arpents on the

left bank. They acquired seven more arpents in 1834 and 960 arpents in 1835.71 All the land

acquired between 1824 and 1835 and the left bank property from the original LeComte land

grant became part of Magnolia Plantation, which was founded in 1835. The couple also built a

townhouse in Natchitoches during this period and continued to purchase unimproved land and

town lots for speculative purposes. In addition to Magnolia, they owned Shallow Lake

Plantation, which was also located along the river, and were partial owners of Vienna Plantation,

approximately seven miles from Natchitoches.72

In 1845 Julia died and her estate went into probate. A detailed inventory was taken of the

property owned by her and Ambrose II. The value of the property to be adjudicated was

$107,215; community real property was appraised at $89,013; paraphernalia was valued at $5,

623. The value of Ambrose’s individual property was $84,026. Their total estate was worth over

$285,877 or, using the consumer price index, their estate would have been worth $5,100,588 in

the year 2000.  These valuations included not only Magnolia but also their interests in Shallow

Lake, Vienna, and numerous other properties in Natchitoches and Vernon Parish.

                                                
67 Marriage Contract, Jean Baptiste LeComte II and Adele Prudhomme, 22 December 1814, in Notarial Book 4,  pp.
120-129, Natchitoches Parish Clerk of Court; Natchitoches Cemeteries, 35; Marriage Contract, Jean Baptiste II and
Suzanne Lafon, 21 June 1824,  #371, Volume 14, Natchitoches Parish Clerk of Court; Natchitoches Cemeteries, 69.
68Mills, The Natchitoches Genealogist, (October 1979): 7,8; “Donation, Helene Cloutier to Ambrose LeComte II,”
30 December 1824, $679, Conveyance Book 15, p. 155, Natchitoches Parish Clerk of Court.
69 Natchitoches Cemeteries, 68.
70 Louisiana Ahnentafels, 266.
71 Conveyance of land, Estate of Barthelemy LaCourt to Ambrose LeComte, 4 December 1833, folio 302;
Conveyance of land, Estate Sale in conjunction with the Successions of Athanese Brosset and Celeste Baudoin,
deceased, folio 189-A; Certified Extract of Sale, Estate of John Baptiste LaCour, conveyed to Ambrose LeComte, 7
August 1834, Mortgage Record Book 22, pp. 24-25, Natchitoches Clerk of Court.
72 Succession of Julia Buard LeComte, Succession Book 15, Natchitoches Parish Clerk of Court, hereafter cited as
Succession of Julia Buard.
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Figure 3. Ambrose LeComte. Original portrait is located at Magnolia Plantation, Natchitoches
Parish, Louisiana, courtesy of Betty Hertzog.
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Figure 4. Julia Buard LeComte. Original portrait is located at Magnolia Plantation, Natchitoches
Parish, Louisiana, courtesy of Betty Hertzog.
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The land that constituted Magnolia, 11,047 acres on the left bank and 135 acres on the

right bank of the Red River, was valued at $12,820. The buildings and improvements were

appraised at $9,495. At the time of estimation the entire crop had not been harvested. The

inventory lists 12,000 bushels of corn worth $480, “corn in the field” at $2,250, 150,000 pounds

of picked cotton at $2,000, and “balance in the field” at 4,500.  Furniture and other movables at

Magnolia were appraised at $6,774. Magnolia’s livestock was appraised at $3,674.

Magnolia’s slave force was also inventoried. There were 155 slaves working at Magnolia

in 1845, who were appraised at $71,435.  The slave population was well balanced according to

gender and age, an indication of stability. The majority of the population was of prime working

age, with a healthy number of young and elderly individuals. The 1850 census indicates a change

in the age and gender balance, which could have resulted from the estate division.73

A year after Julia’s death, Ambrose married Lise Victorie Desiree Sompayrac and moved

his family to the town house in Natchitoches. Overseers took over the day-to-day operations of

the plantations. Suzette Hertzog Buard (Julia’s sister-in-law), her children, and her brother

Matthew Hertzog lived at Magnolia during this period. In 1852, Ambrose and Julia’s daughter

Attala married Matthew. They had numerous children who died in infancy, with only one

daughter and one son surviving to adulthood: Frances “Fanny Hertzog (1865 – 1953) and

Ambrose J. Hertzog (1857 – 1921). Ambrose would become the owner of most of Magnolia

following his parents’ deaths.74

 Ambrose gave Matthew and Attala, who lived at Magnolia, 40 percent interest in the

plantation and retained the remaining 60 percent. The partnership was a profitable one. By 1860,

the LeComtes and the Hertzogs produced more cotton and owned more slaves than anyone in the

parish.75 Beginning with a slave woman and two slave children in 1766, the family had steadily

increased their holdings to 235 by 1860. (Figure 5)

In 1858, local surveyor G.S. Walmsley made a plat of Magnolia for Ambrose II. The plat

illustrates structure location and land use for the period.76 (Figure 6, 7, 8 and 9)

1. Cotton “Baled”

                                                
73 Ibid.
74 Natchitoches Cemeteries, 59; Census Records, 1860 and 1870.
75 Census Record, 1860.
76 G.S. Walmsley, Magnolia Plat Map, 1858, Betty Hertzog, personal possession.
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Figure 5. Chart shows steady accumulation of slaves over time.

This structure was located due west of the Gin House. It may have been the old

cotton press or a cotton bale storage building.

2. Gin House

The gin house is located on land purchased from Gasparite LaCour in 1835.

Because a gin was mentioned in the deed and its appraisal value was $2,800 in

1845, it is likely that Ambrose enlarged and improved the gin. The mule operated

screw type press is still in place. (Figure 10, 11, and 12)

3. Stable

The brick stable was located north of the gin house but was destroyed by fire

around 1900.

4. Potato Field
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The area northeast of the gin house and south of the slave quarters were
designated as the potato field.

5. Corn Cribs
Between the river and the slave quarters and north of the gin house and stable,
were two corncribs. These buildings no longer exist. A partially deteriorated crib
stands southeast of the blacksmith shop. Matthew Hertzog moved the crib to its
present location sometime in the 1950s from elsewhere on the plantation. Perhaps
it was one of the cribs that appeared on the 1858 map.

6. Slave Quarters
Among the items inventoried in Julia’s succession papers were five brick and
mortar slave cabins under construction. Walmsley’s 1858 map depicts a grid of
twenty-four cabins but we do not know if they were actually built by 1858 or
were still under construction. In any case, none of the cabins were built after the
Civil War. They were evenly spaced in four columns, with six cabins in each
column. The double-pen, galleried saddle-bag cabins featured central chimneys
and gable parapets. It appears that many of the cabins were torn down and the
bricks were used in the 1890s reconstruction of the Big House, while others,
severely damaged by the 1939 tornado, were removed. Eight cabins remain.

7.  Nursery

A nursery for slave children was located west of the slave quarters but it no longer

exists.

8. Mill

This structure no longer exists and its exact function is unknown. Family

members suggest it may have been a syrup mill but it may have been the grist mill

mentioned in the 1845 inventory.

9.       Pigeon House (Pigeonnier)

The pigeon house on the plat was located immediately northwest of the slave

quarters. It was either destroyed or moved. A pigeon house stands today near the

immediately northwest of the blacksmith shop.

10. Agency

The agency is no longer standing and its function is unclear. The 1845 inventory
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Figure 6. Walmsley Plat, 1858, Magnolia Plantation, courtesy of the Hertzog
Family and  the Southeast Archeological Center.
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Figure 7. Close-up of Walmsley Plat, 1858, Magnolia Plantation, courtesy of the Hertzog family
and the Southeast Archeological Center.
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 Figure 8. Magnolia Overlay, 1858 and 1997, courtesy of the Southeast Archeological Center.
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lists large numbers of plantation supplies that would have needed storage. The

agency may have been a storage building and a dispersal point for food, clothing,

and other slave rations.

11.       Plantation Bell and Tower

The plantation bell was used to signal the workday’s beginning and ending. The

tower no longer exists but the bell is still in the family’s possession.

12.       Slave Hospital/Overseer’s House

This bousillage structure was likely built between 1835 and 1845 and still exists.

The Hertzog family refers to the structure as the Overseer’s House but it is labeled

as the slave hospital on the plat. After the Big House was burned during the Civil

War, Matthew and Attala lived in the structure until at least 1896. During the

twentieth century it was used as the overseer’s house. (Figure 13)

13.       Unidentified Building

This building no longer exists. Its function is unknown but it may have been work

related because it was located in the midst of work related structures such as the

mill and the smokehouse.

14.       Smoke House

The smokehouse no longer exists. It was located near the pigeon house and

behind the unidentified building.

15.       Sawmill

The sawmill was located southeast of the blacksmith, along the road. It was

probably built shortly after the land acquisition of 1835 and used to construct

many of the buildings at Magnolia. The building no longer exists.

16.       Lane
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The lane separated the Big House and yard from the slave quarters and work area.

It led to the levees, field, and river roads. Evidence of the lane can still be seen

today.

17.      Blacksmith Shop

The blacksmith shop depicted on the plat still stands today. The building was

constructed of hand-hewn wood and bousillage, and may predate the LeComte

purchase. (Figure 14)

18.       Garden Houses

Two structures designated, as garden houses, were located near the orchard and

gardens near the Big House. The buildings no longer exist and their exact function

is unknown.

19.       Big House

The original 1850s two story raised cottage was burned by Federal troops during

the Civil War. The existing house was completely reconstructed by 1898. Its

dimensions are similar to that of the original house. The house is still owned by

the Hertzog family and lies outside the park boundary. (Figure 15)

20.       Garden and Orchards

According to the plat map, areas on either side of the Big House were used as a

garden. Whether the area was used to grow flowers or vegetables or both is

unknown. The area behind the house was used as orchard.

21.       Stables and Carriage House

This building was torn down in 1917. It was built of white-washed cypress,

bousillage and brick. The structure housed horse stalls, carriages and living

quarters for the carriage driver and his family.77

                                                
77 Bousillage is a mixture of mud, moss, deer hair and lime. The mixture was applied to diagonally placed barreaux
or wood bars between upright posts. Once the mixture dried, it was either whitewashed or covered with boards.
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  Figure 9. Map of Magnolia Showing Structures and Vegetation, With Building Legend,
courtesy of the Southeast Archeological Center.
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Figure 10. Gin Barn, Magnolia Plantation, photograph by author.

Figure 11. Wood screw cotton press, Magnolia
Plantation, Louisiana, photograph by author.
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  Figure 12. Cross section of the Magnolia gin barn. Library of Congress, Prints and
  Photographs Division, Historic American Engineering Record, LA-11, delineated by
  Christopher H. Morston and Thomas Behrens, 1997.
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 Figure 13. Overseer’s House, Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division,
Historic American Buildings Survey, LA-1193, Tulane State University, 1986.
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Figure 14. Blacksmith shop, Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division, Historic
American Buildings Survey, LA-1193-D, Tulane University, 1986.
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Figure 15. Magnolia big house, Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division, Historic
American Buildings Survey, LA-1193, Tulane University, 1986.
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The Civil War began just three years after Walmsley completed his survey. Several of the

LeComte and Hertzog relatives joined the Confederate army. Ambrose’s wife’s son, Placide

Bossier, joined the Pelican Rangers and died soon after at the first battle of Oak Hill, Mississippi,

on August 10, 1861. Matthew Hertzog’s brother, Emile Tousaint Hertzog, joined the

Natchitoches Rebels of the 18th Louisiana and another brother Henry joined the Orleans Guards.

Emile died during a skirmish on March 1, 1862.78

Henry was also put in charge of organizing a cavalry squadron, the Augustin Guards,

composed of gens de couleur libre. Many of these men were themselves plantation owners and

slaveholders. Henry’s brother Hypolite organized another squadron called Monet’s Guards.  The

Confederate Army did not draft Louisiana’s free people of color into the army, nor did it accept

them as volunteers. Regardless, they organized themselves, with the blessing and support of the

local community.  The Natchitoches police jury appropriated six hundred dollars “to defray the

expenses of the volunteers, and their families, composing the company of the free colored

persons of this parish, going to New Orleans for the defence [sic] of that city.” The two guards

did not arrive before New Orleans surrendered to Union forces.79

The war literally arrived on Magnolia’s doorstep in the spring of 1864. After the fall of

Port Hudson, which opened the Mississippi River to Union trade, Henry Halleck turned his

attention to the conquest of Texas. The plan was to move up the Red River, which would allow

for gunboat support and quick supply transportation, to Shreveport and then beyond into Texas.

Halleck urged the task on General Nathaniel P. Banks, who at first resisted but then saw the light

of reason. Banks, a man of political aspirations,  realized that taking Shreveport would be a

political feather in his cap and then there were the profits to be made from confiscated cotton.

Banks had seized over $5,000,000 in contraband goods, over half of that in cotton, on his march

to Alexandria. Whereas the army was supposed to turn over seized cotton to the government, the

navy was allowed to treat it as a high-seas prize to be divided among the officers and crew. The

stipulation, though, was that the cotton had to be the property of the Confederate government. To

get around this minor problem, C.S.A. was stenciled on captured bales and then marked through

                                                
78 Germaine Portre-Bobinski and Clara Mildred Smith, Natchitoches, The Up-to-Date Oldest Town in Louisiana

(New Orleans: Dameron-Pierson Co., Ltd., 1936), 306, 316.
79 Gary B. Mills, The Forgotten People: Cane River’s Creoles of Color (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University
Press, 1977), 233-35.
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with a line. Underneath it was stenciled U.S.N. One army colonel remarked that the combined

initials stood for the “Cotton Stealing Association of the United States Navy.” 80

And so, the Red River Campaign began. Banks made it some thirty-five miles south of

Shreveport but was attacked by Richard Taylor, Zachary Taylor’s son, at Sabine Crossroads.

Banks was driven back and Taylor attacked again at Pleasant Hill on April 9. This time, the

Union army held and drove Taylor’s men back. Despite this victory, Banks was worried by the

possibility that the unusually low Red River would strand his already damaged gunboats. He

decided to retreat. On his way back down the river, the Union army set fire to Natchitoches and

Cloutierville, but the Confederate army arrived at both places in time to contain the damage. In

any case, Banks’ men did even more damage on their way down river. They burned buildings,

slaughtered animals, and raided stores. One marcher recorded that “At night the burning

buildings mark our pathway. As far as the eye can reach, we see in front new fires breaking out,

and in the rear the dying embers tell the tale of war.” 81

One of the burning buildings that marked their pathway was the Magnolia big house.

Federal troops took over the house and camped in the yard. A two day skirmish took place

behind the slave quarters but before they retreated, they burned the Big House and the structure

labeled as the “Agency” on the 1858 Walmsley plat. Matthew and Attala moved into the slave

hospital and began plans to reconstruct the Big House. Many of the slave cabins were dismantled

and their brick used to reconstruct the house.

The war’s end brought emancipation, which altered the plantation’s dynamic. Magnolia’s

residents made the transition from a slave-based economy to one based on free labor. The

LeComtes and Hertzogs hired both day laborers/wage earners, who occupied the former slave

cabins into the 1970s, and contracted sharecropping arrangements with others. Betty Hertzog

remembered that

We had some people that farmed on halves…[You] would supply [the

sharecropper] with a house. It was free—the house was free. You would

supply…him with a team and the tools, and he was supposed to do the labor. And

he was charged with half of the seed, half of the poison. And at the end of the year

                                                
80Shelby Foote, The Civil War, A Narrative: Red River to Appomattox ((New York: Random House, 1974), 25-28.
81 Ibid., 38-57.
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after they picked the cotton and then he got half of the crop. And back then you

used to be able to sell cottonseed and they would get half of the seed money. That

gave them a little spending money when the cotton was sold. If they farmed by

fourths, that man usually had his own team and you just supplied him with the

tools and he did the labor. He got three-fourths and you got one-fourth. He paid

for …three-fourths of the seed and three-fourths of the fertilizer, and all that, but

he got three-fourths of the crop.82

The only official sharecropping contracts or crop liens were recorded in 1873 at the

Natchitoches Parish Clerk of Court office. In that year, thirty crop liens were recorded between

sharecroppers and Matthew Hertzog. 83 In later years, according to the family, they were made

without legal documentation.

Ambrose, Matthew, and Attala continued their business relationship in regard to

Magnolia’s operation. The 1870 census, however, depicts Magnolia’s economic decline

following the Civil War. Ambrose and Matthew were enumerated separately. Ambrose reported

livestock valued at $3,500, farm machinery and implements worth $500, and farmland at

$64,000. Matthew and Attala reported livestock worth $3,190, farm machinery and implements

at $200, and farmland valued at $12,000. In 1860 Ambrose had reported that his Cane River

property was worth $251,000.84

Despite the decline, the LeComtes and Hertzogs expanded their operations and opened a

general store, which still stands today. Tenants, day laborers, and area residents purchased food

supplies and other goods on credit. When Ambrose died in 1883 a detailed inventory of his estate

was taken, including an inventory of the store’s merchandise. The store contained $3,546.63

worth of boots, shoes, clothing, dry goods, groceries, hardware, crockery, drugs, and stationary.

The store was not only a place to shop but also a social gathering place. Photographs from the

1930s and 1940s show Magnolia workers and community residents playing dice on the front

porch of the store, gathering to hear local musicians, celebrating Christmas, and gathering inside

the store to watch home movies.

                                                                                                                                                            

82 Interview with Betty Hertzog, Ambrose Hertozg, Barbara Bayonne, July 14, 2000.
83 Privilege, 1 April 1873, pp. 270-73, Conveyance Book 69, Natchitoches Parish Clerk of Court.
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Attala died in 1897, less than a year after the Hertzogs moved into the rebuilt Big House.

Matthew died a few years later in 1903, leaving two heirs: Frances “Fanny” Hertzog Chopin and

Ambrose J. Hertzog. (Figure 16) Magnolia and other property were divided between the siblings.

Frances inherited the land on which the gin and cabins were located but she sold the land to her

brother to keep the work area together. Ambrose

Figure 16. Ambrose J. Hertzog, date unknown, courtesy
of Betty Hertzog

                                                                                                                                                            
84 Census 1870, Agricultural Schedules, Natchitoches Parish, Louisiana, p. 9, Wards 10 & 11; Census Record 1870,
Agricultural Schedules, Natchitoches Parish, Louisiana, p. 3, in Town of Natchitoches.
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(1857-1921) married Sarah (Sally) Hunter (1873-1960) in 1892. (Figure 17) They had five

children: Matthew (1897-1973), Marie Louise (1893-1951), Marie Atala (1895-unknown), Sarah

Hunter (1899-unknown), and Ambrose John (1907-1991).85 Matthew Hertzog III, after serving in

World War I, returned home to help his parents run Magnolia.

Between this time and World War II, Magnolia’s physical landscape changed. The

stables and carriage house were torn down. In 1939 a tornado damaged the Cottage Buard, the

Figure 17. Sally Hertzog, date unknown,
courtesy of Betty Hertzog.

eight remaining cabins, and gin barn. The cottage was beyond repair but the gin and cabins were

repaired. Fences and outbuildings were moved or dismantled and new ones built.

                                                
85 Ambrose Hertzog III, 1946, private collection.
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In 1921 Ambrose died and Matthew took over Magnolia’s management for the heirs. (Figure 18)

An inventory and appraisal valued Magnolia’s land and buildings at $135,000. The cotton crop

was worth $14,000, with the sharecropper’s interest estimated at $8,127.76. His

Figure 18. Matthew Hertzog II relaxing at the family fishing
camp, 1939. Photograph taken by Ambrose Herztog II, courtesy
of Ambrose Hertzog III.

livestock was worth $8,400 and farm implements were valued at $1,034.25. The store’s

outstanding accounts were listed at $29,488.64. 86

Magnolia survived the Great Depression with frugality and self-sufficiency. The

Hertzogs struggled to keep day laborers and tenants employed. In a 1937 article in the Progress

Magazine, Matthew stated that “We’re not making the money the old folks used to make, but

we’re making a little and we’re still here.”  He practiced crop rotation, adopted a federal crop

control plan, and planted winter peas as a cover crop on his harvested cotton acreage. Magnolia

produced enough corn and hay to feed the cattle and mule herds that were raised on the

plantation. He also required his tenants and day laborers to own a cow and a mule and grow

                                                
86 Succession of Ambrose J. Hertzog I, 7 May 1921, Inventory, Natchitoches Parish Clerk of Court, hereafter cited
as Ambrose J. Hertzog I Succession.
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gardens to supply their own vegetables. The Hertzogs themselves grew gardens and kept a small

herd of dairy cows. They produced their own beef, poultry, and pork.87

Over the next several years, tractors replaced mules. Mechanical pickers completely

replaced cotton picking by hand. The former slave cabins were electrified in the mid-1940s.

Ambrose Hertzog III remembered that by the 1960s families living at Magnolia had television

sets and owned their own cars. Sharecropping ended but day laborers remained. The last person

to live in the former slave cabins left in the 1970s.88 

                                                
87 “Crop Rotation System of Cultivation Maintained at Magnolia Plantation for 125 Years,” The Progress Magazine

20 March 1937, Scrapbook 50,  p. 85, Melrose Collection, Cammie G. Henry Research Center, Northwestern State
University, Natchitoches, Louisiana.
88 Betty Hertzog, interview with Anne Rose and Bennie C. Keel, Magnolia Plantation, Louisiana, 2 February 2001;
Betty Hertzog and Ambrose Hertzog, interview with Anne Rose, Magnolia Plantation, Louisiana, 13 February 2001.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE MAGNOLIA GENERAL STORE

The Civil War brought economic destruction to the South and temporarily placed the

plantation system in limbo. Landowners needed labor and the former slaves needed a way to

make a living. Immediately after the Civil War, the Freedmen’s Bureau required that the

landowners and the former slaves enter into contracts that specified wages or crop shares,

housing, medical care, and rations. The contracts usually bound the former slaves to the

landowner for a year. The former slaves found themselves working under conditions similar to

those they had endured during slavery. As one former slave stated, [Abraham Lincoln] give us

our freedom without giving us any chance to live to ourselves and we still had to depend on the

southern white man for work, food, and clothing.”89 Ironically, the federal agency that sought to

assist the former slaves set the tone for a new labor system that was at times as debilitating as

slavery had been.  A former slave from Adams County, Mississippi, remarked that “[They] is all

in debt [and] chained down to somethin[g] same [as] us slaves [were].”90 Because of mutual

reliance and minimum alternatives, the plantation economy did survive, albeit in a different

form.

Another problem confronting both landowner and former slave was the scarce

commodities of cash and credit. Most of the country’s banks were located in the North. In 1870

only 36 national banks, with a combined capital of $7 million dollars, were located in four

                                                          
89 Paul D. Escott, Slavery Remembered: A Record of Twentieth-Century Slave Narratives (Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 1979), 160, hereafter cited as Escott, Slavery Remembered.
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Southern states. By 1905 that number had increased to 477 national banks in the South, with $50

million in assets, but it was still not enough to permit large scale financing.91  To solve the

problem, southern legislators instituted crop lien laws that allowed unplanted crops to be used as

collateral for loans. The result was a series of credit arrangements that flowed from the

manufacturer to the wholesaler to the merchant and/or landowner and ultimately to the tenant

farmer, sharecropper, and wage earner. “Enactment of lien laws opened a new and highly

devitalizing era of southern farm economics.”92 A direct result of the new economic system was

the growth of general stores or “crossroads merchandising” during the late 1860s and 1870s as a

means to supply the former slaves with agricultural tools, food, and clothing. In many instances

planters opened their own general stores and took on multiple roles: landlord, employer, and

furnishing agent.

The LeComtes and Hertzogs followed suit at Magnolia Plantation and opened a general

store in the late 1860s or early 1870s that remained open until the 1970s. The store was built in

front of the overseer’s house/slave hospital, a short distance from the road and facing the river.

The wood frame structure was built on brick piers and covered with clapboard. It measures

almost 43 feet wide, just over 66 feet long, and almost 25 feet high taking into account the brick

chimney on the backside of the structure. The store has a porch on the front, where customers

entered, and a small porch on the rear. A cistern was located on the east side of the store and a

well was dug on the south side, near the front porch. A pen or corral, with a cattle chute, was also

located just east of the store, where cattle or mules were temporarily kept, vaccinated and

branded. The interior consisted of a central retail area, measuring approximately 34 by 21 feet,

with storage rooms located on either side. The office was located behind the retail area. (Figure

19-23)

The Magnolia store was a multipurpose establishment and played a key role in the

plantation’s operation and in the daily lives of its wage earners and sharecroppers. It was first a

general store where area residents, day laborers, and sharecroppers purchased groceries and other

supplies. It was here that the Hertzogs kept their ginning receipts and insurance policies, wrote

                                                                                                                                                                                          
90 Ken Lawrence and George P. Rawick, editors, The American Slave: A Composite Autobiography Volume 7
(Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1977), 572, hereafter cited as Lawrence and Rawick, The American

Slave.
91 Edward L. Ayers, The Promise of the New South, Life After Reconstruction (New York: Oxford University Press,
1992), 13-14; Thomas D. Clark and Albert D. Kirwan, The South Since Appomattox (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1967), 88-89, hereafter cited as Clark and Kirwan, The South Since Appomattox.
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checks to wholesalers, and recorded how much cotton was picked by whom and how many days

each day laborer worked. The general store was the place where workers were paid each

Saturday and where sharecroppers settled their accounts after their crops were sold.

The Magnolia store was also much more than a place of business. Despite the economic

hardships associated with furnishing merchants, the country store did have its benefits. As

Thomas D. Clark has pointed out, “Southern country stores were not all sinful places with their

shrewd Shylocks sitting behind the bars of their offices keeping watch over their big leather

backed ledgers and yawning safes crammed with bales of lien and mortgage notes. To most

Figure 19. Side view of Magnolia store. The bell tower, located on the right, was used to
call laborers to work. Photograph courtesy of Betty Hertzog, copy on file at the Southeast
Archeological Center, Tallahassee, Florida.

                                                                                                                                                                                          
92 Clark and Kirwan, The South Since Appomattox, 88.
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Figure 20. Magnolia general store, courtesy of the Hertzog family, unknown date.
Copy on file at the Southeast Archeological Center, Tallahassee, Florida.

Figure 21. Magnolia general store, front entrance, south elevation, 1996, courtesy of the
Southeast Archeological Center.
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Figure 22. Magnolia store. Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division, Historic
American Buildings Survey, LA-1193-H, Tulane University, 1987.
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Figure 23. Magnolia store, floor plan. Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs
Division, Historic American Buildings Survey, LA-1193-H, Tulane University, 1987.
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Southerners they were places where they came into touch with the world outside, and where the

world outside came in touch with them.”93

In addition, the Magnolia store was also a center of social activity in the isolated and

rural community. It was a central location where neighbors, friends and relatives congregated on

Saturday paydays to visit, exchange news, or play a game of dice on the well cover or under the

trees lining the road. It was a place to catch a ride to town or to a family member’s house down

the river. It was also a place to celebrate. Christmas parties were held inside and outside on the

front porch. Betty Hertzog remembered that her father Matthew would provide refreshments and

hire a band to play at the store on Christmas Eve. One such event was captured on film in which

local musicians Scheck, Yuke and Duma Lacour entertained workers and their families on the

store’s front porch on Christmas Eve of 1941. At other times, locals would gather in the store for

a screening of Matthew Hertzog’s home movies.94 (Figures 24-29)

The store’s function as a social center remained constant over time but its merchandising

function changed. It evolved from a full stocked general store serving a wide range of people to

one that maintained a small inventory serving mainly plantation laborers and sharecroppers. At

the time of the 1883 inventory, 285 people owed $12,912.13 in accounts and notes to the

Magnolia store. The smallest amount owed was $1.00 and the highest amount owed was

$2,170.53 by Matthew Hertzog. Seventy-five randomly picked names from the list were

compared to the 1880 census. There was one blacksmith, two clerks, three farm laborers, thirty-

six farmers, nineteen laborers, one merchant, six with no occupation listed, three physicians, and

one stagecoach driver. According to race, there were twenty-four blacks, seventeen mulattos, and

thirty whites.95  (Table 1)

By 1921, the number of people who were in debt to the store decreased but the amounts

outstanding increased by approximately 44 percent. Only 65 people owed $29,488.64. The

highest amount owed was $1,284.55 and the lowest amount was $6.65. The only people with

outstanding accounts in 1921 were sharecroppers. The appraiser noted that the “above accounts

represent indebtedness of share hands in plantation. They have no assets except their interest in

                                                          
93 Thomas D. Clark, Pills, Plows and Petticoats: The Southern Country Store (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1944),
13-14.
94Betty Hertzog, interview with Ann Rose, Magnolia Plantation, Louisiana, 13 February 2001.; Betty Hertzog,
Ambrose Hertzog, and Barbara Bayonne, interview with Ann Rose, Magnolia Plantation, Louisiana, 14 July 2000,
hereafter cited as Betty, Ambrose and Barbara Interview.
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Figure 24. Workers visiting outside the store, 1940. Photograph
taken by Ambrose Hertzog II, courtesy of Ambrose Hertzog III.

 Figure 25. Magnolia store, 1939. Photograph taken by Ambrose Hertzog II,
 courtesy of Ambrose Hertzog III.

                                                                                                                                                                                          
95 Succession of Ambrose LeComte II, 1883, Inventory, Natchitoches Parish Clerk of Court, hereafter cited as
Ambrose LeComte II Succession; and Ambrose J. Hertzog Succession; Census Records, 1880.
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Figure 26. Shooting dice in front of the Magnolia store, 1941. Photograph taken by Ambrose
Hertzog II, courtesy of Ambrose Hertzog III.
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Figure27. Musicians Sheck, Eveck, Duma, and Yuke LaCour in front of
the Magnolia store, Christmas Eve, 1941. Photograph taken by Ambrose
Hertzog III, courtesy of Ambrose Hertzog III.

Figure 28. Christmas Eve, Magnolia Plantation, 1941. Photograph taken by
Ambrose Herztog II, courtesy of Ambrose Hertzog III.
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Figure 29. Two men at the Magnolia store, unknown date, courtesy of Ambrose Hertzog.

cotton produced on plantation, which cotton is unsold. The interest of the said hands in the cotton

is estimated to be worth $8,127.76. The whole of said accounts therefore appraised at

$8,127.76.”96 This meant that combined, sharecroppers would still be in debt to the store by

$21,360.88 after the cotton was sold. These numbers illustrate the sharecropper’s economic

decline over the years.97 No wage earners were in debt at the time of the succession. As will be

indicated in the following chapter, the wage earners rarely had large debts at the store. Their

store purchases and other debts were not large and most of their weekly wages were applied to

their account balances.

                                                          
96 Ambrose LeComte II Succession and Ambrose J. Hertzog Succession.
97 Between 1868 and 1870, cotton prices dropped from 23 to 15 cents per pound; from 1874 to 1897 cotton dropped
again from 11.1 to 5.8 cents per pound. The cotton farmer received less for the 23,687,950 acres planted in 1894
than he did for the 9,350,000 acres planted in 1873. The farmer essentially worked twice as long for the same pay.
The market collapsed in 1914. Prices continued to fluctuate over the years depending on world events, the economy
in general and whether or not the market was glutted. Sharecroppers were caught in a vicious cycle because credit
was extended using a future cotton crop as collateral. Sharecroppers needed credit to feed and clothe their families
during the year but the more cotton that was produced, the lower the price per bale. See C.Vann Woodward, Origins

of the New South, 1877-1913 and George B. Tindall, The Emergence of the New South, 1913-1945.
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Table 1. Sample of people in debt to the store in 1883.

Name Age Occupation Race Amount Owed

Airhart, Ben 26 Farmer Mulatto $19.60

Airhart, William 45 Farmer Mulatto $146.59

Allen, John 35 Farmer White $3.46

Augustine, John 40 No Occupation Noted Black $65.72

Basco, Sostene 40 Farmer White $267.77

Bayo, Neville 61 Laborer Black $317.54

Bell, Alfred 30 Laborer Black $31.74

Benoist, V.S. 42 Merchant White $171.49

Brosset, Gervais 40 Farmer White $26.24

Brosset, John 30 Laborer Mulatto $62.64

Brown, Dan 50 Farm Laborer Black $7.71

Brown, Willis 25 Farmer Black $181.94

Campbell, John 35 Laborer Black $3.40

Clark, Joe 30 Farmer White $52.48

Clayton, William 35 Farmer Mulatto $5.00

Davion, Victor 25 Laborer White $5.05

Davis, Daniel 30 Farmer Black $18.00

Dawson, George F. 43 Farmer White $22.16

Derbanne, Gilma 29 Farmer White $2.90

Gallien, Ambrose 21 Laborer White $6.05

Gallien, Camille 27 No Occupation Noted White $42.25

Gallien, Darius 28 Farmer White $6.10

Gallien, Elyzee 20 No Occupation Noted White $68.11

Gallien, Karl 50 No Occupation Noted White $9.03

Gibson, Henry 66 Farmer Black $327.71

Gray, Jason 35 Laborer Black $13.00

Greneaux, Leon 32 Clerk White $3.00

Griffin, J.F. 53 Physician White $42.25

Harris, Henry 38 Farmer White $59.91

Harris, Pierre 35 Farmer Black $14.11

Hill, Bennet 72 Farmer Black $13.68

Hornby, J.R. 48 Laborer White $6.20

Hotson, R.P. 53 Stage Driver White $8.50

Jenkins, Israel 50 Laborer Black $48.15

Jenkins, Louisa 40 Laborer Mulatto $2.55

Johnson, Adam 30 Farmer Black $81.66

Johnson, Henry 55 Farmer Black $63.18
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Table 1. Continued.
LaCour, Gus 32 No Occupation Noted White $86.79

Lambert, P. 49 Physician White $97.98

Lattier, Auguste 20 Laborer White $17.40

Lavespierre, C.O. 30 Farmer White $7.35

Llorens, J.C. 22 Farmer Mulatto $21.10

Llorens, Vilcour 20 Farmer Mulatto $74.92

Louis, Zeline 45 Laborer Black $16.45

Manuel, Dom 34 Farmer Black $72.40

Martin, Sam 38 Farmer Black $279.46

McCall, Louisa 36 Farm Laborer Black $3.00

McCarty, John 41 Laborer White $3.85

Metoyer, Den 37 Farmer Mulatto $153.20

Metoyer, Francoise 70 No Occupation Noted Mulatto $35.73

Metoyer, J.B.D. 65 Farmer Mulatto $133.78

Metoyer, Joseph J. 28 Farmer Mulatto $4.45

Metoyer, Olivier 38 Farmer Mulatto $64.38

Metoyer, Thomas 38 Farmer Mulatto $116.14

Metoyer, Victor 38 Farmer Mulatto $39.30

Miller, John 41 Laborer White $24.88

Morgan, Hard 28 Laborer White $2.60

Pierier, Casemire 50 Blacksmith White $226.42

Prudhomme, L. 30 Farmer Black $6.45

Rachal, Leon 35 Farmer Mulatto $67.72

Rachal, P.M. 43 Clerk White $7.13

Robinson, William 26 Farm Laborer Black $347.05

Scruggs, S.O. 59 Physician White $15.53

Shannon, Spencer 25 Farmer Black $9.70

Squire, Celestine 50 Laborer Black $53.27

Thomas, Allen 50 Farmer Black $254.62

Thomassie, Jules 27 Farmer White $13.36

Tourres, A. 50 Farmer White $23.84

Vercher, Marcelline 35 Farmer White $36.74

Vercher, William 45 Laborer Mulatto $57.08

White, Andrew 51 Laborer Mulatto $89.08

Williams, Bill 23 Laborer Black $38.56

Williams, Sam 55 Laborer Mulatto $134.27

Young, Thomas 52 Farmer Black $3.04
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The importance of the store as a place to buy groceries, clothing, and personal items

seems to have diminished over time. The variety and amount of goods in the 1921 inventory is

somewhat diminished compared to that of 1883. (See Table 2 and 4) The store’s entire worth in

1921 dropped 55 percent below what it had been in 1883. In 1883, the store had carried

$3,546.63 worth of goods but in 1921 the store’s inventory was valued at only $1,964.48. 98

Perhaps the change was due to improved transportation, or the owner’s preference and

realignment of business interests. Betty Hertzog, who was born in 1929, remembered that there

were other stores in nearby Cloutierville and Derry that would have been accessible to the

workers. The Hertzogs also worked out an arrangement with a neighboring plantation owner,

Hyman Cohen, who operated a store that was better stocked than the one at Magnolia. Betty

Hertzog recalled that if someone needed an item that wasn’t stocked at Magnolia, the Hertzogs

would write an order for the item and the person would take the order to Cohen’s. Cohen would

then charge the purchase to Magnolia.99

Norman Gunn, a nephew of Matthew Hertzog, also remembered that his uncle had an

arrangement with Mr. Cohen. “He had, in his store, a lot of things that we didn’t have in ours.

Our store was more of a commissary. I remember that it had meat, beans and staples, but it didn’t

have something like shoes or clothes, or anything like that. So

Table 2. 1883 Inventory.
Count Description Count Description

Footware and Accessories: Hats, Cont.:

29 Balmorals, Lady's 49 Hat, Men's Black

8 Booties, Child's 5 Hat, Men's Blue

18 Booties, Child's Serge 5 Hat, Men's Cream

2 Booties, Lady's 21 Hat, Men's Gray

10 Booties, Lady's Serge 2 Hat, Misses Hat

2 Boots, Baby's

15 Boots, Boy's Calf Other Apparel:

2 Boots, Boy's Suede 14 Belts, Leather

7 Boots, Children's 12 Chemise, Lady's

3 Boots, Girl's Calf 1 Coat, Rubber

4 Boots, Lady's 2 Coats

                                                          
98 Ibid.
99 Betty, Ambrose and Barbara Interview.
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Table 2. Continued.

5 Boots, Lady's Serged Polished 2 Coats, Calico

27 Boots, Men's Calf 2 Collars, Lady's

12 Boots, Misses 19 Collars, Paper

2 Boots, Pegged 4 Corsets

116 Brogans 6 Cuffs and Collars

24 Brogans, Boy's Pegged 8 Cuffs, Lady's

9 Brogans, Boy's Suede 22 Drawers

49 Brogans, Pegged 7 Drawers, Lady's

2 Gaiters, Men's Sewed 3 Fans

5 Gaiters 8 Fans, Palmetto

8 Gaiters, Lady's Low 6 Garters, Elastic

9 Gaiters, Lady's Serge 3 Gloves, Working

32 Polkas, Girl's 18 Gauntlets

28 Shoes, Child's Sewed 2 Gloves, Woolen

11 Shoes, Lady's Buttoned Serge 15 Handkerchief, Colored

2 Shoes, Lady's Serge 28 Handkerchief, Turkey Red

21 Shoes, Leather 50 Handkerchief, White

11 Shoes, Serge Polished 55 Hose, Blue

7 Slippers, Leather 3 Hose, Boy's

1 Dozen Shoe Blacking 64 Hose, Brown

54 Hose, Child's

Hats: 69 Hose, Girl's

2 Hat, Black 15 Hose, Girl's White

21 Hat, Boy's Black 16 Hose, White

2 Hat, Boy's Blue 4 Jeans

6 Hat, Boy's Brown 4 Neckties

11 Hat, Child's Brown 2 Nubia

3 Hat, Lady's Black 11 Overcoat

3 Hat, Lady's Brown 17 Overshirts

1 Hat, Men's 3 Pants

Table 2. Continued.
Count Description Count Description

Other Apparel, Cont.: Cloth, Cont.:

8 Pants, Cassimere 19 Madras, Blue

1 Pants, Jean 126 Madras, Colored

9 Parasols 38 Muslin, Swiss

6 Scarfs 79 Net, Mosquito Brown

7 Shawls 716 Osnaberg, Plain

25 Shirt, Gent's Colored 34 Pique, White

14 Shirt, Gent's White 32 Sheeting

23 Shirts, Cottonade 114 Ticking, Bed
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Table 2. Continued

1 Suit, Special Linen 8 Toweling

4 Suits

3 Suits, Black Dress Other Sewing Related Items:

3 Suits, Boy's 4 Buckles

8 Suits, Cassimere 2 1/4 gross Buttons, Bone

4 Suits, Fancy 17 Buttons, Collar

3 Suits, Fancy Dress 18 pair Buttons, Cuff

9 Suits, Jean 69 dozen Buttons, Fancy

14 Undershirts 14 Buttons, Pearl Collar

11 Undershirts, Gray Mixed 1 lot Pins

3 Vests 1 gross Pins, Drape

1 lot Ribbons

Cloth (In Yards): 1 Tape, Assorted Color

96 Calico 29 Tape, White

2,070 Calico, Assorted 10 Thimbles, Brass

60 Checks, Apron 39 3/4 dozen Thread, Coat

1,114 Cotton, Attakapas 1 pound Thread, Flax

68 Cotton, Black 1 lot Trimmings, Cotton

82 Cottonade

58 Denim, Blue Personal Items:

565 Domestic, Black 1 dozen Brushes, Shaving

240 Domestic, Brown 13 Brushes, Tooth

78 Drilling 9 decks Cards, Playing

8 Flannel, Gray 475 Cigars, La Fortuna

17 Flannel, Red 425 Cigars, Steam Up

40 Flannel, White 9 phials Cologne

10 Grenadine 1 Comb, Tucking

5 Jean 11 Combs, Dress

7 Kersey, White 7 Combs, Pocket

10 Lawn 7 pair Earrings

15 Linsey 1 set Earrings and Pin

64 Sowell 18 phials Essence

20 Madras 21 Fiddle Strings

Table 2. Continued.
Count Description Count Description

Personal Items, Cont.: Kitchen Ware, Cont.:

2 1/2 dozen Hair Pins, Gilt 4 Castors

24 Knives, Pocket 1 lot China

2 reams Paper, Writing 16 Coffee Drippers

1 dozen Pencils, Carpenter 58 Cups, Cream Colored

7 dozen Pencils, Office 17 Cups, Tin
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Table 2. Continued.

8 dozen Pipes, Wooden 5 Dippers, Tin

4 Pocket Book 39 Dishes, Cream Colored

1 Prayer Beads 21 Flasks

10 Prayer Books 31 dozen Forks, Iron

15 pairs Scissors 5 Funnels, Tin

570 Soap, Magnolia 1 set Gallon Measures

1 dozen Soap, Toilet 1 1/2 dozen Glasses, Drinking

167 pounds Tobacco, Chewing 3 Glasses, Liquor

44 pounds Tobacco, Smoking 9 Jugs, Half Gallon

1 Toilet Set 15 Jugs, One Gallon

21 box Toys 9 Kettles

22 Knives, Butcher

Medicinal: 19 Knives, Table

1 box Alum 7 Ladles, Tin

1 box Ayers Cathartic Pills 6 Pans, Frying

not specified Blue Mass 6 Pans, Tin

1 gallon Castor Oil 1 Pitcher

1 box Copperus 7 Pitchers, Fancy

6 bottles Duconge Pectoral 64 Plates, Cream Colored

5 boxes Epsom Salt 5 Plates, Tin

1 box Ginger Root 8 Pots

3 boxes Gum Camphor 1 Preserve Set

13 boxes Hutton's Worm Candy 6 Sifters

Not Specified Ipecac and Emetic 7 Skillets

9 phials Laudanum 9 Skimmers, Tin

22 phials Paregoric 9 dozen Spoons, Pewter

21 phials Peppermint Essence 8 dozen Spoons, Tea

1 box Pulverized Sulphur 67 Tumblers

Not Specified Quinine

4 bottles Tarrant's Aperient Other Household Items:

1 dozen Brooms

Kitchen Ware: 39 Buckets, Tin

1 Bowl and Pitcher 36 Candles

27 Bowls, Colored 26 gallons Coal Oil

30 Bowls, White 2 Lamp Black

1 Can Opener 10 Lamp Globes

Table 2. Continued.
Count Description Count Description

Other Household, Cont.: Food, Cont.:

1 Lamp, Stove 2 1/4 barrels Whiskey

8 Lamps 24 bottles Wine, White
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Table 2. Continued.
7 Lamps, Brass Hand

23 cans Lye, Condensed Hunting/Fishing Items:

3 gross Matches, Telegraph 100 Cartridges, Brass

15 Pails, Water unreadable Fish Hook

2 Tubs, Wooden 64 Fish Line

22 sacks Powder

Food: 5 sacks Shot

1/4 barrel Annisette

85 cans Baking Soda Agricultural:

1/2 barrel Beans 16 bundles Arrow Ties

19 bottles Bitters 2 dozen Ax Heads

6 jars Brandy Cherries 6 Axes

8 jars Brandy Fruit 800 yards Bagging, Ludlow

55 pounds Candy, Flint 8 Bells, Cow

12 Cinnaman Bark 11 Bits, Bridle

3 sacks Coffee 50 Bolts, Carriage

37 cans Crackers, Soda 250 Bolts, Plow

15 cans Cream 30 Bolts, Wrought

7 barrels Flour 9 Bridle Reins

1 box Ginger Cake 2 Bridles

21 ½ pint glasses Jelly 10 Bridles, Blind

8 cans Lard 14 Brushes, Horse

28 cans Lobster 1 dozen Cards, Cotton

10 bottles Marichino 2 Cards, Woolen

6 cans Milk, Condensed 5 papers Coffin Nails

30 gallons Molasses 7 Collars, Horse

1 sack Nutmeg 16 Files, 2"

37 cans Oysters 32 Gimblets

16 sacks Pepper, Black 4 Girths

2 bottles Pepper, Red 9 Gun Worms

5 1/4 pounds Pork 3 Harnesses

1/2 barrel Rice 6 Hatchets, Shingle

26 cans Salmon 111 pounds Hings, Wrought

2 sacks Salt, Coarse 37 Hoes, Weeding

27 pouches Salt, Table 10 Locks, French

83 ¼" boxes Sardines 2 Martingales

1/2 barrel Sugar 1 Nail Extractor

3,118 pounds Sugar, Brown 15 kegs Nails

3 gallons Vinegar 6 packages Nails, Finishing
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Table 2. Continued.

Count Description Count Description

Agricultural, Cont.: 1 dozen Screws, Coffin

8 Padlocks 3 Sicles

400 pounds Paris Green 14 Singletrees

26 Plow Points, Avery 10 pounds Staples

4 Plows, Avery B.O. 5 pair Stirrup Leathers

1 coil 3/8 Rope 3 Surcingles

2 coils 1/4 Rope 68 Tacks, Paper

1 Saddle, Boy's 15 pair Trace Chains

2 Saddles 4 Whips, Horse

30 Saws, Hand 13 Whips, Wagon

36 dozen Screws 224 pounds Wire, Barbed

they worked out a deal.” Magnolia’s owners had coins or tokens minted to pay the laborers and

farmers in lieu of legal tender. “The day hand would get paid every Saturday and only part of

their pay was in American currency. Say, we would give a dollar in real money, and, we would

give you three dollars in tokens.” The laborers could then go to the Cohen store and make

purchases with the tokens. Cohen also had tokens minted that could be used as money at the

Magnolia store. “Then they would exchange tokens maybe once a month and give them back to

each other.”100

 Although Magnolia’s day laborers and sharecroppers apparently frequented local stores

in addition to the one at Magnolia, the 1883 and 1921 inventories are helpful in examining

aspects of their diet, clothing, medical concerns and personal preferences. The store’s

merchandise would have been tailored to its customers’ needs. The reconstructed 1883 inventory

is presented in Table 2.  There were a number of agricultural items stocked by the Hertzogs,

which would have been expected. The total amount of hardware and other agricultural equipment

and supplies was valued at $456.71. There were such items as bits, bridles, trace chains,

surcingles, axes, hoes, bagging, rope, plow points, screws, bolts, nails, and Paris Green

(insecticide).

The variety of food stocked at the store was not extensive but the basics were kept in

large supply: flour, baking soda, sugar, beans, rice, molasses, lard, pork and, most important,

                                                          
100 Norman Gunn, interview with Ann Rose, Alexandria, Louisiana, April 26, 2002.
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flint candy. Processed fish and oysters were also for sale at the store: 28 cans of lobster, 26 cans

of salmon, 83 cans of sardines, and 37 cans of oysters. Spices and flavorings included salt, black

pepper, red pepper, nutmeg, and cinnamon bark. There were jellies, jars of brandy fruit and

cherries, cream, soda crackers, and ginger cakes. There were also 24 bottles of white wine, ¼

barrel of anisette, and 2 ¼ barrels of whiskey. The total amount of groceries was valued at

$1,051.88. Along with the food supplies, the store sold fishing line and hooks, shot, powder, and

cartridges presumably used to supplement the diet.

The Hertzogs stocked an extensive array of objects used in food preparation, storage, and

serving but their value was appraised at only $59.32. There were 39 cream colored dishes, 58

cream colored cups, 64 cream colored plates, 1 pitcher, 7 “fancy” pitchers, and 1 lot of china. In

addition to the ceramic dishes there were tin cups and plates, tin ladles, dippers, funnels, pans,

and skimmers. There were 31 dozen iron forks, 22 butcher and 19 table knives, 9 dozen pewter

spoons, and 8 dozen teaspoons. Other items included 67 tumblers, 1 ½ dozen drinking glasses, 3

liquor glasses, 21 flasks, 9 kettles, 16 coffee drippers, 6 frying pans, 7 skillets, 8 pots, and 1

preserve set.

Clothing items composed the largest portion of the inventory and had the highest value at

$1,285.31. There were 480 pairs of shoes, boots, and gaiters (an overshoe with a cloth top) in the

inventory, along with 131 hats in a variety of colors in lady’s, men’s, and boy’s styles. Ready-

made clothes were available, such as calico coats, vests, cassimere work pants, jeans, “fancy

dress suits,” cottonade shirts, and undershirts. Lady’s chemises, corsets, hose, and drawers were

on hand. There were handkerchiefs, neckties, shawls, paper collars, gloves, and fans.

For individuals who sewed or could not afford ready-made, there were 5,560 yards of

cloth. The available selection was more varied than one might expect in a small country store.

There was osnaberg, calico, kersey, madras, cotton, flannel, sowell, denim, muslin, grenadine,

and lawn. There were 69 dozen “fancy buttons,” bone buttons, pearl collar buttons, cuff buttons,

brass thimbles, ribbons, buckles, pins, and hooks and eyes.

The store also stocked a variety of personal articles, such as toothbrushes, toilet soap,

pocket combs, and shaving brushes. Personal adornment items included dress combs, earrings,

an earring and pin set, and 2 ½ dozen gilt hairpins. There were toys for the children, and prayer
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books and prayer beads for the religious. For a Saturday night, one could pick up a deck of

playing cards, fiddle strings, along with a pipe and tobacco, or perhaps a LaFortuna cigar.

The general store also served as a drugstore. There were seventeen different remedies

available, which reveals something about the health of the population, lack of medical care, or

the popularity of patent medicines. (Table 3) A number of the items were cathartics or

purgatives, such as Ayer’s Cathartic Pills, castor oil, ipecac, emetic, and alum, which is a double

sulfate of ammonium, that can be used as both an astringent or to induce vomiting. Blue Mass

pills were commonly used to treat depression but contained over 9,000 times the amount of

mercury that is considered safe. Ironically, one of the symptoms of low dosage mercury

poisoning is depression.

Copperas or ferrous sulfate was used to treat iron deficiency. Duconge’s Pectoral relieved

disorders of the chest or respiratory tract. Epsom salt was used as a cathartic or in a bath to relax

sore muscles. Ginger root was useful in alleviating gastrointestinal stress. Gum camphor was a

stimulant and it increased perspiration. Hutton’s Worm Candy was used to treat worms. A

common problem in the South during the 19th and early 20th centuries was hookworms, which

could be found around unsanitary outhouses, in animal feces, and in polluted water. It was a

common practice to go barefoot during the summer months and hookworm larva usually

penetrated between people’s toes, making their way to the respiratory and digestive tract.

Symptoms of hookworm infestation were lack of energy, stomach pains, constipation, diarrhea,

and fever. Laudanum, made from opium, was used as a painkiller but was highly addictive.

Paregoric, a camphorated tincture of opium, was also used as a painkiller as well as a treatment

for diarrhea and intestinal pain. Peppermint could be ingested as a tea or made into a salve or

used in making poultices to relieve nausea, vomiting, and indigestion or could be used as a mild

analgesic. Quinine was another multi-purpose medicine. Its most common use was for the

treatment of malaria but it could also be used as an analgesic, antibacterial, anti-microbial,

astringent, and to relax muscles. Sulfur can be used to treat a variety of ailments, such as

malaise, gastrointestinal problems, headaches, and to treat wounds. An aperient is a laxative but

Tarrant’s advertised their product as curing all diseases arising from a disordered stomach or

impaired indigestion, as well as constipation, biliousness, and a sick headache.

The 1921 succession shows a somewhat diminished inventory compared to that of 1883.

As Norman Gunn stated earlier it became more of a commissary than a full-fledged general
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store. There were only 173 pairs of shoes and 72 hats in 1921 compared to 480 and 131 in 1883,

respectively. In 1883 there were 5,560 yards of 17 different types of cloth offered in a variety of

colors but in 1921 there was only 1,105 yards of calico and gingham. Ready-made clothing

consisted of only 40 men’s shirts, 22 jumpers, 10 pairs of pants, and 8 suits of underwear for

men and children. There were no personal or recreational items listed in the inventory beyond

Table 3. Medicine Available at Magnolia store, 1883.

Name Medicinal Uses

Alum Astringent; emetic

Ayer's Cathartic Pills Purgative

Blue Mass Depression

Castor Oil Purgative

Copperas Iron deficiency

Duconge Pectoral Disorders of the chest or respiratory tract

Epsom Salt Purgative; muscle relaxer

Ginger Root Gastrointestinal stress

Gum Camphor Stimulant

Hutton's Worm Candy Worms

Ipecac and Emetic Purgative; vomiting

Laudanum Pain killer

Paregoric Pain killer; diarrhea and intestinal pain

Peppermint Essence Used to relieve nausea, vomiting, indigestion and used as an analgesic,

Pulverized Sulfur Malaise, skin ailments, coughs, gastrointestinal problems, headaches, etc.

Quinine Analgesic, anaesthetic, antibacterial, anti-malarial, anti-microbial

Astringent, muscle relaxer

Tarrant's Aperient Laxative, constipation, biliousness, sick headache

all diseases arising from a disordered stomach

or impaired digestion

pocketknives, razors, soap, tobacco, and snuff. Medicinal supplies were still available: antiseptic,

worm syrup, cough syrup, Foster’s laxative, castor oil, “Magic Oil,” and “Healing Oil.” Food

items were still stocked but the variety was much less than that available in 1883. Kitchenware

was stocked but those who did the inventory simply listed “518 pieces of crockery.” Agricultural

supplies were available but in limited numbers.

As we have seen, Ambrose, Attala, and Matthew began the Magnolia store as a fully

stocked general store supplying a wide variety of people goods on credit. By 1921, the store

offered a diminished number of goods and the only people with outstanding debts at the time of
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Matthew Hertzog’s death were sharecroppers. Motorized transportation made it possible for the

rural population’s more affluent members to patronize larger, less expensive stores and so the

need to stock a large variety of goods decreased. Magnolia’s laborers probably did not have easy

or frequent access to such transportation.  This aspect of the store may have altered over the

years but the store was much more than just a place to buy and sell goods.  It represented both

positives and negatives for the people it served. Through the store, the Hertzogs guaranteed

purchases for its laborers at other stores. It was a place to socialize with neighbors and friends, to

celebrate holidays, and catch up on the latest news.

The store was also part of an agricultural system that maintained a cycle of debt.

Sharecroppers and tenants were forced to purchase supplies on credit using a cotton crop that

would barely yield enough money to pay for their debts. Day laborers, alike, paid for supplies on

credit until they could pay for them with what meager wages they earned working in the same

agricultural system. Given the circumstances after the Civil War, however, many of these

workers would not have been able to obtain credit from any other source to buy the seed and

equipment to grow a crop or supply themselves and their families with food, clothing, and shelter

until the harvest. In turn the furnishing agent and landowner would have found it difficult to

obtain credit from wholesalers without growing cotton. The only thing that many could do was to

make the best of a bad situation. How they accomplished this at Magnolia is explored in the

following chapters.

Table 4. 1921 Inventory.
 Count Description Count Description

Clothes: Food:

72 Hats 14 cans Bar Hash

22 Jumpers 5 sacks Coffee

10 Pants 52 glasses Jelly

40 Shirts, Men's 500 cans Lard

139 pair Shoes 15 sacks Meal

11 pair Shoes, Child's 1 case Oats

5 pair Shoes, High Top 12 bottles Oil

18 pair Slippers 3 jars Olives

9 Suits, Child's Underwear 100 boxes Peas

9 Suits, Men's Underwear 15 boxes Pepper, Black

Cloth: 3 cases Powder

210  yards Calico 36 cans Salmon
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Table 4. Continued.
895 yards Gingham 303 cases Salt

75 cans Sardines

Personal Items: 1 box Starch

7 Pocket Knives 3 barrels Sugar

12 Razors 10 cans Veal Loaf

2 boxes Snuff Hunting:

1 case Soap 2 cases Powder

22 cartons Tobacco

14 cartons Tobacco, Brown Mule Agricultural:

4 cartons Tobacco, Prince 6 Axe

7 Cul-Sweeps

Medicinal 35 Cultivator Blades

75 bottles Antiseptic 7 pair Cultivator Handles

12 bottles C/Tonic 10 pair Hames

27 bottles Cough Syrup 2 Hay Forks

28 bottles Diarrhea Remedy 36 Hoe Handles

5 bottles Fosters Laxative 19 Hoes

12 bottles Healing Oil 13 Horse Bridles

11 bottles Magic Oil 6 Horse Collars

6 bottles Worm Syrup 6 Horse Pads

14 Land Slides

Kitchenware 63 Lap Rings

518 pieces Crockery 115 Plow Bolts

4 pair Plow Handles

Other Household Items: 36 Plow Points

3 dozen Brooms 40 Rope

1 tank Coal Oil 5 cases Salt, Stock

1 case Lye 18 Singletrees

5 cases Matches 35 packages Stock Medicine

24 bottles Turpentine
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE LABORERS

We can only contemplate about the day to day details that occurred in the lives of

Magnolia’s wage earners and we will never know what their thoughts were but we can speculate.

On a warm Saturday April morning in 1902, sixty-two year old Thanase Bayonne got out of

bed.101 He removed his clothes from nails he had driven into the wall for just that purpose and

dressed. Thanase stoked the coals in the stove and started a fire to cook breakfast. He opened the

shuttered window so the heat wouldn’t become oppressive in the little brick cabin that had been

built back in 1845 to house slaves. Thanase grabbed the milk pail and headed outside. He fed the

cow, the pigs, and the chickens before gathering eggs and milking the cow. Before going inside,

he glanced at his garden behind the house and noted that something had been nibbling at the

young shoots. That old dog that had taken to living with them about a year ago wasn’t much

good at keeping watch, he thought.

When Thanase returned to the house, his ninety-two year old mother Mary was standing

near the stove warming her hands. Even though it was already warm, his mother’s bones got cold

easily. Thanase moved one of the ladder back chairs closer to the stove and helped her sit down.

They made small talk while he cooked their breakfast and then ate. After cleaning up the dishes

in the washtub, hanging the skillet and utensils on the nails in the wall, and settling his mother on

the front porch of the cabin, Thanase walked to Magnolia’s general store.

Today was payday and there were several people both inside and outside the store that

stood on the river road. A couple of young men played a game of dice on the front porch while

                                                          
101 Census Record, 1900.
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their wives sat nearby talking, small children running about them and climbing on and off their

laps periodically. Thanase nodded to them and spoke a greeting. Old Bose Coleman corralled

him as he walked in the front door to talk about a horse race that was scheduled for next

weekend, a common occurrence in the Cane River area. Thanase ribbed Bose about his

upcoming wedding to Betsy Johnson and then nodded to her when she glanced at them from the

counter where she was looking over the dress goods.

Thanase presently moved toward the counter and waited his turn to be paid and make his

purchases. He nodded at Mr. Matt Hertzog standing near the back of the store talking with young

William Cheatham. Finally, he stood at the counter and the clerk recorded his pay in the ledger,

$2.50 for five days work. Thanase couldn’t read what the young man was writing so he had to

take him at his word. He informed him that he had an outstanding balance of $.55. He subtracted

that from his pay and then recorded the purchases that Thanase wanted to make that day.  He

bought sugar ($.20), two cigars, ($.20), tobacco ($.10), a sack of flour ($.10), meal ($.15), meat

($.80), rice ($.10), a lamp globe for $.10 to replace the one he had broken night before last, and

some candy for $.20. He also asked for a cash advance of $.20. The clerk tallied the amounts and

told him that would leave him with an outstanding balance of $.40.102 The clerk thanked him and

Thanase left the little store. Again, he visited with one or two of his neighbors and one of the

sharecropping families from just down the road.

Walking back down the road and across the field toward his home, Thanase thought for

awhile about his outstanding balance and how he never seemed to come out ahead of the game.

He wished he could read and write so he could check what the young clerk recorded in that

ledger. He wished for a lot of things but he was proud of what he had been able to accomplish

since he was freed from slavery at the age of twenty-five. He had married a good woman and

buried her but they had raised their children as free people. They never knew the restrictions that

he or his own widowed mother had known. They had a chance to make something of themselves.

Thanase Bayonne was a walking contradiction to so many detractors of African-

Americans both during slavery and after emancipation. Despite beliefs that slaves did not have a

strong sense of family and were incapable of creating strong kinship networks, they did. Thanase

lived with and cared for his widowed mother, which indicates a strong sense of family. Many of

                                                          
102 Magnolia Day-Hand Ledger, 1902-1903, Cane River Creole National Historical Park Collection, National Park
Service, Natchitoches Parish, Louisiana, hereafter cited as Ledger 1902-1903.
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Thanase’s fellow workers created stable two parent households.  A review of the census records

indicates widespread nuclear family formation among African-Americans in the Cane River area.

Many households also included brothers-in-law, sisters-in-law, mothers and mothers-in-law,

cousins, and grandchildren.103

Thanase Bayonne was also a contradiction to the charges that blacks were naturally lazy

and idle. “Wherever the freedmen turned, it seemed, white men who claimed to be their best

friends and emancipators were on hand to advise them to work diligently and thereby prove

themselves fit for freedom. The former slaves usually listened politely and nodded their heads in

acquiescence. But occasionally their anger surfaced, and few charges infuriated them more than

that of idleness.”104 Why should they have to prove their ability to work, when the evidence was

displayed throughout the South?

Even after black people had proved their ability to work outside slavery, reformers as late

as the twentieth century were bemoaning the state of the black population. Robert F. Campbell

wrote that the end of slavery had placed blacks in an unknown environment with little

preparation. “Their enfranchisement not only alienated them from their former masters, their

‘life-long and natural friends,’ but it also permitted a freedom that only encouraged their worst

attributes. The implication, for Campbell and others, was clear: blacks could achieve

development and progress only under white guidance and patronage.”105

The fact was that they did not need patronage from their former masters. Both former

master and former slave had to rely upon one another and adjust to a new economy.

Emancipation caused a shift in the South’s agricultural dynamic. The former slave owners were

left with large tracts of land but they no longer owned the labor to make it yield a profit. The

former slave was given the ownership of his own labor and it was something that the agricultural

South desperately needed. As one Mississippi planter stated, “an adequate supply of labor is the

first essential in the business of raising cotton. To secure it constitutes the most serious problem

confronting plantation management”106 but there were few viable employment options for the

                                                          
103 For further information on the family formation during and after slavery, see Herbert G. Gutman’s The Black

Family in Slavery and Freedom, 1750-1925; Ann Patton Malone’s Sweet Chariot, Slave Family and Household

Structure in Nineteenth Century Louisiana; J.W. Blassingame’s The Slave Community; and Eugene D. Genovese’s
Roll Jordon Roll.
104 Litwack, Been in the Storm So Long, 388.
105 Link, The Paradox of Southern Progressivism, 65-67.
106 Quoted in Alston and Higgs, 337.
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former slaves. Emancipation “required that former slaves learn to be free workers and that

former masters learn to be employers.” 107

Magnolia’s owners made the transition and employed both sharecroppers and wage

earners. Those who farmed on shares lived in houses along the river near the land that they

farmed. The wage earners, the subject of this study, lived in the former slave cabins. (Figures 30-

40)  As stated earlier, documentation confirms that the houses were under construction in 1845.

By 1858, Walmsley’s plat depicted twenty-four cabins . They were constructed in a pattern: six

cabins aligned north to south in four rows. They were built 75 feet apart, north to south, and 70

feet, east to west. The brick and mortar cabins measured 39 feet north to south and 17 feet east to

west. Each cabin had two rooms and wood floors, with a central chimney. The roofs were

originally covered with wood shingles but were later replaced by corrugated tin. Cisterns were

built at the corner of each house to catch rainwater for the residents. Porches, supported by

wooden posts, were built on the front or west side of each cabin to provide extra living space.

Some of the wage earners later built wooden structures on the back or east side for extra living

space. A number of the cabins were torn down in the 1890s and robbed of construction materials

to rebuild the big house. Several others were destroyed during a 1939 tornado. Only eight cabins

remain standing today.

Photographs of the cabin’s exteriors and interiors provide more information. Fences were

constructed around some of the cabins, presumably to either keep livestock penned or to keep

them out of gardens. Wooden benches and chairs on the porches indicate that as many

southerners did prior to air conditioning, they spent time outside. Residents took pride in the

appearance of the quarters. As one former resident stated, “When we lived here, this was a

superb place. It was clean then.”108 They recalled whitewashing the cabins’ exteriors at

Christmastime with whitewash that Matt Hertzog provided. They planted flowers around the

cabins to individualize and enliven the exteriors.109

Interior photographs show that nails were driven into the walls on which to hang utensils,

food containers, and clothes. Former residents also recalled decorating the walls with magazine

                                                          
107 Harold D. Woodman, “Sequel to Slavery: The New History Views the Postbellum South, The Journal of

Southern History Volume XLIII, No. 4, November 1977, page 550.
108 Muriel Crespi, “A Brief Ethnography of Magnolia Plantation: Planning for Cane River National Historical Park,”
Studies in Archeology and Ethnography #4,  Archeology and Ethnography Program, National Center for Cultural
Resources, National Park Service, 2004, 62,  hereafter cited as Crespi.
109 Ibid., 44.
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Figure 30. View of cabins, date unknown. Copy on file at the Southeast Archeological Center,
Tallahassee, Florida.

Figure 31. View of cabins, date unknown. Copy on file at the Southeast Archeological Center,
Tallahassee, Florida.
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       Figure 32. Former slave cabins, looking northwest, photograph by author.

Figure 33. Former slave cabins, standing beneath porch roof looking north,
photograph by author.
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       Figure 34. Former slave cabin. Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs
       Division, Historic American Buildings Survey, LA-1193-B, Tulane University, 1986.
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          Figure 35. Former slave cabin. Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs
          Division, Historic American Buildings Survey, LA-1193-B, Tulane University,
          1986.
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Figure 36. Children sitting on the front porch of the cabins,
unknown date. Photograph taken by Ambrose Hertzog II, courtesy
of Ambrose Hertzog III.

Figure 37. Cabin exterior, unknown date, courtesy of Ambrose
Hertzog III.
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Figure 38. Cabin exterior and family, unknown date and people,
courtesy of   Ambrose Hertzog III.

Figure 39. Interior of cabin, courtesy of Ambrose Hertzog III.
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 Figure 40. Interior of cabin, courtesy of Ambrose Hertzog III.

pages using a mixture of flour and water as an adherent.110 A cast iron stove stands near the

fireplace in one photograph. A simple wood table, its surface covered with tin containers and a

jar of preserves, sits within easy reach. Dishes and clothes were washed in tubs and the clothes

hung outside on a line to dry. Before the cabins were electrified in the 1940s, the residents used

coal oil lamps to light the cabins’ interior at night. They heated the interiors and cooked their

meals with wood they were allowed to cut on Magnolia property.

The quarters area was much more than a group of houses. As former residents “saw it, the

quarters was their neighborhood, a community defined both as a physical and socially

meaningful place where residents had a sense of worth, created a rewarding life, and evolved a

culture that reflected both complementary and shared interests and activities.”111 It was a place

where friends and family socialized and where future spouses were courted. Birthdays and

holidays were celebrated in the quarters with fish fries and barbecues. It was where the residents

celebrated the Emancipation Proclamation Day on June 19th. “Mr. Hertzog gave us a beef and

bread and a keg of beer. There were house parties and people would come to eat and drink and

play baseball.”112 Former resident women recalled combining their child care duties with

                                                          
110 Ibid.
111 Ibid., 44-45.
112 Ibid., 53.
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socializing by playing cards with each other. The quarters area was a place where class and racial

divisions narrowed, and black and white children formed friendships. (Figure 41)“Children of

the Vercher family in the quarters, the Gallien overseer family, and young Ambrose Hertzog Jr.,

for example, played together around the yard, fished from the river banks, went swimming, and

sometimes rode horseback throughout the plantation.”113

Another area of life in which the class and racial divisions blurred was at outdoor

sporting activities. Horseracing and baseball were major events along Cane River. (Figures 42-

44) Home movies that Dr. Ambrose Hertzog III filmed showed blacks, whites, and Creoles of

    Figure 41. Children playing at Magnolia, date unknown, courtesy of Ambrose
   Hertzog III.

                                                          
113 Ibid., 53.
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Figure 42. Pierce Rachal groomed and trained Matthew Hertzog’s race
horses, 1939. Photograph taken by Ambrose Hertzog II, courtesy of Ambrose
Hertzog III.

Figure 43. Watching a baseball game, 1941. Photograph taken by Ambrose
Hertzog II, courtesy of Ambrose Hertzog III.
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  Figure 44. Two young men in front of the Magnolia big house holding
  the reins of horse, unknown date, courtesy of Ambrose Hertzog III.

Color standing in the same area and conversing at horse races. Photographs indicate that they

also sat in the same bleachers at baseball games. Blacks, whites, and Creoles of Color also

played against one another on opposing teams. “Former residents remembered baseball

enthusiasts streaming down Highway 119 Sunday afternoons, sometimes still eating the ice

cream and cake the commissary sold at the games. They remembered the watermelons Mr. Matt
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kept on ice in the store to award the wining team at special games.”114 Not only did the different

races play together but women also participated. One woman, “proudly recalled her youthful

success as a pitcher on the quarters’ softball team.”115

Besides shelter, the Hertzogs provided the laborers with enough land to grow gardens to

supplement their diet. The evidence for this can be seen in their purchases of seed from the store,

as well as archeological evidence of canning activities: jar and lid liner fragments. Former

residents recalled that they relied more on their gardens and livestock for food than they did the

Magnolia store. They cultivated and canned, jarred, or dried beans, corn, cucumbers, garlic,

mustard greens, okra, sweet peas, onions, peanuts, pumpkins, red peppers, tomatoes, and turnips.

Residents also grew Irish potatoes and sweet potatoes and stored them in holes dug into banks

and covered them for later use. Although not a major crop, some grew sugar cane that they had

processed into syrup at a local mill operated by a Magnolia sharecropper. A former resident from

a nearby plantation remembered they also made cane beer from the foam that formed during

sugar processing. “They used that foam off of that cane juice. We had plenty left, and one time

the hogs got into the juice and we had a whole lot of [drunk] hogs.”116

Residents also recalled harvesting fruits and leaves from nearby trees and bushes that

were used to make jellies, beverages, or used as ingredients. The date-like fruit of the Juju or

zizis tree, blackberries, peaches, and pears were used to make jelly and wine. Sassafras leaves

were dried and made into teas or used as a seasoning for gumbo. Pecans were eaten raw or used

to make desserts.117

Betty and Ambrose Hertzog also recalled that the workers raised hogs, kept a milk cow,

and some had their own horses. In addition, former residents recalled raising chickens, geese,

ducks, and goats. Before the cabins were electrified, some residents owned iceboxes to preserve

their milk and meat, while others kept food near ice blocks wrapped in burlap sacks that they

placed in the fireplace during summers. Others put jars of milk and wrapped ice in a bucket and

lowered them into cisterns for preservation. Former residents also recalled catching crawfish,

grinner, gar, and catfish either in a pond behind the Big House or in Cane River.118

                                                          
114 Ibid., 51.
115 Ibid.
116 Ibid.,  29 and 46; and Interview between Anne Rose and Lawrence Helair, Sr., March 6, 1997, hereafter cited as
Interview, March 6, 1997.
117 Crespi, 29,  46.
118 Ibid., 46-47, and Interview July 14, 2000.
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There is conflicting information on whether or not the Hertzogs provided medical care

for the laborers. One informant remembered that “Uncle Matt paid all the bills if they had to go

see Dr. Scruggs.”119 Another source stated that the Hertzogs had an arrangement with the doctor

in nearby Cloutierville. The doctor would send the bill to the Hertzogs, which they paid. The

charge was added to the worker’s store account which they paid at the end of the year or when

they could afford to do so.120

In any case, former residents recalled relying on folk knowledge to care for many of their

ailments. They used herbs and leaves to make poultices, ointments, and teas and women relied

on local midwives during childbirth. Chinaberry tree fruit was used to make a tea to de-worm

children and cure fevers.121 Palm of Christian leaves, peach tree leaves and bitter weed were also

used to alleviate fevers. Cedar tree leaves were used for rheumatism.122 Particular individuals,

sometimes called root doctors, herb doctors, or vine healers, were also known for their

knowledge of healing. One man in the Cane River area could cure shingles. “He’d have some

kind of silk thread or string or something and he’d tie so many knots in it for their shingles. Then

I guess he’d bless it. He’d put some kind of oil on it and it would get rid of it.”123 One reason that

the residents may have relied on their own knowledge was the treatment they received when they

did visit a doctor. One former Magnolia resident remembered that “When we went to the doctor,

we would wait there from 7 in the morning until 4 in the afternoon because she took all the white

people first, even if they came in last.”124

Discrimination and violence was something that the black workers along Cane River, as

elsewhere during that time period, had to confront. Some former slave owners still regarded their

workers as little more than chattel. When Rhody Holsell’s white mistress struck her after

emancipation, she quickly established the new rules and stated that  “I grabbed her leg and would

have broke her neck.” 125  Another former slave recalled that her former master told the adults

                                                          
119 Interview, April 26, 2002.
120 Interview, July 14, 2000.
121 Crespi, 40.
122 Ibid., 28;  Interview between Ann Rose and Family of Clement Claiborne, May 6, 1997; and Interview between
Ann Rose and Atlas Helaire, Lucinda Page Helaire, and Clara Roberson Johnson, May 2, 1997.
123 Interview between Lawrence Helaire and Frankie Hoover and Ann Rose, April 18, 1997, hereafter cited as
Interview, April 18, 1997.
124 Crespi., 22.
125 Paul D. Escott, Slavery Remembered: A Record of Twentieth-Century Slave Narratives (Chapell Hill: University
of North Carolina Press, 1979), 144, hereafter cited as Escott, Slavery Remembered.
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that he no longer had the right to whip them but that he would punish their children if and when

they deserved it. She informed him that he “warn’t gwine brush none of her chilluns no more.”126

Former workers from the Cane River area recalled the actions of a local man who seemed

to despise blacks. “They say if he just [happen] to look at a black man, he would just walk up

and kick him.” When asked if he ever got into trouble for his actions, the informant stated that

“Yeah, he finally got in trouble for it.” Black residents apparently decided to put an end to the

harassment and beat the man so badly that he was admitted to the hospital. “They liked to killed

him up there, right there in that...store.”

Local law enforcement authorities were not particularly sympathetic to blacks in the early

twentieth century either. One area resident remembered that “My daddy said that years ago, too,

when they would arrest a black man, even for something they should have been arrested for,

when they would get out of jail, they looked like they had been in a fight with a barbed wire

fence. All black folks that would get out of jail was skinned up and bruised up.”127

Local planters, however, wielded a great deal of influence with the local law authority

and many times protected their employees from violence. A survey of slave narratives indicates

that the planter’s attitude was a major factor in a workers decision to remain on a plantation.128

Former slaves likely felt that if a planter’s attitude toward them was favorable they could count

on the planter for a degree of protection in turbulent times. One former Magnolia resident

recalled that “Mr. Matt used to have a say-so in who got arrested and who got out of jail.”129

When a worker from another local plantation was arrested for making moonshine, the planter

told the law official that “You know I’m not going to come get him. You get him and bring him

back. Don’t you hurt him.”130 The man was returned to his home. “They didn’t hit him either.

They were bad about beating them up. They would have, if it wasn’t for that.”131 Planters likely

used their influence out of affection for individuals and because injuries would prevent a man

from working at full capacity.

The wage earners or day hands did a variety of jobs around the plantation as needed.

(Figures 45-48) “They hoed, and they picked cotton, and the men usually drove tractors, or

                                                          
126 Ibid.
127 Interview, April 18, 1997.
128 Escott, Slavery Remembered, 137.
129 Crespi, 39.
130 Interview, April 18, 1997.
131 Ibid.
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worked with the cattle in the hay field.”132 During the height of planting or harvesting season,

farm laborers worked long days. One former Magnolia worker remembered “You would be

going to the fields when the sun rise, and you didn’t quit until, maybe, five minutes to the time to

go home. You’d be so tired, and you might have a mile or two to walk.”133

Children also worked in the cotton fields alongside their parents. A former resident of a

local plantation recalled that he started working in the fields when he was eight years old, when

it was “time to start learning.”  “First they’d learn you how to chop the weeds on the lot. Then,

you’d get stronger, and you’d do something else, plowing or whatever. When I was about eleven,

you know, I’d taken to plowing by myself.”134 Some children worked after school and some had

to quit school altogether to help support their families. “We’d go to school, and when we’d get

out of school, we had to get us a drink of water and a biscuit or something and go to the field.

Many days we couldn’t go to school because we had to work.”135 One area resident stated that

“Yes, it was rough. I had to quit school. ‘Now you got to help get this cotton out of the field’

[they’d tell us].”136 Others were more fortunate, and another area resident recalled that, “you

picked when you came home from school. You didn’t stay home from school to pick cotton.”137

Besides working in the field, day laborers also worked in the Big House yard, in the

Hertzog’s garden, tended the Hertzog’s horses and mules, and picked up the mail in nearby

Derry.138 (Figures 49-50) Betty Hertzog also remembered that “when everything was caught up,

and we didn’t have a lot [of work] to do, they would usually work the married men first. Then, if

you had something [else], you would work the men that were single. But you would always work

the married men first.”139 Laborers also held domestic jobs such as laundresses, nursemaids,

cooks, general house servants, and chauffeur.140

                                                          
132 Crespi., 40.
133 Ibid., 34.
134 Interview, March 14, 1997.
135 Interview, March 6, 1997.
136 Interview between Ann Rose and Atlas Helaire, Lucinda Page Helair, and Clara Roberson Johnson, May 2, 1997,
hereafter cited as Interview, May 2, 1997.
137 Interview between Ann Rose and Ivory D. Hamilton Augustus, October 13, 1997.
138 Ibid., 34-35.
139 Ibid., and Interview July 14, 2000.
140 Crespi, 35.
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Figure 45. Plowing with mules at Magnolia Plantation, 1941. Photograph taken by Ambrose
Hertzog II, courtesy of Ambrose Hertzog III.

Figure 46. Baling hay, Magnolia Plantation, 1939. Photograph taken by Ambrose Hertzog II,
courtesy of Ambrose Hertzog III.
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Figure 47. Loading stationary baler at Magnolia Plantation, 1939. Photograph taken by Ambrose
Hertzog II, courtesy of Ambrose Hertzog III.

Figure 48. Hauling hay, Magnolia Plantation, 1939. Photograph taken by Ambrose Hertzog II,
courtesy of Ambrose Hertzog III.
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Figure 49. Gardener John Rachal holding Matthew
 Hertzog III, 1960. Photograph taken by Ambrose
Hertzog II, courtesy of Ambrose Hertzog III.

Day laborers augmented their income in a variety of ways. Men and women found part-

time work in Cloutierville and Derry. Men, women, and children earned extra money picking

pecans at nearby Melrose Plantation. The Hertzogs also gave day laborers gleaning rights to

crops. This allowed the workers to supplement their supply of corn and potatoes, and gather

seeds and leftover cotton.141 As one area resident stated, they did “everything to make up”142

given the low wages that they earned and the low price of cotton.

                                                          
141 Ibid., 47-48.
142 Interview, May 2, 1997.
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Figure 50. Mary Jane Cheatham, cook at Magnolia Plantation, 1940. Photograph taken by
Ambrose Hertzog II, courtesy of Ambrose Hertzog III.
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Wages for agricultural labor varied from state to state and according to the type of work.

John Hope Franklin estimated that immediately after the war plantation wages ranged from $9 to

$15 a month for men and from $5 to $10 for women, in addition to food, fuel and shelter.143 In

1891, an observer noted that black farm laborers did not earn over $.50 or $.60 per day.144

Economists Robert Higgs estimated that black agricultural labor had a per capita income of $55

to $91 in 1900.145

With fluctuations in markets, wages fluctuated. Economists Herman Jay Braunhut

estimated that “monthly wages in Southern agriculture ranged from $21.35 in 1913 to a high of

$45.46 in 1920 and back down to $30.75 in 1930, running from 60 to 65 per cent of the national

averages.”146 More specifically, the per capita income for Louisiana’s farm population in 1929

was $186; and $183 for the Southeast. However, the per capita personal income was much

higher in every other part of the United States. In the Southwest and Northeast it was $366; in

the Middle States it was $262; in the Northwest $426; and in the West $818.147

The United States government published estimated average wages for agricultural wage

earners throughout the country but did not differentiate by race. (Figure 51) If the laborer were

provided with housing, as those at Magnolia were, their monthly income in 1866 would have

been $15.50.  In 1902 the wage rose to  $22.00, and in 1920 to $65.00, but by 1930 it had

dropped to $48.00 with the onset of the Great Depression. Wages remained low throughout the

depression, with a low of $25.50, but with the advent of World War II wages increased. By 1942

agricultural wage earners were making $59.00 a month and by 1945 they were averaging

$101.00. In comparison, wage earners in other occupations were earning considerably more

money. Wage earners working in manufacturing were earning $36.58 per month in 1890, $36.25

in 1900, and just prior to the Great Depression $109.08. Wage earners working for railroad

companies were earning $46.66 per month in 1890, $45.66 in 1900, and $130.50 in 1926.148

                                                          
143 John Hope Franklin,  From Slavery to Freedom, 311.
144 Samuel J. Barrows, “What the Southern Negro is Doing for Himself,” Atlantic Monthly Volume 67, Issue 404,
June 1891, 805.
145 Robert Higgs, The Transformation of the American Economy, 1865-1914.
146 Herman Jay Braunhut, “Farm Labor Wage Rates in the South, 1909-1948,” Southern Economic Journal, XVI
(1949-50), 192-193.
147 The National Emergency Council, Report on the Economic Conditions of the South (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1938, page 119.
148 Historical Statistics of the United States, Colonial Times to 1970, Part 1, (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of
Commerce, 1975), 169, 468.
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Wages at Magnolia ranged from $.50 to $.85 per day around the turn of the twentieth

century. If the farm laborers at Magnolia were able to work five days a week at $.50 per day for

fifty-two weeks, then their annual income would have been $130. If they were paid $.85 for the

same period, they would have had an annual income of $221. At the lowest rate, their income

would have been $39 more than Higgs’ highest estimate but $134 below the U.S. government’s

estimated average for agricultural wage earners throughout the country who were provided with

housing.

Figure 51. Wages for agricultural workers, 1877-1948. Source: Historical Statistics of the

United States

According to a 1930 Magnolia ledger, wages were recorded for various people at $1.00,

$1.37, $1.50, $1.75 and a high of $2.73 per day. Again, if Magnolia’s workers managed to work

five days a week at the lowest wage of $1.00 per day for fifty-two weeks, then their annual

income would have been $260. If they had managed to work for $2.73 each day for fifty-two

weeks, they would have made $709.80 per year but no one consistently earned that rate during

1930. At the lowest estimate, Magnolia’s workers would have made $74 more per year than the

average farm worker in Louisiana and $77 more than those in the Southeast, but far less than the

rest of the nation at $576.

During the planting and harvesting seasons, there was probably constant work available.

Between planting and harvesting, however, there were likely days when their labor was not
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needed. Thanase Bayonne, for instance, worked 144 days during a twelve-month period and

William Cheatham worked approximately 150 days for the same period. As stated earlier,

however, the laborers took odd jobs and used their spare time to work in their own gardens, to

hunt, and to fish. Although work was not constantly available, the Hertzogs allowed the laborers

to live in the cabins year round.

Were these wages combined with free housing, a garden space, and subsidized medical

care, sufficient for Magnolia’s workers to sustain or advance their standard of living? A visitor to

the South reported that in 1891 “sixty cents a week spent in pork, meal, and syrup, will keep [a

black person] well alive.” He also reported that “a colored man testified” that he could live well

on $.35 a week.”149 In Let Us Now Praise Famous Men, James Agee reported that a family of six

subsisted on between $6 and $10 worth of rations of month.150

In order to answer the question above, a closer examination of Magnolia’s workers is

warranted. In the following pages, the profiles of three wage laborers and their families will be

presented. We will discuss their age, household composition, their wages and their purchases at

the Magnolia general store for approximately fifteen months during the years 1902-1903.

Thanase Bayonne

Thanase Bayonne, who was introduced earlier in the chapter, was born in 1840 in

Louisiana. The only census in which Bayonne’s name could be found was in the enumeration for

1900.151 He was listed as a sixty-year-old widowed black man, who could neither read nor write.

His ninety-year-old mother Mary resided in the same household. Mary had also been born in

Louisiana in 1810. It is unknown whether or not she had been a slave at Magnolia. Julia

Lecomte’s 1845 succession record contained a list of slaves in which a woman named Marie, age

35, was listed. She had two children at the time of the succession but in the census record for

1900 Mary reported that Thanase was the only child she ever bore. Perhaps the census

enumeration was incorrect.

                                                          
149 Barrows, “What the Southern Negro is Doing for Himself,” page 808.
150 James Agee, Let Us Now Praise Famous Men, page 117
151 Census, 1900.
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Thanase was paid between $.50 and $.53 a day for his labor. His wages for a twelve-

month period, between April 1902 and March 1903, amounted to $71.90. His total wages for the

period covered in the ledger, April 1902 to early July 1903, was $98.90. His total purchases

amounted to $104.95, which meant that he was in debt to the store for $6.15.152

Thanase spent 50.71 percent of his wages on food and food related items. His major food

purchases were for meat ($23.60), meal ($6.50), sugar ($4.75), and rice ($4.15). Some of his

other purchases included salt and pepper, grits, cheese and crackers, oysters, sardines, salmon,

and candy. He also bought two coffee pots, a skillet and garden seeds. Apparently, Thanase

supplemented their diet by cultivating a garden. His expenditure on food per month ranged from

a high of $5.50 to a low of $.90. For the period between May 1902 and April 1903, Thanase

spent an average of $3.30 per month on food.153 (Table 5)

Thanase spent only 9.56 percent of his earnings or $9.45 on clothing. He did not purchase

a large amount of sewing items. He made one purchase of cotton material and a spool of thread.

Otherwise, he bought their clothes ready-made: a coat, a handkerchief, a hat, two shirts, shoe

laces, one pair of shoes, and two pairs of socks. In regards to personal items, Thanase purchased

cigars, tobacco, snuff, paper, and soap. He also withdrew $24.95 in cash, which was 25.25

percent of his income. Other personal/household items included blacking, a bucket, matches,

coal oil, a lamp globe and chimney, nails, and a padlock.154

Bose Coleman

Bose Coleman was born in 1854 in Louisiana. The Hertzog family recalls that Coleman might

have moved to the area following the Colfax Riots that took place in neighboring Grant Parish in

1873. His name is not listed in the 1870 census record for Grant or Natchitoches Parish, but he

may have simply not been enumerated. In any case, his name first appears in the 1880 census

record for the ward in which Magnolia Plantation is located. The census lists Coleman as a

twenty-six year old black male living with his wife, Harriet, and two daughters, ages 8 and 10,

and one son age five. His occupation was listed as farmer.155

                                                          
152 Ledger, 1902-1903.
153 Ibid.
154 Ibid.
155 Census Records 1880, 1920, Interview between Anne Rose and Ambrose Hertzog, February 2, 2002.
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Table 5. Thanase Bayonne’s purchases for a fifteen month period in 1902-1903.
Food Cost Clothing Cost Personal Cost

Baking Powder .15 Cotton .25 Cash 24.95
Beef Hash .15 Thread .10 Cigars .30
Black Pepper .05 Subtotal .35 Paper .05
Cake .10 Soap .85
Candy .60 Ready-Made: Snuff .10
Cheese .55 Coat 1.25 Tobacco 5.35
Coffee 2.25 Handkerchief .20 Subtotal 31.6

Crackers .70 Hat .40
Crackers and Cheese .15 Necktie .35 Household/Other:
Eggs .20 Pants 3.85 Blacking .05
Flour 1.9 Shirt 1.25 Bucket .25
Grits .50 Shoe Laces .05 Coal Oil 2.30
Lard .40 Shoes 1.50 Globe .10
Meal 6.50 Socks .25 Lamp Chimney .10
Meat 23.6 Subtotal 9.10 Matches .05
Milk .10 Nails .50
Oysters .10 Padlock .25
Rice 4.15 Subtotal 3.60

Salmon .50
Salt .25
Sardines .60
Sausage .35
Soda .10
Sugar 4.75
Syrup .30
Yeast .05
Subtotal 49.05

Food Related Items

Coffee Pot (2) .20
Seeds .20
Skillet .65
Subtotal 1.05

Total 50.10 Total 9.45 Total 35.2

Coleman was not listed in the 1900 or 1910 census but his name appears in ledgers dating

from 1898 through the 1920s. He was listed in the 1920 census. At the time of the enumeration,

sixty-six year old Coleman shared a home with his sixty-year old wife, and their five year old

granddaughter. He reported his occupation as a wage earning farm laborer. He is not listed in the
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1930 census but we do know that he was alive and working at Magnolia as late as 1926 at the

age of seventy-two.156

Apparently, Coleman’s first wife died or the marriage was otherwise dissolved. The 1920

census lists his wife as Betsy.  Throughout most of 1902, Betsy was referred to as Betsy Johnson.

In late October 1902, Betsy’s name was changed to Betsy Coleman. She retained her own store

account for several months, after which her balance was transferred to Bose Coleman’s

account.157

Coleman was listed as a farm laborer in the census but we do know that during the 1920s

he was the stable man at Magnolia.158 The ledgers show that in 1899 Coleman was paid 58 cents

per day and in 1900 his wages increased to 68 cents per day. The 1902-1903 ledger indicates that

instead of being paid for the number of days he worked, Coleman was paid a salary of $15.00 per

month. Although his pay was consistent, Coleman’s wages had decreased to approximately 50

cents per day. He and his wife supplemented their income by occasionally picking cotton. Their

total income for twelve months, from April 1902 to March 1903, was $197. Their entire income

for the months covered by the ledger, April 10, 1902 to June 6, 1903, was $233.159

With their wages, the Colemans purchased the everyday necessities and occasional

luxury item. Their total purchases from April 10, 1902 to June 6, 1903 amounted to $216.75,

which should have left them with a surplus of $16.25.  Over half the Colemans’ purchases went

to food and food related items, at 56.79 percent. Their largest purchases were basic food items:

flour, meat (beef/pork), meal, sugar, rice, lard, baking soda, and coffee. There was some variety

in their diet beyond the basics, such as salmon, sardines, milk, molasses, cheese, crackers,

apples, and candy. Their food purchases per month ranged from a low of $5.20 to a high of

$12.75. Their average monthly expenditure on food was $8.04.160 (Table 6)

Seeds, fishing line and hooks indicate that they grew gardens and supplemented their diet

by fishing. No hunting supplies were purchased from the store. A cup and saucer set were

recorded on Betsy Coleman’s separate account. Prior to the marriage and perhaps in anticipation

of it, Mr. Coleman purchased a stove for $12.50, their largest one- time purchase.161

                                                          
156 Census Record 1920, Ledger Books 1898-1900, 1902-1903, 1926.
157 Ledger Book, 1902-1903
158 Interview between Anne Rose and Ambrose Hertzog, February 2, 2002.
159 Ledgers, 1898-1900, 1902-1903.
160 Ibid.
161 Ibid.
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Clothing and clothing related items accounted for 17.79 percent of their purchases. They

purchased $9.40 worth of cotton, cottonade, calico, lawn, plaid, along with buttons, thread, and

lace. They also purchased ready-made clothing. They bought shoes, shirts, skirts, pants,

underwear, handkerchiefs, stockings, suspenders, hose, and hats. Their total ready-made

purchases amounted to $28.20.162

Only 18.48 percent of their purchases fit into the personal and personal household items.

Tobacco was by far the largest purchase in this group. Every few days and sometimes more than

once a day, Mr. Coleman stopped at the general store to buy tobacco. Other items purchased

were soap, towels, matches, beads, and an ornamental/adornment item, a one-time purchase for

$.15. Medicinal purchases amounted to $1.35: paregoric, castor oil, carbolic soap and

unspecified medicine. In addition to these purchases, the Colemans bought a broom, coal oil and

a purchase listed only as “merchandise order” for $2.00. Their account was also charged $6.03

for payments to various people to whom they apparently owed money. Cash advances were also

made at the Magnolia store, which was charged to their account. Their total cash withdrawal was

$26.80.163

William Cheatham

William and Mary Jane Cheatham were another couple who worked as day laborers at

Magnolia. They are both listed in the 1900 census as day laborers but according to the Hertzog

family, Mary also cooked and cleaned for the family for a time. William was born in 1872 and

Mary in 1875. Husband and wife were born in Louisiana. William’s father was born in

Mississippi and his mother in Virginia. Mary’s mother and father were born in Louisiana. In

1900, William was twenty-eight and Mary was twenty-five and they had been married for ten

years. They had one daughter and four sons. Mary reported having borne seven children but only

five were living in the household. Two children had likely died in infancy. Also living with the

household was Mary’s widowed mother Nancy Robertson, who was born in 1840. Both her

parents had been born in Kentucky.164

                                                          
162 Ibid.
163 Ibid.
164 Census, 1900, 1920 and 1930.
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Table 6. Bose Coleman’s purchases for a fifteen month period, 1902-1903.

Food Items Cost Clothing Items Cost Personal Items Cost

Food: Sewing Items: Beads $.15

Apples $.05 Buttons $.10 Cash $26.80

Baking Powder $.80 Calico $2.65 Soap $2.55

Butter $.50 Check $.90 Tobacco $6.50

Candy $.25 Cloth $1.10 Towels $.20

Cheese $.20 Cotton $1.90 Subtotal $36.20

Cheese and Crackers $.10 Cottonade $1.25

Coffee $4.90 Lace $.10 Medicine:

Crackers $.75 Lawn $1.10 Carbolic Soap $.15

Eggs $.30 Plaid $.50 Castor Oil $.10

Fish $.40 Thread $.25 Medicine, General $1.00

Flour $7.30 Subtotal $9.85 Paregoric $.10

Lard $.85 Subtotal $1.35

Meal $8.60 Ready-Made:

Meat $75.00 Drawers $1.70 Household/Other:

Milk $1.25 Handkerchief $.60 Broom $.30

Molasses $.10 Hats $1.75 Coal Oil $1.90

Mustard $.20 Hose $.10 Matches $.30

Peppermint $.20 Pants $3.00 Subtotal $2.50

Rice $.75 Shirts $3.05

Salmon $.60 Shoes $14.25 Other:

Salt $.10 Skirts $2.50 Misc. Payments $6.03

Sardines $.20 Slippers $.60 Merchandise Order $2.00

Sausage $.05 Stockings $.30 Subtotal $8.03

Soda $.85 Suspenders $.35

Spice $.05 Subtotal $28.20

Sugar $5.15

Yeast Powder $.20 Other:

Subtotal $109.70 Bluing $.05

Starch $.45

Food Related Items: Cost Subtotal $.50

Cup and Saucer $.15

Pitcher $.25

Fishhooks $.10

Fishing Line $.25

Seeds $.15

Stove $12.50

Subtotal $13.40

Total $123.10 Total $38.55 Total $48.08
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By 1920, William was listed as a farmer working on his “own account” but Mary

reported her occupation as a wage earning farm laborer. The children listed in the 1900 census

had apparently grown up, married or otherwise moved. In 1920, the Cheathams had two sons and

two daughters living in their home.165 One of the daughters, Gertrude, would marry John

Vercher, also a day laborer at Magnolia. A 1940 photo shows Gertrude, her husband and their

children at their home-- one of the former slave cabins.166 By 1930, the Cheathams were in their

fifties and had only one child living at home, a twenty-three year old son. William was listed as a

farmer. Mary and their son were both listed as farm laborers. It is unknown when William

died.167 In an oral interview, Betty Hertzog stated that she never knew Mary’s husband. She did

recall, however, that Mary lived with her daughter’s family in the late 1930s. When the 1939

tornado hit Magnolia, Mary was lying in bed when she was struck by falling bricks. She did not

die and worked as a cook for the Hertzogs into the 1950s.168

The Cheathams’ wages were well below that of the Colemans’ wages. William made

from $.75 to $.85 per day. There are two ledger entries noting Mary’s wages, $1.00 and $2.90,

but the days she worked are not noted. For a twelve-month period, they made $115.90. For the

entire period covered by the ledger, April 10, 1902 to June 6, 1903, they earned $142.20. They

made $90.80 less than the Colemans but $43.30 more than Bayonne. Their total purchases

amounted to $170.75, which meant they were in debt to the store for $28.55.169 They had five

children and a parent living in the household at the time, a total of five more people to clothe,

feed, and shelter than in the Coleman household.

The Cheathams spent most of their income on food and food related items at 72.5

percent. The largest expenditure was on meat, flour, grits, and meal. They varied their diet

occasionally by purchasing beef hash, bacon, oysters, sardines, salmon, candy, and ginger cake.

They spent an average of $5.95 on food each month, with the low being $3.50 and the high

$8.30. Like the Colemans, they rarely purchased butter, eggs, and milk, which indicates that they

probably raised chickens and had a milk cow. Perhaps they supplemented their diet by fresh

                                                          
165 Census 1900, 1920.
166 Interview, February 13, 2001.
167 Census, 1930.
168 Interview, February 13, 2001.
169 Ledger Book, 1902-1903.
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vegetables, by fishing, and hunting wild game, as indicated by the purchases of garden seed,

fishhooks, fishing line, and shotgun shells.170  (Table 7)

The couple spent $28.10 on clothing and clothing related items, which accounted for

19.76 percent of their total purchases. They spent slightly less on sewing items than the

Colemans. They bought yards of calico, checks, cotton, cottonade, sowell, and unspecified cloth,

along with thread and needles. Their purchases of ready-made clothing included boots, shoes,

slippers, stockings, socks, hats, a pair of Smith overalls, shirts and one corset. The large amount

of sewing items and the scarcity of ready-made clothing indicate that the majority of their clothes

were homemade.171

The Cheathams did manage to purchase a few luxury items: a clock, a comb, a bottle of

perfume, and tobacco, along with soap, and a stamp and envelope for $.05. The couple purchased

a wider range of medicines than the Colemans: alum, antiseptic, b. pills (perhaps Blue Mass

Pills), castor oil, liver oil, and unspecified medicine. Personal household purchases included a

broom, coal oil, a lamp burner, and a lamp globe. The couple also withdrew $21.35 in cash from

their store account. Other purchases not included in the food, clothing, or personal categories

included an axe handle, Dead Shot (bug spray), and a curry comb, which may indicate that the

Cheathams owned a mule or horse.172

Conclusions

The three men profiled ranged in age from 28 to 48 to 62. William Cheatham was a

young man with a large family, in the prime working years of his life. Bose Coleman was in the

middle of his working career, with only himself and his new wife to care for in 1902. Thanase

Bayonne was nearing an age at which hard labor would have been difficult. Cheatham, who had

8 people in his household, made only $142.20 in a fifteen-month period. His purchases were

extremely meager given his household but he still ended the period in debt by $28.55.

Comparatively, Bose Coleman was wealthy. His wages for the period were $233.00 and his

purchases amounted to $216.75, leaving him a surplus of $16.25. Bayonne’s income was far

                                                          
170 Ibid.
171 Ibid.

172 Ibid.
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Table 7. William Cheatham’s purchases for a fifteen month period, 1902-1903.
Food Cost Clothing Cost Personal Items Cost

Bacon $.30 Buckles $.15 Cash $21.35

Baking Powder $2.05 Calico $.50 Clock $.20

Beans $.40 Check $.25 Comb $.40

Beef Hash $.20 Cloth $3.15 Matches $.40

Black Pepper $.05 Cotton $.50 Perfume $.05

Butter $.20 Cottonade $.50 Soap $1.00

Cakes $.05 Lowel $.80 Stamp and Envelope $.05

Candy $.05 Needles $.05 Tobacco $3.10

Cheese $.20 Thread $1.05 Subtotal $26.55

Cheese and Crackers $.10 Subtotal $6.95

Coffee $1.35 Medicine:

Crackers $.70 Ready-Made: Alum $.05

Yeast $.05 Boots $2.50 Antiseptic $1.50

Eggs $.15 Corset $.75 B. Pills $.05

Flour $16.00 Hats $1.40 Castor Oil $.20

Ginger Cake $.05 Shirt $.45 Liver Medicine $.25

Grits $15.70 Shoes $13.30 Medicine $1.00

Lard $1.25 Slippers $.60 Subtotal $3.05

Meal $13.10 Smith Overalls $1.60

Meat $41.95 Socks $.10 Personal Household Items:

Milk $1.00 Stockings $.45 Broom $.65

Mustard $.15 Subtotal $21.15 Coal Oil $3.80

Oysters $.15 Lamp Burner $.20

Pepper $.05 Lamp Globe $.10

Peppermint $.20 Turpentine $.10

Potatos $.15 Subtotal $4.85

Rice $.70

Salmon $.75 Other Cost

Salt $1.00 Ax Handle $.20

Sardines $.25 Curry Comb $.25

Soda $.55 Dead Shot (Bug Spray) $.50

Soda Crackers $.05 Subtotal $.95

Sugar $2.05

Syrup $.40

Vinegar $.05

Subtotal $101.40

Food Related Items

Bottle Nipples $.10

Coffee Pot $.25

Cup and Saucer $.10

Fish Hooks $.05

Fishing Line $.10

Garden Seed $.10

Shells $1.00

Subtotal $1.70

Total $103.10 Total $28.10 Total $35.40
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less than either Coleman or Cheatham at $98.90. His purchases amounted to $104.95, leaving

him a debt of $6.15.

Using the estimates provided by Higgs, their wages were on par with those of Southern black

agricultural workers but well below that of the national average. In a twelve-month period, Bose

Coleman’s income was $197.00 compared to the national average of 264.00. Thanase Bayonne’s

at $71.90 and William Cheatham’s at $115.90 were even lower.  Compared to the initial 1902

estimates for Magnolia’s workers given a five day work week at prevailing wages, located in the

far-left column of Table 8, Coleman’s income fell within the estimate but Bayonne and

Cheatham’s income fell short.

Table 8. Estimates in the “Black Wages Estimated” column are from John Hope Franklin and
Robert Higgs, see footnotes 10 and 12; Estimates on Southern wages are from Herman Jay
Braunhut, see footnote 13; Louisiana wages are from the The Report on Economic Conditions of

the South, see footnote 14; U.S. wages estimated are from the Department of Commerce, see
footnote 15; Magnolia wages are projected estimates given a full work week at the prevailing
wage rate.
Year Black Wages Southern Wages Louisiana Wages U.S. Wages Magnolia Wages

Estimated Estimated Estimated Estimated Estimated

1866 $180 $186

1900 $91

1902 $264 $130 to $221

1913 $256.20 $360

1920 $545.52 $780

1929 $186

1930 $369 $576 $260 to $709.80

Magnolia Wage Earners, Income for 12 Months in 1902-03

U.S. Average for 1902 Bose Coleman Thanase Bayonne William Cheatham

$264.00 $197.00 $71.90 $115.90
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To better understand the wages these three men earned, they have been converted using

what one-dollar in 1902 would have been worth in 1991. (Table 9) According to the Department

of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of Living Conditions Statistics, the value of one dollar in

constant 1991 dollars would have been worth $11.38 in 1902. Coleman would have earned

$2,241.86; Bayonne $818.22; and Cheatham $1,318.94. The average annual wage for a hired

farm hand in 1991 was $12,043.20, well above what they would have earned. They did not have

to pay rent for their homes but even factoring in a high estimated rental payment of $400 for a

two-room house in 1991 the value they received in lieu of wages would have been $4,800.

Coleman, for example, would have made $7,041.86. Using the consumer price index to calculate

their wages in 1991 dollars yields somewhat higher numbers. Those calculations are presented in

table 10. Using either tabulation, their incomes would have been well below the poverty level of

1991, which was $6,630 for a single person.173

In 1885 John C. Calhoun of Arkansas, a planter and grandson of the statesman, stated that

shortly after emancipation the former slaves were “indolent and extravagant, and eager to buy on

a credit everything the planter or merchant would sell them.”174 According to the ledger entries

for Magnolia’s workers, Calhoun’s statement was far from accurate. The wage earners were far

from extravagant and bought only a small portion of what was available at the store. Most of

their purchases were for food items and the amount of money that they were able to spend was

appallingly low. At the 1991 rate, Bayonne spent the least at $570.14 and Coleman spent the

highest at $1,400.88. The food that they were able to purchase with their meager wages was not

abundant or varied but they did have land on which they could grow fresh vegetables, raise a

milk cow, chickens, and pigs to supplement their diet. They had access to fresh fish from the

nearby river and fresh game from the woods and fields that surrounded the plantation. All of the

men profiled occasionally withdrew cash against their future wages, which may also indicate that

they were purchasing food and other items from other stores, such as the one at the Cohen

plantation or in the nearby town of Cloutierville.

                                                          
173 United States Department of Health and Human Resources, http://aspe.hhs.gov/poverty/figures-fed-reg.htm;
Historical Statistics of the United State; and Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1995.
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1991).

174 Senate Committee on Education and Labor, Report of the Committee of the Senate, upon the relations between

Labor and Capital and Testimony taken by the Committee, Vol. II (Washington DC: Government Printing Office,
1885), 158-61.
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Their expenditures on other items, such as clothing, household supplies, personal items,

and medicine, were also extremely low at the 1991 rate. Coleman spent $438.70 on clothing for

two people in a fifteen-month period. Bayonne was able to afford only $107.54 worth of clothing

for himself and his mother. Cheatham was especially hard pressed; with eight people in his

household he only spent $319.78 for clothes. Another example is expenditures on personal items.

Coleman spent the highest amount at $411.96 and Cheatham spent the lowest at $302.14.

The information presented in the preceding pages represents only a few years out of the

entire lives of three families who lived and worked at Magnolia. As previously stated, the

Magnolia store’s stock decreased over time and the workers had to go elsewhere to purchase

items no longer sold at the Magnolia store. Therefore, further analysis of their purchases at the

store would have limited value. Although Magnolia’s wage earners left behind few written

records regarding their standard of living, they did deposit information in the archeological

record. Over one hundred years worth of material remains were recovered from their former

residences between 1996 and 1999. The results of those excavations are presented in the

following chapters.
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Table 9. Summary of information for Bose Coleman, Thanase Bayonne
and William Cheatham.

Bose Coleman In  Constant 1991 Dollars

Age 48

Estimated # in Household 2

Wages for 12 Month Period $197.00 $2,241.86

Wages for 15 Month Period $233.00 $2,651.54

Purchases for 15 Month Period $216.75 $2,466.62

Credit/Debit + $16.25 $184.93

Food/Food Related $123.10 $1,400.88

Clothing/Clothing Related $38.55 $438.70

Personal $36.20 $411.96

Medical $1.35 $15.36

Household $2.50 $28.45

Other $8.03 $91.38

Thanase Bayonne In Constant 1991 Dollars

Age 62

Estimated # in Household 2

Wages for 12 Month Period $71.90 $818.22

Wages for 15 Month Period $98.90 $1,125.48

Purchases for 15 Month Period $104.95 $1,194.33

Credit/Debit - $6.15 -$69.99

Food/Food Related $50.10 $570.14

Clothing/Clothing Related $9.45 $107.54

Personal $31.60 $359.61

Medical $0 $0.00

Household $3.60 $40.97

Other $0 $0.00

William Cheatham In Constant 1991 Dollars

Age 28

Estimated # in Household 8

Wages for 12 Month Period $115.90 $1,318.94

Wages for 15 Month Period $142.20 $1,618.24

Purchases for 15 Month Period $170.75 $1,943.14

Credit/Debit - $28.55 -$324.90

Food/Food Related $103.10 $1,173.28

Clothing/Clothing Related $28.10 $319.78

Personal $26.55 $302.14

Medical $3.05 $34.71

Household $4.85 $55.19

Other $0.95 $10.81
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Table 10. Summary of information for Bose Coleman, Thanase Bayonne
and William Cheatham.

Bose Coleman Consumer Price Index

Age 48

Estimated # in Household 2

Wages for 12 Month Period $197.00 $3,093.01

Wages for 15 Month Period $233.00 $3,658.22

Purchases for 15 Month Period $216.75 $2,466.62

Credit/Debit + $16.25 $255.13

Food/Food Related $123.10 $1,932.74

Clothing/Clothing Related $38.55 $605.26

Personal $36.20 $586.36

Medical $1.35 $21.20

Household $2.50 $39.25

Other $8.03 $126.08

Thanase Bayonne Consumer Price Index

Age 62

Estimated # in Household 2

Wages for 12 Month Period $71.90 $1,128.87

Wages for 15 Month Period $98.90 $1,552.78

Purchases for 15 Month Period $104.95 $1,647.77

Credit/Debit - $6.15 -$95.56

Food/Food Related $50.10 $786.60

Clothing/Clothing Related $9.45 $148.37

Personal $31.60 $496.14

Medical $0 $0.00

Household $3.60 $56.52

Other $0 $0.00

William Cheatham Consumer Price Index

Age 28

Estimated # in Household 8

Wages for 12 Month Period $115.90 $1,819.69

Wages for 15 Month Period $142.20 $2,232.61

Purchases for 15 Month Period $170.75 $2680.87

Credit/Debit - $28.55 -$448.25

Food/Food Related $103.10 $1,618.73

Clothing/Clothing Related $28.10 $441.19

Personal $26.55 $416.85

Medical $3.05 $47.89

Household $4.85 $76.15

Other $0.95 $14.92
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CHAPTER FIVE

ARCHEOLOGICAL FIELD INVESTIGATIONS

Introduction

Previous archeological excavations at Magnolia were undertaken in 1980 and 1991. In

1980 Dr. Hiram “Pete” Gregory of Northwestern State University in Natchitoches, Louisiana

conducted a few shovel tests at the site. He determined that the area south and west of the

quarters had been extensively plowed and that midden deposits probably existed in the cabin

yards. In the 1980s, Magnolia’s owners transferred a portion of the plantation to Museum

Contents, Incorporated (the same acreage that was transferred to the National Park Service in

1996). Coastal Environments Incorporated (CEI) was contracted to undertake archeological

excavations in the quarter’s area. The CEI crew conducted 148 shovel tests around the cabins

and three 1-meter square units were excavated in and adjacent to four of the cabins.
175

In 1996 the property was transferred to the National Park Service. The eighteen acre

property, minus the big house, included nineteen standing structures: the pigeoneer, blacksmith

shop, a corn crib, the overseer’s house/hospital, the general store, cotton gin and cistern, two

outhouses, three middle to late twentieth century sheds, and eight slave/tenant cabins. In

anticipation of development plans, structure stabilization and rehabilitation and in order to be in

compliance with the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, an archeological program was

implemented.

During the summer of 1996, a Southeast Archeological Center (SEAC) crew, led by Dr.

Bennie C. Keel, conducted a comprehensive subsurface auger-testing program to determine the

location and the extent of archeological resources. During that same summer and over the next
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several years, formal excavations were conducted at various locations around the property in

response to development plans and rehabilitation work. Investigations have taken place at the

blacksmith shop, general store, overseer’s house/hospital, cisterns, and at various other locations

in response to electrical and plumbing line installations. The results of these excavations have

been covered in various reports and conference papers.
176

 Only the excavations at the former

slave cabin and cabin ruin sites that took place in the summer and fall of 1996 and the summer of

1999 will be reported in this study.

Methodology

Of the twenty-four brick and mortar cabins that once existed at Magnolia, only eight remain.

Investigations were conducted in four of the standing cabins and at two cabin ruin sites. The

eight standing cabins were designated numbers beginning with the southern-most cabin of the

western column. The cabin ruin sites were designated as cabin ruin 1 and 2, based on the order in

which they were excavated. The cabin and excavation locations were mapped according to the

grid established during the 1996 field season. (Figure 52) A steel axle driven into the ground at

the southeast corner of the park property served as the initial survey marker and as the starting

point designated 2000N 2000E. From this point, a line was run 1,000 feet north (3000N 2000E),

then another line 225 feet west (3000N 1775E). Returning to the north, a point was established at

3225N 1775E and then west again at 3225N 1700E. A final datum was placed to the north at

3600N 1700E. One-half diameter steel rods marked each point, which a licensed survey later

replaced with aluminum-capped rods.  Where possible, excavation units were designated

according to their location on this grid. Units within cabins were assigned unit numbers, such as

excavation unit (EU) one, two, and three, and mapped according to their location to the cabin

walls.

Unit size and location varied at each cabin depending on the objectives but a total surface

area of 1,010 square feet was excavated. Units were excavated using shovels and trowels in

arbitrary levels, 0.3 feet. The soil was screened through a ¼ inch mesh screen. Artifacts were

                                                                                                                                                            
175 Thurston H.G. Hahn III and Tom Wells, Archaeological Investigations of the Magnolia Plantation Slave

Quarters, Natchitoches, Louisiana (Baton Rouge: Coastal Environments, Inc., 1991).
176 Dr. Bennie C. Keel, A Comprehensive Subsurface Investigation at Magnolia Plantation (Tallahassee, Florida:

Southeast Archeological Center, 1999) ; Susan E. Wood, Archeological Investigations at the Magnolia Blacksmith

Shop (Presented at the 1998 Society for Historical Archaeology Conference, Mobile, Alabama).
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Figure 52. Magnolia base map, building location, cabins numbers and survey grid, courtesy of

the Southeast Archeological Center.
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bagged and labeled according to the unit and level from which they were recovered. Each bag

was assigned a field specimen (FS) number. Excavations were documented on standardized

forms. Maps were drawn and photographs were taken. Features, evidence of human activities

visible as disturbances in the soil such as a builder’s trench, were given feature numbers and

recorded in the same manner.

Stratigraphy

By the time the N.P.S. acquired the property, the wooden floors had been removed from

the cabins. The cabins’ interior surfaces consisted of hay, very modern trash and manure. The

soil beneath was silty loam ranging in color from brown (Munsell 7.5YR 4/2) to dark brown

(Munsell 7.5YR 3/3) to reddish brown (Munsell 7.5YR 4/4). Artifacts were present from 0” to

.75” below surface. Culturally sterile clayey silts were generally encountered below .75” and

ranged in color from yellowish red (Munsell 5YR 4/6) to reddish brown (Munsell 5YR 4/3).

Similar soils were encountered during exterior excavations. Silty loam soils in depth from 1.25”

to 1.75.”  Culturally sterile subsoil rested beneath, ranging in type and color as described above.

Cabin 1

The interior of Cabin 1 was excavated during the summers of 1996 and 1999. In 1996, a

5 x 15’ trench along the north wall in the north room was excavated. A total of 848 artifacts,

weighing 40,139.36 grams were recovered. Two levels were excavated from the entire trench,

and then the trench was divided into three separate units. Excavation unit (EU) one was

excavated four levels, while EU3 and EU4 were excavated only one level each.  The builder’s

trench (Feature 18) was uncovered in levels one and two of EU1. In terms of weight, 31.51% of

the artifacts recovered from the entire trench were taken from the builder’s trench, including the

majority of structure related artifacts. A concentration of loose fill (Feature 29) appeared in EU3

along the east wall and a pier pit (Feature 30) was uncovered in the northwest corner of EU2.

The amount of artifacts recovered from these features was negligible. (Figure 53)

In 1999 three units in the south room of Cabin 1 were excavated, which yielded 1,625

artifacts at 80,36.19 grams. Two 5 x 5’ square units were excavated in the room’s center and one

5 x 5’ unit was excavated between the fireplace and the east wall. The initial objective of the
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excavations in the center of the room was to investigate and document a feature that was

uncovered during floor reconstruction.  Preliminary descriptions indicated the feature might be

bousillage, a mixture of mud, moss, and deer hair. Bousillage was applied between upright posts

to create walls.  The presence of bousillage would have indicated an earlier structure or

structures. No evidence of bousillage was found.

Only one level was excavated in EU1 but in EU2 a midden pit (Feature 74) was revealed

in the northwest quadrant, which was excavated to expose the midden in profile.  (Figure 54) In

each excavation level the pit was uniform in size and shape and terminated in level six or 1.8 -

1.85 ft. from ground surface.  Nineteenth and twentieth century artifacts were recovered from the

deposit: whiteware, porcelain, buttons, marbles, glass, bone, and eye glass fragments. EU 1’s

numbers are higher due to the large amount of brick rubble recovered from the unit. Four levels

were excavated in EU3 to sterile soil (near the fireplace).

  Figure 53. Cabin 1, North room, courtesy of the

              Southeast Archeological Center.
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Figure 54. Feature 74 profile, Cabin 1, courtesy

of the Southeast Archeological Center.

Cabin 2

For comparison, another 5 x 5’square unit between the fireplace and the east wall of

Cabin 2 was excavated. The first three levels yielded 871 artifacts weighing 3,072.2 grams.

Sterile soil was encountered after the third level. No features were uncovered.

Cabin 3

           Cabin 3 was excavated during the summer of 1996. The excavations were carried out

concurrent with and were similar to those in the north room of Cabin 1. A trench consisting of

three 5 x 5’ square units (EU4, 5, and 6) were excavated along the north wall of the north room.

The overburden was removed from the entire trench. EU4 was excavated four levels, EU5 only

one level, and EU6 two levels. As in Cabin 1, the builder’s trench (Feature 57) was uncovered

and investigated. Nine hundred eighty four artifacts weighing 32,695.22 grams were recovered.

Cabin 7
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           In the fall of 1996 the east wall of Cabin 7 collapsed. Dr. Keel and a crew from SEAC

excavated a trench along the interior and exterior of the foundation of the collapsed wall to

determine what structural weakness had caused the collapse. The trench was divided into nine 5

x 5’ units from 2765N to 2810N between the 2250E/2255E line.  Five 2 x 5’ units were

excavated from the 2785N line to 2810N between the 2255E/2257E line. A total surface area of

275 ft2 was excavated. Manure and other debris was raked from the ground surface prior to

excavation and a tarpaulin was set up over the cabin to protect the units from heavy rain. The

units were excavated until sterile soil was encountered. The builder’s trench was thin, irregular

and almost impossible to distinguish but where evident it was recorded as Feature 59. Artifacts

totaling 12,159 and weighing 569,978.42 grams were retrieved from Cabin 7. (Figure 55-56)

Cabin Ruin 1

Another objective of the 1999 field season was to locate remains of the demolished

cabins to the east of the standing cabins and recover cultural information from the ruins. The

distance from each standing cabin is consistent: 75 feet north to south and 70 feet east to west.

Since plowing and deliberate destruction had undoubtedly taken their toll on the cabin remains,

we examined the results of the auger-testing program to determine the site most likely to yield

structure information. Two in situ structural features and one construction rubble feature had

been uncovered in the area east of cabin 7. Excavations in this area uncovered portions of the

west and south walls. A small portion of the center wall was uncovered but no fireplace remains.

Altogether, the crew excavated one 18’ x 2.5’ trench, four 2’ x 5’ foot units, nine 5’ x 5’ units,

and two 15’ x 2.5 foot units. No builders’ trench was visible along the cabin walls. Two

additional 5 x 5’ square units were excavated in the cabin’s front yard. A total of 435 ft2 of

surface area was excavated and a total artifact collection of 5,446 weighing 88,961.73 grams was

recovered. (Figure 57)

Cabin Ruin 2

The remains of another cabin were uncovered east of Cabin 5. Excavation of this site was

limited due to time and money constraints. Excavation of one 5 x 5-ft. unit and two trenches (3’

x 5’ and 2’ x 5’) revealed in situ sections of the center and west wall and construction rubble
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from the fireplace. The excavations yielded a collection of 375 artifacts weighting 1,445.5

grams. Stoneware, used in the preparation, cooking and storage of beverages and food,

composed a large portion of the collection. (Figure58-59)

    Figure 55. Cabin 7 excavations, courtesy of the Southeast Archeological Center.
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        Figure 56. Cabin 7 unit locations, courtesy of the Southeast Archeological Center.
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Figure 57. Cabin Ruin 1 excavations and wall location, map drawn by Susan E.  Wood,

courtesy of the Southeast Archeological Center.
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Magnolia Slave Cabin Ruin

East of Cabin 5

SEAC-ACC 1224
Plan View
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Figure 58. Cabin Ruin 2 plan of excavations, map drawn by Susan E.  Wood, courtesy of

the Southeast Archeological Center.

          Figure 59. Cabin Ruin 2 excavation and wall location, courtesy of the

          Southeast Archeological Center.
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Table 11. Cabins excavation units and sizes.

Unit Designation Size Unit Designation Size

Cabin 1 (1996) EU1 5 x 5' Cabin Ruin 1 2650N 2335E 5 x 5'

EU2 5 x 5' 2655N 2335E 5 x 5'

EU3 5 x 5' 2655N 2337E 2 x 5'

2655N 2355E 2.5 x 18'

Cabin 1 (1999) EU1 5 x 5' 2660N 2335E 2 x 5'

EU2 5 x 5' 2670N 2320E 5 x 5'

EU3 5 x 5' 2670N 2330E 5 x 5'

2670N 2335E 5 x 5'

Cabin 2 EU1 5 x 5' 2670N 2350E 2.5 x 15'

2675N 2320E 5 x 5'

Cabin 3 EU4 5 x 5' 2675N 2330E 5 x 5'

EU5 5 x 5' 2675N 2335E 5 x 5'

EU6 5 x 5' 2675N 2350E 2.5 x 15'

2680N 2330E 5 x 5'

Cabin 7 2765N 2255E 5 x 5' 2680N 2335E 5 x 5'

2770N 2255E 5 x 5' 2685N 2335E 2 x 5'

2775N 2255E 5 x 5' 2690N 2335E 5 x 5'

2780N 2255E 5 x 5' 2690N 2337E 2 x 5'

2785N 2255E 5 x 5'

2785N 2257E 2 x 5' Cabin Ruin 2 2997.5 N 2340E 3 x 5'

2790N 2255E 5 x 5' 3000.5N 2345E 2 x 5'

2790N 2257E 2 x 5' 3000N 2350E 5 x 5'

2795N 2255E 5 x 5'

2795N 2257E 2 x 5'

2800N 2255E 5 x 5'

2800N 2257E 2 x 5'

2805N 2255E 5 x 5'

2805N 2257E 2 x 5'
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CHAPTER SIX

ARTIFACT ANALYSIS

An archeologist must extract four basic information types from an artifact for it to be

useful in interpreting culture: time, space, form, and function. When was the object

manufactured and used? Where was it found? What is the object’s form? What material was used

to manufacture it? What are the dimensions of the object? What was the object’s function? This

chapter examines those four attributes for the artifacts recovered from the Magnolia cabins.

Analysis of these four information types can reveal patterns in the archeological record, which is

a reflection of those who made the record. Patterns can be used to make inferences about a

society or a specific population’s culture or, in other words, it’s economic, social, political,

religious, and art/recreational structures. In this instance, we examine the patterns of specific

functional groups of artifacts in time and space to make inferences about the economic status of

those who lived in the cabins at Magnolia Plantation from the late 1840s to the 1970s.

Fluctuations in the size of these categories may indicate increases and/or decreases in economic

status over time. Artifact patterns will be presented in the following chapter.

The artifacts presented in this chapter can not be linked to the individuals presented in

Chapter Four because mobility to and from the cabins was high. Some families lived in the

quarters for decades and some for only a short time before they migrated or moved up the

agricultural ladder to sharecropping. However, we know that day laborers were the only people

to live in the cabins following slavery and therefore the artifacts recovered from the cabins

belonged to this particular class of agricultural worker.
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The artifacts recovered from Magnolia were transported to SEAC, washed, dried, sorted

and analyzed. Analysis conformed to the National Park Service’s standards as published in the

Automated National Catalog System (ANCS) User Manual and nomenclature use followed The

Revised Nomenclature for Museum Cataloging and SEAC’s Catalog Manual for Archeological

Objects.
177

 Each artifact’s attributes were then entered into a database, along with provenience,

to facilitate data manipulation.

Artifacts recovered from the cabins totaled 22,498 and weighed 705,527.21 grams. They

have been divided into seven functional categories: structure, agricultural, miscellaneous, food,

personal, clothing, and faunal. (Table 11) These groups facilitate a straightforward interpretation

of the artifacts as related to cultural behavior. The structure, agricultural, and miscellaneous

groups will be briefly mentioned because they contribute little to this study. We know the

dimensions of the cabins, the materials used to build them, and the method of construction. We

know that the residents engaged in agricultural production. The miscellaneous group contains

artifacts such as plastic fragments to which no function could be attached.

Table 12. Artifacts by analytical group.

Category Count % of Count Weight (g) % of Weight

Structure 5014 34.57% 588270.47 89.38%

Personal 385 2.65% 4629.5 0.70%

Clothing 523 3.61% 656.25 0.10%

Food 4447 30.66% 22784.53 3.46%

Agricultural 673 4.64% 7672.05 1.17%

Fauna 2801 19.31% 2920 0.44%

Miscellaneous 660 4.55% 31254.42 4.75%

Total 14503 100.00% 658187.22 100.00%

Food Group

The food group includes 4,447 artifacts weighing 22,784.53 grams. It composes 30.66

percent of the collection by count and 3.46 percent by weight. Items listed in this group have

been subdivided into (1) preparation and serving, (2) packaging, and (3) procurement. (Table 12)

                                                          
177 Automated National Catalog System (ANCS) User Manual, (Washington, D.C.: Curatorial Services Division,

1987); Catalog Manual for Archeological Objects, Volume 3, (Tallahassee, Florida: Southeast Archeological

Center, 1990); J.R Blackaby, P. Greeno and the Nomenclature Committee, The Revised Nomenclature for Museum

Cataloging (Nashville: American Association for State and Local History, 1988).
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        Table 13. Food group subgroups.

Subgroup Count % Count Weight (grams) % Weight

Preparation/storage/serving 3586 80.10% 13816.31 60.64%

Packaging 860 19.12% 8815.55 38.69%

Procurement 31 0.69% 150.77 0.66%

Total 4477 100.00% 22784.53 100.00%

The preparation and serving subgroup contains items that would have been used on a

daily basis to prepare and serve meals. It is the largest subgroup within the food group by both

count (80.10 percent) and by weight (60.64 percent). The collection includes 15 bowls, 3 cups, 4

drinking glasses, 10 plates, 1 saucer, 1 pitcher, 7 dishes,
178

 1 nursing bottle, 1 pot, 4 forks, 2

knives, 1 butter knife, 14 spoons, and 5 items that could not be identified beyond utensil.  Glass

and ceramic vessel fragments that could not be identified as having a particular form have also

been included in this subgroup. (Table 13 and 14) (Figure 60-61, 63)

The packaging subgroup contains objects that would have been used in packaging food. It

is the second largest subgroup by both count (19.12 percent) and weight (38.68 percent). Items

include a bread bag, 2 wooden barrel fragments, 411 bottles, 62 liquor bottles, 40 soft drink

bottles, 91 bottle caps, 23 miscellaneous caps, 99 can fragments, 5 can keys, 1 can opener, 5 pull

tops, 47 jars, 29 lids, 16 jar lids, 23 lid liners, 1 milk can lid, and 4 jar seals. The presence of

canning items indicates that they did supplement their diet by raising gardens. Similarly, the milk

can lid suggests that they raised dairy cows for fresh milk and butter. The can opener, can keys,

and pull tops also indicate a partial reliance on mass produced and packaged food items. The

residents employed a mix of subsistence strategies. (Table 13 and 14) (Figure 62)

Although hunting and fishing could be considered recreational activities, they were also a

means of supplementing the diet. From this standpoint, all firearm-related objects have been

placed in the procurement subgroup, which includes 4 fishhooks, 7 case cartridges, 7 cartridges,

6 bullets, 4 minie bullets, and 3 shot. The subgroup accounts for only .69 percent of the food

group by count and .66 percent by weight. Although it is the smallest subgroup, it does not

discount the fact that hunting and fishing was an important means of supplementing the diet. The

vast majority of spent bullets and shells would not have been located near or within the cabins.

Similarly, fishhooks were likely discarded or lost near the river. (Table 13 and 14)

                                                          
178 A dish is defined as a shallow, concave container for serving food.
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Of the food group artifacts, the ceramic collection is the largest and the most important in

terms of diagnostics and what it can tell us about the population that used them. Manufacturers

kept detailed records regarding the manufacture of ceramic types and are therefore useful in

dating archeological sites. The mean manufacture date for each type calculated by the type’s

presence in the assemblage yields the mean ceramic date. The mean ceramic date for the entire

collection is 1879. The mean ceramic date for Cabin 1 is 1900, Cabin 2 is 1902, Cabin 3 is 1911,

Cabin 7 is 1892, Cabin Ruin 1 is 1903, and Cabin Ruin 2 is 1786. The limited excavations that

took place at the site can explain

Table 14. Food group by count.
Preparation/Serving Cabin 1 Cabin 2 Cabin 3 Cabin 7 Cabin Ruin 1 Cabin Ruin 2 Total

Bottle, Nursing 1 1

Bowl 12 3 15

Cup 3 3

Dish 7 7

Fork 4 4

Glass 1 3 4

Knife 2 2

Knife, Butter 1 1

Pitcher 1 1

Plate 1 1 7 1 10

Pot 1 1

Saucer 1 1

Spoon 4 10 14

Utensil 3 2 5

Vessel Fragment, Ceramic 233 14 11 1276 605 76 2215

Vessel Fragment, Glass 17 3 15 986 269 12 1302

Subtotal 258 19 30 2311 880 88 3586

Packaging

Bag, Bread 1 1

Barrel 2 2

Bottle 11 1 2 312 81 4 411

Bottle, Liquor 2 45 2 13 62

Bottle, Soft Drink 39 1 40

Can 78 9 12 99

Cap 4 19 23

Cap, Bottle 18 3 13 56 1 91

Jar 1 36 10 47

Key, Can 5 5

Lid 4 1 18 6 29

Lid, Jar 3 13 16

Lid, Liner 1 16 6 23

Lid, Milk Can 1 1

Opener, Can 1 1
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Table 14. Continued.
Pull Top 1 1 3 5

Seal 4 4

Subtotal 44 5 35 632 115 29 860

Procurement

Bullet 4 2 6

Bullet, Minie 2 2 4

Cartridge 5 2 7

Case, Cartridge 4 3 7

Fishhook 4 4

Shot 1 2 3

Subtotal 16 2 0 13 0 0 31

Total 318 26 65 2956 995 117 4477

Table 15. Food group by weight.
Preparation/Serving Cabin 1 Cabin 2 Cabin 3 Cabin 7 Cabin Ruin 1 Cabin Ruin 2 Total

Bottle, Nursing 31.7 31.7

Bowl 223.4 65.49 288.89

Cup 40.15 40.15

Dish 100.3 100.3

Fork 101.94 101.94

Glass 0.47 35.3 35.77

Knife 90.22 90.22

Knife, Butter 13.1 13.1

Pitcher 57.83 57.83

Plate 31.9 68.1 245.8 15.21 361.01

Pot 44.09 44.09

Saucer 21.6 21.6

Spoon 21.97 214.6 236.57

Utensil 47.1 24.5 71.6

Vessel Fragment, Ceramic 483.84 54.9 8.3 4583.86 1620.07 338.6 7089.57

Vessel Fragment, Glass 59.17 9.8 184.4 3776.44 1169.96 32.2 5231.97

Subtotal 687.57 145.9 271.5 9367.89 2972.65 370.8 13816.31

Packaging

Bag, Bread 9.8 9.8

Barrel 141.57 141.57

Bottle 158.04 4.9 38.2 2676.34 725.26 25.6 3628.34

Bottle, Liquor 25.9 1119.6 82.86 60.2 1288.56

Bottle, Soft Drink 585.6 11.88 597.48

Can 116.77 83.48 32.3 232.55

Cap 9.51 50.7 60.21

Cap, Bottle 38.15 9.4 32.2 167.82 0.5 248.07

Jar 3.64 1084.17 48.86 1136.67

Key, Can 18.8 18.8

Lid 4.67 10 69.1 148.6 232.37

Lid, Jar 17.5 38.8 56.3

Lid, Liner 0.02 50.25 25.66 75.93

Lid, Milk Can 1061.7 1061.7
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Table 15. Continued.
Opener, Can 20.7 20.7

Seal 6.5 6.5

Subtotal 257.41 24.3 160.22 7135.45 1120.07 118.1 8815.55

Procurement

Bullet 7.03 1.2 8.23

Bullet, Minie 31.1 53.3 84.4

Cartridge 25.4 25.4

Case, Cartridge 3.44 5.2 8.64

Fishhook 3.3 3.3

Shot 2.6 18.2 20.8

Subtotal 44.17 25.4 0 81.2 0 0 150.77

Total 989.15 195.6 431.72 16584.54 4092.72 488.9 22782.63

Cabin Ruin 2’s early date. The actual mean occupation date for the cabins is 1907.5, using 1845

as the beginning date of occupation and 1970 as the end date. Graphing the ceramic dates show a

peak in the count and weight of ceramics with late 1700 manufacturing dates. (Figure 64 and 65)

Because we know from plantation records that the cabins were not constructed until circa 1845,

this peak indicates that older ceramics handed down or otherwise acquired by the cabin’s

residents. Their presence could also indicate an occupation that predates the mid-19
th

 century,

although no evidence of earlier structures has been found at the site. A definite rise occurs at the

end of the nineteenth century, which continues until around 1900. The numbers drop but are

constant during the first decade of the twentieth century with a sharp rise after 1912. The

extreme increase after 1912 can be contributed to the large number of whiteware fragments.

Whiteware was produced from the 1820s to the present but since we know the cabins were

occupied into the 1970s, the mean ceramic date for whiteware is calculated using 1970 as the end

date.

A brief discussion of the ceramic types recovered at the cabins is useful at this point to

understand the ceramic assemblage’s age and composition. A total of 2,243 ceramic fragments

weighing 7,729.72 grams were recovered from the four cabins and the two-cabin ruin sites. Four

fragments of Colonoware, weighing 9.8 grams, were recovered in levels two and three of Cabin

7. (Figure 66) Colonoware generally refers to pottery found on seventeenth and eighteenth

century sites that was modeled or coiled and fired at low temperatures with no glaze. Initially,
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Figure 60. Whiteware dish.
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 Figure 63. Bottom right, depression ware dish
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Figure 61. Utensils

Figure 62. Can key.
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Figure 64. Ceramics by date and count

Figure 65. Ceramics by date and weight.
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Table 16. Ceramic types, mean date, count, and weight.

Category Type Mean Ceramic

Date

Count % Count Weight

(grams)

% Weight

Colonoware, Untyped N/A 4 0.18% 9.8 0.13%

Delft 1735 1 0.04% 3.4 0.04%

Creamware 1791 36 1.60% 71.08 0.92%

Pearlware Plain 1805 47 2.10% 158.62 2.05%

Annular 1808 3 0.13% 2.27 0.03%

Mocha 1815 2 0.09% 3.34 0.04%

Polychrome 1805 2 0.09% 3.6 0.05%

Sponged 1805 2 0.09% 0.6 0.01%

Porcelain 1860 88 3.92% 186.64 2.41%

Refined Redware 1800 6 0.27% 10.57 0.14%

Slipware 1733 9 0.40% 37 0.48%

Stoneware Albany Slipped 1898 33 1.47% 176.12 2.28%

Albany Slipped, Bristol

Glazed

1898 45 2.01% 307.75 3.98%

Bristol Glazed 1928 33 1.47% 259.73 3.36%

Brown Salt Glazed 1733 5 0.22% 48.63 0.63%

Ginger Beer 1840 2 0.09% 7.8 0.10%

Salt Glazed 1758 105 4.68% 630.7 8.16%

Salt Glazed with Albany

Slipped Interior

1780 5 0.22% 49.09 0.64%

White Salt Glazed 1758 17 0.76% 152.5 1.97%

Whiteware Plain 1895 1558 69.46% 4846.48 62.70%

Annular 1853 32 1.43% 71.06 0.92%

Black Transfer Printed 1900 1 0.04% 0.86 0.01%

Blue Shell Edged 1845 10 0.45% 53.7 0.69%

Flow Blue 1853 6 0.27% 14.42 0.19%

Light Blue Transfer Printed 1900 2 0.09% 1.8 0.02%

Mocha 1853 8 0.36% 39.33 0.51%

Pink Transfer Printed 1900 4 0.18% 9.62 0.12%

Polychrome 1898 8 0.36% 35.9 0.46%

Red Transfer Printed 1900 1 0.04% 0.6 0.01%

Sepia Transfer Printed 1900 7 0.31% 15.29 0.20%

Shell Edged 1824 14 0.62% 46.18 0.60%

Sponged 1860 9 0.40% 17.53 0.23%

Earthenware Spattered 1848 1 0.04% 4.9 0.06%

Rockingham 1856 1 0.04% 0.24 0.00%

Ironstone 1857 15 0.67% 80.6 1.04%

Yellowware Plain 1865 29 1.29% 85.24 1.10%

Banded 1880 22 0.98% 42.82 0.55%

Mocha 1880 4 0.18% 15.37 0.20%

Indeterminate Ware N/A 66 2.94% 228.54 2.96%

Total 2243 100.00% 7729.72 100.00%
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Figure 66. Colonoware.
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archeologists attributed the ware to Native

American manufacture and it was labeled

“Colono-Indian Ware or “Indian Pottery.”

179
Because the ware was discovered on

European sites and was similar to Native

American pottery but had traits found in

commercially glazed European tableware and pots,

the initial interpretation was that “Indians adopted many elements of English colonial culture

through contact with the citizens of the colonial towns.”
180

 It was believed that Native Americans

manufactured the pottery and traded them to the European colonists. Excavations at African

American sites, however, have recovered significant quantities of colonoware, which prompted a

revaluation of its origins. Researchers compared colonoware to African pottery and found

similarities. The ware became known simply as colonoware. In 1992 Leland Ferguson wrote that

“Since European culture lacked a strong tradition of handbuilt, open-fired pottery, and since

black slaves always outnumbered Indians by a large number on Virginia plantations, the odds

were in favor of the African Americans.”
181

 Ferguson’s hypothesis has, in turn, been challenged.

Researchers have pointed to the fact that European culture did indeed have a tradition of hand

made, open fired pottery and that in the early colonial period white indentured servants

outnumbered Africans.
182

 It is possible that Native American, African, and European traditions

all influenced the ware’s manufacture and appearance.

          A single fragment of delft weighing 3.4 grams was also recovered from Cabin 7. Delft is

tin enameled earthenware manufactured in England during the 17
th

 and 18
th

 centuries. It is highly

porous and has a light pink to buff colored paste. The overall appearance of the glaze is opaque.

It is usually decorated with hand painted geometric or floral designs. Production waned in the

18
th

 century when it was displaced by white salt glazed stoneware and creamware.
183

                                                          
179 Ivor Noël-Hume, “An Indian ware of the Colonial Period,” Quarterly Review of the Archaeological Society of

Virginia 17(1962): 2-12; Stanley South, Description of the Ceramic Types from Brunswick Town at Brunswick Town

State Historic Site. Raleigh, North Carolina: North Carolina Department of Archives and History, 1959, 80-81.

180 Ibid.
181 Leland Ferguson, Uncommon Ground: Archeology and Early African America, 1650-1800. Washington D.C.:

Smithsonian Institute Press, 1992, 46.
182 Edward F. Heite, “Fold Technology Transfer and Creolization Reconsidered,” Quarterly Bulletin Archeological

Society of Virginia, 48 (1993): 1-13.
183 Noël Hume, 105-06.
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          Creamware is refined earthenware that began to appear on American sites by 1770. It is

discernible from later refined earthenwares by a yellow or green colored glaze pooling in the

crevices.
184

  Only 36 fragments were recovered weighing 71.08 grams. (Figure 67)

Pearlware or “Pearl White” was produced between 1779 and 1830. (Figure 67) In an

attempt to imitate Chinese porcelain, the manufacturer Wedgewood began adding cobalt blue to

the lead glaze of refined earthenwares. Pearlware remained popular until around 1820.
185

 The

collection included 56 fragments weighing 168.43 grams. Four decorative designs were present:

annular, polychrome, sponged, and mocha (a seaweed-like design.

Whiteware production began in the 1820s and continues today.
186

 (Figure 67-68) The

majority (74.01%) of ceramic vessel fragments recovered was identified as whiteware (1,660

fragments at 5152,77 grams). Twelve decorative designs were present: annular, blue shell edged,

shell edged, flow blue, polychrome, mocha, sponged, and light blue, black, pink, sepia, and red

transfer printed. Fifteen ironstone fragments (80.6 grams) were also recovered. Ironstone, which

was manufactured between 1813 and 1900, is often classified with whitewares.

Porcelain is fired at a higher temperature than any other ceramic. Its high-gloss glaze,

which does not flake, makes it easily distinguishable from other ceramics. In the seventeenth and

early eighteenth centuries, porcelain was an expensive luxury, but the price and quality had

declined by the end of the eighteenth century. Thereafter, porcelain became increasingly

common.
187

 Eighty-five plain fragments were identified in the assemblage, weighing 164.13

grams.

Redware was developed in the Netherlands and manufactured in England throughout the

eighteenth century. (Figure 69) By the mid to late eighteenth century it was being imported to

America.
188

 There are only 6 redware fragments in the collection (10.57 grams). England began

shipping yellow wares to America in the late 1820s. They were a welcome change from the more

porous and fragile redwares. By the 1840s and 1850s, yellow wares were being mass-produced

in Pennsylvania, Vermont, New York, Maryland, and New Jersey. (Figure 69) They reached

                                                          
184 Jefferson J. Miller and Lyle M. Stone, Eighteenth-Century Ceramics from Fort Michilimackinac, Smithsonian

Studies in History and Technology No. 4. Smithsonian Institution Press, Washington, 1970, 42-44; and Ivor Noel

Hume, A Guide to Colonial Artifacts in America, Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1969, 130.
185 Hume, 128; and Sue N. Smith, A Guide to the Identification of Post Contact Period Ceramics in St. Augustine,

Florida, St. Augustine: St. Augustine Archaeological Association, 1990, p 25.
186 Stanley South, Method and Theory in Historical Archaeology, New York: Academic Press, 1978, 211.
187 Noel Hume, 257.
188 Noel Hume, 120.
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Figure 67. (a) Porcelain, (b and c) decorated porcelain, (d) flow blue whiteware, (e)

creamware, (f) pearlware, (g) annular whiteware, (h) blue transfer print whiteware, (i)

blue shell edged whiteware, (j) sepia transfer printed whiteware, (k) spatterware, (l)

sponged whiteware, (m) blue painted ironstone, and (n) gilded whiteware.
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Figure 69. Yellow ware (top

and bottom right; redware

(bottom left).

       Figure 68. Mocha whiteware.

their peak of popularity in the 1860s and 1870s and production began to decline around the turn

of the nineteenth century. 
189

 A total of 56 fragments, weighing 143.67 grams were recovered.

There were three decorative designs: banded, mocha, and Rockingham.

Slipware was manufactured during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in England

and was exported to America as late as the 1770s. Its

classification falls somewhere between coarse and refined

earthenware. Slipware was decorated in a variety of ways

with iron oxide or manganese under a pale yellow to clear

glaze. Only 9 fragments (37 grams) were recovered from the

cabins.

Earthenware was used for the preparation, cooking,

and storage of beverages and food before the development

of stoneware. Earthenware, fired at lower temperatures than

stoneware, is more porous and tends to leak. In addition, the

lead used to glaze earthenware is soluble in weak acids when

used in low-temperature glazes. Leak-proof, durable, and acid resistant stoneware became the

preferred vessel for household use.
190

 There were 240 stoneware fragments in the collection

                                                          
189 J. Liebowitz, Yellow Ware: The Transitional Ceramic, Exton, Pennsylvania: Schiffer Publishing, 1985, page 9.
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weighing 1,582.42 grams. (Figure 70) There were eight different types: albany slipped, albany

slipped bristol glazed, bristol glazed, salt glazed with albany slipped interior, salt glazed, white

salt glazed, brown salt glazed, and ginger beer stoneware.

Some archeologists have used the cost and quality of ceramics to study status differences

between planters and slaves and freed men and among the slave population itself.
191

 This

position, however, assumes that what may have been a status indicator among one economic

class or racial group has the same meaning for another.
192

 We can not assume that what is

important to one population is necessarily important to another. For example, it may have been

important from the planter’s or landowner’s view point to own a matching set of dinnerware but

to a tenant family or a day laborer owning a matching set of dinnerware may not have been a

status indicator or a priority.

Paul R. Mullins has pointed out in Contradictions of African America and Consumer

Culture that, “Ceramics may have been more amenable to secondary exchange because sets

themselves were not essential to African-American consumer gentility.”
193

 In fact, being

amendable to secondary exchange probably has more to do with economics than it does race but

comparative studies among white and blacks of the same economic status are required before this

can be proven. Although Mullins’ statement above is another assumption, it is born out in the

ceramic assemblage recovered from the four cabins. Although plain whiteware composes the

largest percentage by count and weight, a They could also have been handed down from one

generation to the next or among members of the community. They could also have been the

remains of multiple family occupations. Another possibility is that decorated wares were more

carefully guarded against loss or breakage than plain wares and so we see fewer pieces of the

same set in the assemblage.

                                                                                                                                                                                          
190 Georgeanna H. Greer, American Stonewares, the Art and Craft of Utilitarian Potters, Pennsylvania: Schiffer

Publishing, 1981, page 16.
191 W.H. Adams and S.J. Boling, “Status and Ceramics for Planters and Slaves on Three Georgia Coastal

Plantations,” Historical Archaeology 23(1): 69-96, 1989; J.S. Otto, “Artifacts and Status Differences: A Comparison

of Ceramics from Planter, Overseer, and Slave Sites on an Antebellum Plantation,” In Research Strategies in

Historical Archaeology, editor S. South, pp. 91-118, New York: Academic, 1977; Otto, Cannon’s Point Plantation,

1794-1860: Living Conditions and Status Patterns in the Old South. Orlando, Florida: Academic, 1984.
192 Paul R. Mullins, “A Bold and Gorgeous Front: The Contradictions of African America and Consumer

Culture,” in Historical Archaeologies of Capitalism, 169-192, New York: Kluwer Academic, 1999; and Theresa A.

Singleton, “The Archaeology of Slavery in North America,” Annual Review of Anthropology, Volume 24(1995),

119-140.
193 Mullins, 182.
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Figure 70. (a) blue painted stoneware, (b) salt glazed, (c) white salt glazed, (d)  ginger beer

stoneware exterior, (e)ginger beer stoneware interior, (f) spattered stoneware, (g) bristol

glazed stoneware, and (h) albany slipped stoneware.
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large number of diverse decorated patterns are present representing mismatched sets of dishes.

These dishes could have been purchased piecemeal or handed down from the planter family.

In her study of slaves at Locust Grove Plantation in Kentucky, Amy Young has pointed

out that large numbers of mismatched pieces represented sharing, which was a risk management

strategy. “The gifts of tea cups and saucers…could have been seen as items used and appreciated

in friendly social contexts in the quarters, symbolic of the reciprocal bonds between families and

households.”
194

 This risk management strategy could also have been extended after

emancipation.

Clothing Group

Clothing articles, accessories, and other items directly related to the care of clothing,

composes only 2.31 percent of the collection by count and .09 percent by weight.  (Table 18 and

19) The scarcity of clothing related artifacts does not mean that the residents spent little of their

available funds on clothing. Cloth, an organic material, would have deteriorated quickly. Only

four cloth fragments were archeologically visible and they were recovered from the upper or

more recent levels. However, items such as buttons, buckles, hooks and eyes, and zippers are

archeologically visible. (Figures 71-73)

Buttons were the most common clothing artifact recovered from the cabins. They are

easily lost or discarded and scavenged from worn clothes for reuse. The majority of the buttons

were made of glass, plastic, and shell. By count, glass buttons accounted for 34.57 percent. Shell

was the second highest material at 22.97 percent and plastic was the third highest at 18.10

percent. To a lesser extent buttons made of wood, tin, iron, copper, brass, bone, unidentified

metal, and unidentified synthetic were recovered. (Table 17) A single brass Civil War era

military button was uncovered in Cabin 1. Large numbers of buttons have been found at other

African-American sites and some archeologists believe buttons may be indicative of African-

American occupation.
195

 The theory requires more comparative studies before such a pattern can

be recognized as valid.

                                                          
194 Amy L. Young, “Risk Management Strategies Among African-American Slaves at Locust Grove Plantation,”

International Journal of Historical Archaeology, Volume 1, No. 1, 1997, pages 5-37.
195 Charles D. Cheek and Amy Friedlander, “Pottery and Pig’s Feet: Space, Ethnicity and Neighborhood in

Washington, D.C., 1880-1940” Historical Archaeology, 1990 24(1):34-60; Eric Klingelhofer,  “Aspects of Early-
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Other fastening and closure items include 4 button fasteners, 18 grommets, 1 hook, 1

hook and eye, 12 eyelets, 2 pins, 4 safety pins, 8 snap fasteners, and 7 zippers. There were 2 belt

fragments, 1 belt buckle, and five buckles that could not be identified as to their particular use.

Other items include 4 cloth fragments, 5 clothespins, 4 hangers, 4 net fragments, 6 shoe

fragments, 1 shoe polish applicator, 1 sock fragment, and 2 stocking fragments.

Personal Group

The personal group consists of 385 artifacts weighing 4629.45 grams. These artifacts represent

only 4.82 percent of the total by count and 15.06 percent by weight. Although this group has the

lowest artifact count, the variety of objects found in the

personal group is much greater than the other groups. The personal group artifacts has been

subdivided into (1) toys and recreation, (2) personal adornment, (3) health and hygiene, (4)

communication, and (5) other personal gear.  (Table 20-21)

The toy and recreation subgroup contained the highest number of artifacts at 149 but the

second highest by weight. Children’s toys were the most prevalent items: 121 marbles, 2 ball

Table 17. Button materials.
Material Count % Count Weight % Weight

Aluminum 1 0.23% 0.6 0.21%

Bone 14 3.25% 9.26 3.28%

Brass 16 3.71% 32.8 11.60%

Copper 1 0.23% 1.55 0.55%

Glass 149 34.57% 91.85 32.49%

Iron 1 0.23% 1.55 0.55%

Metal 15 3.48% 20.07 7.10%

Plastic 78 18.10% 38.72 13.70%

Shell 99 22.97% 54.58 19.31%

Synthetic 21 4.87% 8.8 3.11%

Tin 2 0.46% 0.8 0.28%

Wood 34 7.89% 22.11 7.82%

Total 431 100.00% 282.69 100.00%

                                                                                                                                                                                          

AfroAmerican Material Culture: Artifacts from the Slave Quarters at Garrison Plantation, Maryland,” Historical

Archaeology 21(2): 112-19, 1987.
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Table 18. Clothing groups by count.

Cabin 1 Cabin 2 Cabin 3 Cabin 7 Cabin Ruin 1 Cabin Ruin 2 Total

Belt 2 2

Buckle 2 2 1 5

Buckle, Belt 1 1

Button 171 37 45 171 4 2 430

Button, Military 1 1

Cloth Fragment 2 2 4

Clothespin 4 1 5

Eyelet 2 1 8 1 12

Fastener, Button 1 3 4

Grommet 2 9 7 18

Hanger 1 3 4

Hook 1 1

Hook and Eye 1 1

Net 4 4

Pin 1 1 2

Pin, Safety 1 3 4

Shoe 1 1 2 2 6

Shoe Polish

Applicator

1 1

Snap, Fastener 1 7 8

Sock 1 1

Stocking 2 2

Zipper 6 1 7

Total 188 40 55 221 17 2 523

Table 19. Clothing by weight.
Cabin 1 Cabin 2 Cabin 3 Cabin 7 Cabin Ruin 1 Cabin Ruin 2 Total

Belt 2.7 2.7

Buckle 17.27 9.4 3.79 30.46

Buckle, Belt 0.9 0.9

Button 114.25 21.5 31.7 110.21 1.93 0.9 280.49

Button, Military 2.2 2.2

Cloth Fragment 1 1.8 2.8

Clothespin 11.1 3.7 14.8

Eyelet 13.4 4.4 1.2 2.18 21.18

Fastener, Button 1.02 7 8.02

Grommet 3.3 7.68 2.99 13.97

Hanger 5 18.1 23.1

Hook 0.2 0.2

Hook and Eye 2.82 2.82

Net 1.07 1.07
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Table 19. Continued.
Pin 30.1 0.14 30.24

Pin, Safety 0.4 2.2 2.6

Shoe 13.6 48.1 78 38.14 177.84

Shoe Polish Applicator 5 5

Snap, Fastener 1.7 8.7 10.4

Sock 6 6

Stocking 3.9 3.9

Zipper 11.6 3.96 15.56

Total 184.36 25.2 120.3 272.36 53.13 0.9 656.25

fragments, 2 doll fragments, 1 jack, 3 toy guns, 4 toy tires, and 8 plastic toys that could not be

identified further. (Figure 75-76) The fact that children’s toys are highly represented in the group

indicates that the wage earners had at least a small amount of disposable income to spend on

non-essential items. There were also 3 phonograph record fragments, 1 checker, 3 die, and 1

target skeet fragment.

Personal adornment is used to express both personal and cultural expressions. Its

importance is reflected by the fact that the subgroup has the second highest count at 112 and the

highest weight at 3,228.67 grams. There are 33 beads (ceramic, glass, plastic, and wood), 1

bracelet, 1 stud case, 3 jewelry clasps, 1 earring clasp, 2 earrings, 3 rings, 5 jewelry sets, 1 cuff

link, 1 tie tack, 1 watch fragment, and 1 religious pendant. The jewelry items were made with

synthetic materials and inexpensive metals but were important enough for residents to spend

what few funds they had on them as expressions of their identity. Other items include 1 brush, 13

plastic, wood, and metal hair combs, 2 plastic hairpins, 1 cotton hair net, and 41 mirror

fragments. (Figures 74, 76-77)

The health and hygiene group is the smallest by count and contains 4 medicine bottles, 1

eyedropper, 2 medicine jars, 2 glass medicine tubes, 1 medicine vial, 1 toothpaste tube fragment,

1 soap wrapper, 2 eyeglass fragments, and 1 eyeglass lens. The medical bottles and jars were

identified as Dr. Tichenor’s Antiseptic, Rouse Medic, and Moroline, which was marketed as hair

ointment but ethnographic evidence indicates that it was also used as a first aid ointment because

of its resemblance to Vaseline.
196

 There are also 5 razor blades, and 2 sunglass fragments that

                                                          
196 Wilkie, Creating Freedom, 174-75.
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Figure 71. (a) bone, (b and c) metal, (d) wooden, (e) plastic, (f) shell,

         (g) glass, (h) plastic, and (i) shell buttons.

 Figure 73. Shoe fragment.
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could have been included in both the health and hygiene category or the personal adornment

category. (Figures 79)

The communication subgroup is the second largest by count at 30 and the smallest by

weight at 44.84 grams. Items include 1 pencil ferrule, 6 paper fragments, 2 pen fragments, 20

pencil fragments, and 2 mechanical pencils. The residents who were profiled in chapter four

reported to the census takers that they could neither read nor write. The presence of writing

instruments in the archeological record indicates that either the census information is incorrect or

that the writing instruments belonged to later generations that had the benefits of an education.

The latter hypothesis is more likely because all the pens and pencil fragments were recovered in

the upper levels of the units.

The personal gear subgroup is the third largest by count (384) and by weight (321.34). It

includes items that would have been carried on one’s person as personal gear or decorative items

that would have reflected personal taste. Items include 37 coins, 2 pocketknife fragments, 21

tobacco pipe fragments, 2 scissors, 2 clock fragments, 7 figurines, and 1 item that could not be

identified beyond ornamental. (Figures 76, 78)

Fauna Group

The fauna group contains 2,801 bone fragments weighing 2,920 grams. It was the second

largest category by count at 35.07 percent but second to last by weight at 9.5 percent. Although

the majority of the specimens could not be identified beyond the animalia, vertebrata, and

mammalia taxon, the assemblage indicates that the population regularly supplemented their diets

with fishing and hunting. The identifiable remains species that were likely consumed include

unidentified birds, alligator gar, freshwater catfish, unidentified fish, soft-shell turtles, bivalves,

rabbits, turkeys, chickens, goat, pigs, and cows. (Table 22)

Structure Group

The structure group composed 27.93 percent of the collection by count and 90.38 percent

by weight. Many of the brick and mortar samples were weighted but not counted, which

accounts for the low percentage. The group is divided into three subgroups: (1) building
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Table 20. Personal group by count.

Toys/Recreation Cabin 1 Cabin 2 Cabin 3 Cabin 7 Cabin Ruin 1 Cabin Ruin 2 Total

Ball 1 1 2

Checkers 1 1

Dice 1 2 3

Doll 1 1 2

Jack 1 1

Marble 70 1 3 47 121

Record, Phonograph 3 3

Target, Skeet 1 1

Toy, Gun 1 2 3

Toy, Plastic 8 8

Toy, Tire 2 1 1 4

Subtotal 78 1 7 62 1 0 149

Personal Adornment

Bead 20 3 10 33

Bracelet 1 1

Brush 1 1

Case, Stud 1 1

Clasp 1 2 3

Clasp, Earring 1 1

Comb 6 2 5 13

Earring 2 2

Hairpin 2 2

Link, Cuff 1 1

Mirror 1 40 41

Net, Cotton 1 1

Pendant 1 1

Ring 2 1 3

Set, Jewelry 2 3 5

Stud, Earring 1 1

Tack, Tie 1 1

Watch 1 1

Subtotal 35 4 6 67 0 0 112

Health/Hygiene

Blade, Razor 2 1 2 5

Bottle, Medicine 1 1 2 4

Eyedropper 1 1

Eyeglasses 2 2

Jar, Medicine 1 1 2

Lens 0

Sunglasses 2 2

Tube, Glass 2 2

Tube, Toothpaste 1 1
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Table 20. Continued.
Vial, Medicine 1 1

Wrapper, Soap 1 1

Subtotal 8 3 1 8 1 0 21

Communication

Ferrule, Pencil 1 1

Paper 4 2 6

Pen 2 2

Pencil 10 2 6 2 20

Pencil, Mechanical 2 2

Subtotal 14 0 2 12 3 0 31

Other Personal Gear

Clock 1 1

Coin 7 3 5 20 2 37

Figurine 1 6 7

Knife, Pocket 1 1 2

Pipe, Tobacco 2 2 17 21

Ornament 1 1

Scissors 1 1 2

Wheel, Gear (Clock) 1 1

Subtotal 12 4 7 45 2 2 72

Total 282 20 39 343 12 2 698

Table 21. Personal group by weight.

Toys/Recreation Cabin 1 Cabin 2 Cabin 3 Cabin 7 Cabin Ruin 1 Cabin Ruin 2 Total

Ball 6.23 6.4 12.63

Checkers 2.4 2.4

Dice 4.04 2.7 0.49 7.23

Doll 0.8 34.2 35

Jack 2.1 2.1

Marble 349.72 5.3 17.9 233.94 606.86

Record, Phonograph 1.61 1.61

Target, Skeet 0.3 0.3

Toy, Gun 13.4 31.8 45.2

Toy, Plastic 4.4 4.4

Toy, Tire 18.28 24.1 42.38

Subtotal 380.68 5.3 40.4 333.24 0.49 0 760.11

Personal Adornment
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Table 21. Continued.

Bead 9.54 5 6.22 20.76

Bracelet 3.4 3.4

Brush 11.3 11.3

Case, Stud 1.4 1.4

Clasp 8 4.4 6.2 18.6

Clasp, Earring 0.9 0.9

Comb 30.6 25 42.97 98.57

Earring 3.72 3.72

Hairpin 1.9 1.9

Link, Cuff 1.9 1.9

Mirror 12.8 3032.4 3045.2

Net, Cotton 0.1 0.1

Pendant 0.26 7.18 7.44

Ring 2.78 0.6 1.55 4.93

Set, Jewelry 1.65 1.4 3.05

Stud, Earring 0.3 0.3

Tack, Tie 0.7 0.7

Watch 4.5 4.5

Subtotal 72.03 5.7 41.6 3094.41 8.73 6.2 3228.67

Health/Hygiene

Blade, Razor 9.7 6.3 11.3 27.3

Bottle, Medicine 193.5 12.2 2.2 207.9

Eyedropper 0.9 0.9

Eyeglasses 8.28 0.42 8.7

Jar, Medicine 10.5 10.5

Lens 8.25 8.25

Sunglasses 2.6 2.6

Tube, Glass 0.69 0.69

Tube, Toothpaste 8.6 8.6

Vial, Medicine 0.4 0.4

Wrapper, Soap 0.2 0.2

Subtotal 205.47 21.9 6.3 33.7 8.67 0 276.04

Communication

Ferrule, Pencil 0.8 0.8

Paper 1.8 0.5 2.3

Pen 23.4 23.4

Pencil 7.84 2.6 4.1 14.54

Pencil, Mechanical 4.6 4.6

Subtotal 9.64 0 2.6 32.6 0.8 0 45.64

Other Personl Gear
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Table 21. Continued.

Clock 5.12 5.12

Coin 34.65 8.5 17.3 75.8 136.25

Figurine 0.7 5.1 5.8

Jar, Medicine 10.5 10.5

Knife, Pocket 22.57 6.9 29.47

Ornament 0.7 0.7

Pipe, Tobacco 3.05 5.6 21.6 30.25

Scissors 0.5 111.7 112.2

Wheel, Gear (Clock) 1.55 1.55

Subtotal 61.47 120.2 22.9 120.6 6.67 0 331.84

Total 1397.11 186 204.7 7108.5 44.05 12.4 8952.76

     Figure 74. Beads.

materials or structure elements, (2) electrical and plumbing, and (3) furnishings. (Table 23) Most

of the artifacts found in the structures group are classified as structure elements. The subgroup

includes brick, concrete, mortar, plaster, nails, roof and floor tile, locks, keys, hinges, window

screen, windowpane fragments, and a wood post. The electrical and plumbing subgroup is the

second largest by count and the smallest by weight. Items include batteries, a light bulb

fragment, charcoal, coal, tubes, gaskets, pipes, plugs, and sockets. The furnishings subgroup is

the smallest by count and the second largest by weight. It includes a household appliance leg, a

0” 1”
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     Figure 77. Wooden hair comb.
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Figure 79. Medicine bottle.
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Figure 78. Tobacco pipe

fragments.
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Table 22. Fauna Material.
Count Weight (grams)

Animalia 2005 1737.8

Bird (Aves) 256 186.5

Bivalvia 23 6.5

Cow (Bovidae) 4 18.9

Dog (Canis familiaris) 3 34.2

Armadillo (Dasypus) 20 16.5

Horse (Equus caballus) 3 14.7

Bobcat (Felix rufus) 1 1.8

Chicken (Gallus gallus) 8 20

Freshwater Catfish (Ictaluridae) 1 0.1

Fish (Isuridae) 14 9.4

Alligator Gar (Lepisosteus spatula) 61 11.5

Hare (Lepus) 3 2.2

Mammalia 171 602.6

Turkey (Meleagris gallopavo) 15 70.7

Goat (Oreamnos) 1 1.8

Mouse (Perognathus) 24 5.2

Rat (Rattus) 3 1.9

Pig (Sus scrofa) 3 31.1

Soft Shell Turtle (Trionychidae) 147 114.3

Vertebrata 31 17.6

Fox (Vulpes) 4 14.7

Total 2801 2920

stove grate, buckets, a door catch, a brass furniture clasp, finials, handles, hooks, lamp

fragments, a wick, chair or table rollers, a spiral furniture spring, and wallpaper fragments.

Agricultural Group

Artifacts related to agricultural production were placed in the agricultural group. The

group composed 2.84 percent of the collection by count and .98 percent by weight. It will not be

examined in great detail because we know that the plantation’s primary purpose was agricultural

production. (Table 24)

Miscellaneous Group

The miscellaneous group contains artifacts such as metal, glass, and plastic fragments –

artifacts to which no function could be attached and which provide little in terms of
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Table 23. Structure group by count and weight.

Structure Elements Count Weight (grams) Electrical/Plumbing Count Weight (grams)

Brick 251 455999.20 Battery, Dry Cell 6 128.70

Concrete Fragment 110 330.16 Bulb, Light 1 1.80

Hinge 8 395.57 Charcoal 87 104.50

Key 2 21.60 Coal Fragment 7 12.60

Lock 6 158.80 Core, Battery 2 7.50

Mortar 115 90489.86 Gasket 2 0.30

Nail 4084 30810.37 Pipe 2 61.90

Nail, Clinch 1 4.15 Pipe, Irrigation 2 44.90

Nail, Framing 4 8.06 Plug 2 2.60

Nail, Roofing 56 323.43 Post, Battery 1 14.50

Nail, Seal 27 120.12 Socket 4 40.80

Plaster 22 6235.15 Tube 3 1.30

Screen 4 9.50 Tube, Lead 1 2.30

Tile 8 109.80

Tile, Floor 5 92.60

Tile, Roof 4 3.20

Windowpane 149 501.31

Wood Post 1 736.70

Total 4857 586349.58 Total 120 423.70

Table 23. Continued.

Household Furnishings Count Weight (grams)

Appliance, Household (Leg) 1 250.00

Bucket 2 685.10

Catch 1 3.00

Clasp, Brass 1 2.50

Finial 2 95.46

Grate, Stove 1 109.80

Handle 3 55.70

Hook 9 74.61

Lamp 8 10.62

Lamp, Oil 2 156.40

Roller, Chair or Table 1 21.70

Spiral, Spring 2 6.00

Wallpaper 3 25.20

Wick 1 1.10

Total 37 1497.19
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Table 24. Agricultural group by count and weight.

Item Count Weight(grams) Item Count Weight (grams)

Bit 1 9.90 Rivet 5 11.22

Bolt 9 598.41 Screw 9 32.67

Bolt, Nut, Washer 1 86.17 Screw and Washer 1 11.20

Buckle 1 0.20 Spark Plug 2 106.80

Capacitor, Electrolytic 1 1.30 Spike 31 1196.99

Chain 9 935.35 Spring, Pressure 3 13.40

Chisel, Flat 1 294.40 Spring, Spiral 1 9.05

Clamp 4 32.70 Staple 6 75.88

Clasp 2 2.80 Staple, Fence 201 1142.16

Clevis 1 31.80 Strap, Metal 5 634.59

File, Flat 4 224.70 Strap, Leather 2 4.65

Linkage, Mechanical 4 36.30 Tack 10 13.36

Machine Part 5 22.10 Tool 2 11.83

Nail, Horseshoe 2 3.80 Tube 1 21.28

Nut 5 148.70 Tubing 1 36.14

Nut and Bolt 1 21.20 Washer 11 82.18

Pin, Cotter 1 14.30 Wheel, Gear 4 17.91

Plate, Iron 1 30.40 Wing Nut 1 1.90

Pulley 1 25.11 Wire 255 919.07

Reaper Blade 1 88.80 Wire, Barbed 60 712.27

Ring 7.46

Ring, Animal Nose 1 1.60 Total 1 2617.50

Table 25. Miscellaneous group by count and weight.

Item Count Weight (grams)

Charcoal 1 1.67

Clay, Fired 1 3.59

Concretion 1 25.90

Foil 4 12.20

Glass Fragment 6586 15383.31

Glaze 1 0.20

Leather Fragment 2 2.20

Metal Fragment 757 14503.85

Plastic Fragment 135 103.77

Rubber Fragment 32 59.39

Slag 6 235.26

Unidentified 70 598.23

Wood Fragment 64 324.85

Total 7660 31254.42
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interpretation. The group accounted for 33.85 percent of the collection by count and 4.36 percent

by weight. (Table 25)

Summary

Of the food, clothing and personal groups, the food group was the largest. It was more visible in

the archeological record than any other group. This indicates that thelargest portion of their

income was spent on food related items. Ceramics composed the largest portion of the group but

the wide variety of forms and decorations may indicate a small measure of economic freedom

and consumer choice. Although the other two artifact groups were not as visible, their presence

suggests that residents were able to expend at least a portion of their income on clothing and

personal items. Despite their low economic status, they were consumers of material culture that

reflected other components of their culture: social, art/recreation, and religious/spiritual beliefs.

The following chapter examines the patterns created by these artifacts in both horizontal and

vertical space and what they reveal about those who made a conscious decision to purchase or

otherwise acquire the items that were deposited at the cabins.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

ARTIFACT PATTERNS

Artifacts and artifact assemblages are reflections of behavior patterns of individuals,

communities, and societies. Categorizing artifacts into specific functional groups facilitates

pattern recognition and interpretation. In this case increases, decreases or stasis in the food,

personal, and clothing categories over time reflect the population’s consumer behavior, which is

tied to their economic status. They reflect how much money the residents were able to expend on

food storage and serving dishes, on clothing, personal adornment, and recreational activities.

A number of factors impacted the depositional process. Although the artifacts are not the

remains of the total material goods collected by the inhabitants, they are a very good

representation of their material culture. Of the food, clothing, and personal group, the food group

is the largest. It is archeologically more visible than the other groups. Items in this group were

likely handled more often, on a daily basis, and were therefore more prone to breakage. Personal

related artifacts are not as visible because their owners probably guarded against their loss.

Because their economic status prevented them from readily replacing the items, they would have

taken more care with items such as bracelets, earrings, tie tacks, and watches. The clothing group

is slightly less visible because organic material such as leather and cloth would have

disintegrated. Items that are visible include buttons, zippers, pins, hangers, shoe soles, and hooks

and eyes. Some items that were broken or discarded may have been conveyed to a dump location

elsewhere on the property or burned. Artifacts deposited in the cabins’ interiors and exteriors

would have been impacted by different factors. Those recovered from the interiors either fell

through cracks in the floorboards or were intentionally placed. Deposits on the exteriors were

likely impacted by the practice of yard sweeping.
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Horizontal Distribution and Deposition

At first glance the counts and weights of the three groups appear high but a closer

examination of their counts per square foot and the annual rate of deposition reveals that the

wage earners owned and lost or discarded far fewer items than is at first apparent. This translates

into a very low economic status. According to the calculations of horizontal distribution and

deposition of the food, personal, and clothing group artifacts, the wage earners’ ability to

participate in the consumer market was severely limited.

Dividing the number of artifacts by the square footage excavated gives the number of

artifacts per square foot. By dividing the artifact number per square foot by the years of

occupation, the artifact deposition per year is calculated. The total number of food, clothing, and

personal artifacts per square foot for Cabin 1 is 5.14 but the annual rate of deposition is only

.042. Cabin 2 excavations yielded only 3.44 artifacts per square foot, with .028 artifacts

deposited per year. Cabin 3 contained 2.3 artifacts per square foot and .019 deposited per annum.

A larger sample was taken from Cabin 7 and had 12.8 artifacts per square foot but only .10

artifacts were deposited per year. Cabin Ruin 1 had 2.35 per square foot but only .019 per year.

Cabin Ruin 2 had similar distribution and deposition calculations, with 2.42 per square foot and

.02 deposited per year. Calculations for each group by cabin also have low artifact distribution

and depositional rates. (Table 26)

Vertical Distribution and Deposition

Dating the unit levels has proved somewhat problematic given the relatively short time

period of occupation. For example, whiteware ceramics were recovered in great quantities

throughout the levels. Whiteware was first manufactured in the 1820s and continues today. Older

ceramics such as creamware, pearlware, and certain stonewares had shorter manufacturing

periods and can be used to narrow a level’s date range. It must be kept in mind that the ceramics

were possibly handed down from one generation to the next or purchased as second hand.

Nail types are another problem in dating. The presence or absence of one type over

another is not a clear-cut method of dating. Magnolia’s owners may have been wealthy but they

were also frugal. Nails were often reused instead of simply discarded. Earlier nail types were
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sometimes preferred over newer types. Hand wrought nails were used in building construction

throughout the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries, even after the introduction of

cheaper cut nails. Cut nails were first manufactured in America around 1790 but it wasn’t until

Table 26. Distribution and deposition rates.

Artifacts Per Square Foot Annual Rate of Deposition

Food Group

Cabin 1 2.12 0.017

Cabin 2 1.04 0.008

Cabin 3 0.86 0.007

Cabin 7 10.74 0.089

Cabin Ruin 1 2.28 0.019

Cabin Ruin 2 2.35 0.019

Clothing Group

Cabin 1 1.25 0.01

Cabin 2 1.6 0.013

Cabin 3 0.73 0.006

Cabin 7 0.8 0.006

Cabin Ruin 1 0.039 0.00032

Cabin Ruin 2 0.04 0.0003

Personal Group

Cabin 1 1.88 0.015

Cabin 2 0.8 0.006

Cabin 3 0.52 0.004

Cabin 7 1.24 0.01

Cabin Ruin 1 0.027 0.00022

Cabin Ruin 2 0.04 0.0003

Combined Groups

Cabin 1 5.14 0.042

Cabin 2 3.44 0.028

Cabin 3 2.3 0.019

Cabin 7 12.8 0.1

Cabin Ruin 1 2.35 0.019

Cabin Ruin 2 2.42 0.02
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the 1830s that manufacturing improvements made them suitable for building construction.

Likewise, wire nails, first produced in the 1850s, were initially too weak and unsuitable for

building construction but by the 1890s manufacturing improvements made wire nail use

predominant. Builders, however, continued to use cut nails into the twentieth century.
197

Despite the dating problems, tentative dates have been assigned to levels where

permitted.  We do know, however, that the lowest or first deposition occurred between 1845-

1861 and the last deposition no later than 1970. Therefore, even though it was not possible to

assign definite dates to most of the levels, we know that they represent depositions that occurred

no earlier than 1845 and no later than 1970. The change in artifact counts and weights

throughout the levels illustrate changes in the residents’ economic status between those dates.

The count and weight for each category are presented according to unit levels within each cabin.

In some instances, units were not excavated to sterile soil due to various study objectives, and

time and money constraints. For this reason, units that do not represent time depth sufficient to

measure fluctuations over time will not be presented. The distribution of items that were

recovered in large numbers within each category, such as buttons and marbles, will also be

examined.

Cabin 1

In 1996, three units were excavated along the north wall of the north room of Cabin 1.

The three units’ first two levels, which consisted of post occupation refuse, were excavated as a

trench (TR1) and then the area was divided into three separate units (EU1, EU2, and EU3). Only

one unit (EU1) was excavated in sufficient depth. Because the first two levels of the entire trench

were excavated as one and then divided into separate units, the count and weight for each

category for levels one and two were divided into thirds. Figure 80 and Figure 81 represent the

count and weight of food, clothing, and personal artifacts deposited in EU1 over time. The

numbers within each group indicate an increase of material culture accumulation over time.

Level 1 contained annular whiteware (1830-1875), plain whiteware (1820-1970),
 198

ironstone (1813-1900), and yellow ware (1830-1900) fragments and had a mean ceramic date of

1884.8. Level 2 had a creamware (1762-1820) and a whiteware fragment (1820-1970) and a

                                                
197 Nelson, 2-5; Edwards and Wells, 15; Noel Hume, 253-254.
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mean ceramic date of 1843. Level 3 contained one fragment of Albany Slipped Bristol Glazed

stoneware that was manufactured between 1880 and 1915. Artifacts in Levels 4, 5, and 6 were

not sufficient for dating purposes.

In 1999, a unit near the fireplace in the south room was excavated four levels. Levels 1

through 3 contained artifacts that fit within the three categories but Level 4 contained only

structure-related items. By count, each group increased over time except one. In Level 3 the

clothing group count was two, in Level 2 it increased to eight artifacts but dipped back to four in

Level 1. Combined, the artifact count steadily increased over time. In terms of weight, all

categories increased, with the exception of the food group. In Level 3 there were 50.8 grams of

artifacts, with a drop to 30.36 in Level 2 but a definite increase again in Level 1 at 136.18.

Overall, there was a slight decrease in the collection’s weight from Level 3 to Level 2 but then

dramatically increased again in Level 1. (Figures 82-83)

Level 1 contained fragments of flow blue whiteware, plain whiteware, refined redware,

and porcelain and had a mean ceramic date of 1870. The presence of a 1964-penny, however,

gives the level a post quem date of 1964. One porcelain fragment and two whiteware fragments

were recovered from Level 2, with a mean ceramic date of 1883. Level 3 had a mean ceramic

date of 1895.

Cabin 2

In 1999, a unit was excavated in the north room of Cabin 2 near the fireplace as a

comparison to the one excavated in cabin one. Three levels were excavated. In terms of count,

there were higher numbers in the food and personal groups in Level 2 than in any other level but

the clothing group increased throughout. Combined, however, the artifact count increased from 3

in Level 3 to 38 in Level 2 and remained at 38 in Level 1.According to weight, however, the

food and personal groups dramatically increased from Level 3 to Level 2 but drastically declined

in Level 1. The clothing related artifacts were non-existent in level three but steadily increased

throughout Levels 2 and 3. Overall, the collection increased from 8.8 grams in Level 3 to 284.8

in Level 2 but drastically declined in Level 1 to 80.3.  (Figures 84 and 85)

                                                                                                                                                            
198 Although whiteware is presetly manufactured, 1970 was used as the ending manufacture date for the purposes of

calculating whiteware’s mean date since we know the cabins were last occupied in the 1970s.
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Figure 81. Cabin 1, 1996, weight.
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Figure 80. Cabin 1, 1996, count.
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Figure 82. Cabin 1, Fireplace Unit, by count.

Figure 83. Cabin 1, fireplace unit, weight.
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Level 1 had a mean ceramic date of 1890, Level 2 1885, and Level 3 1876. Level 1

contained a 1937-penny and Level 2 contained a 1920-dime and a 1942-penny. Therefore, Level

1 was deposited no earlier than 1937 but after 1942. Level 2 was deposited no earlier than 1920

but after 1942. Using relative dating, Level 3 was deposited prior to 1920. There was no other

diagnostic material in Level 3 besides eight cut nail fragments, which were in prevalent use after

1830.

During the 1999 investigations of Cabin 1’s south room, a midden pit was discovered.

Although the midden is not useful for illustrating economic change over time, it does warrant a

brief discussion. Upon initial discovery, we assumed that the midden might have been a sub-

floor pit constructed by slaves to hide valuable, stolen, or religious items. However, after further

analysis, it appears that the midden was nothing more than a refuse-filled pit. It contained

charcoal fragments and an unremarkable artifact assortment. Food related items included

whiteware and pearlware fragments, glass fragments, 2 liquor bottle fragments, a jar lid

fragment, and a cartridge case. The only clothing items were 27 buttons. Personal group artifacts

included 2 eyeglass fragments, 1 marble, 1 pencil fragment, and a tobacco pipe bowl fragment.

Turkey, soft-shell turtle, bird, and pig bones were also recovered. Structure related artifacts

included brick and concrete fragments, nails, and a metal handle. Agriculture related items were

also recovered from the pit: a metal strap, fence staples, and wire fragments. The mean ceramic

date for the pit is 1891 and some of the items, such as the pencil fragment, were manufactured in

the post emancipation period. There is no clear reason for the midden’s existence.

Cabin 3

In 1996, a trench was excavated in the north room of Cabin 3. After the first level was

excavated, the trench was divided into three units (EU4, EU5, and EU6). EU4 was excavated

four additional levels, the other two units were only excavated one to two levels. As in Cabin 1,

the artifacts in the first level of the trench was divided by three and treated as Level 1 of EU4. In

terms of count, the artifact groups steadily increased throughout Levels 5, 4, and 3 but decreased

in Levels 2 and 1. The collection’s overall pattern was also the same. According to weight, the

pattern was similar to that by count except the food group continued to increase throughout
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Levels 5, 4, 3, and 2 but decreased in Level 1. Combined, the collection hit a plateau in Level 3

but decreased in Levels 2 and 1. (Figure 86 and 87)

Levels 1 and 2 contained no ceramics but Level 3 contained one whiteware fragment and

one yellow ware fragment, giving the level a mean date of 1880. Levels four and five contained

few diagnostic objects but they both contained single fragments of whiteware which have a mean

date of 1895.

Cabin 7

Cabin 7 was excavated along the entire interior and exterior of the west wall. Five 2’ x 5’

ft units were excavated along the exterior of the structure, along the 2257E line. Unit 2785N

2257E was excavated six levels. In terms of count, the food group increased steadily throughout

the levels. There was only one personal artifact in the entire unit: a pocketknife fragment in

Level 2. Clothing artifacts were absent in Levels 6 through 4 but from Level 3 to Level 1 their

numbers steadily increased. According to weight, the food group fluctuated. Level 6 contained

200.6 grams, decreased in Levels 5 and 4, but steadily gained throughout Levels 3, 2, and 1. The

high number in Level 6 is attributed to 5 liquor bottle fragments weighing 200.2 grams. The

personal and clothing groups exhibited the same patterns as they did by count. (Figure 88 and

89)

The mean ceramic date for the entire unit is 1880. Level 1 has a mean ceramic date of

1887. The mean ceramic dates for the remaining units are not chronological. Level 2 has a mean

date of 1875, Level 3 1877, Level 4 1896, Level 5 1890, and Level 6 1860. No other artifacts

were present which could pinpoint deposition dates.

The remaining four units along the 2257E line were located adjacent to one another and

were excavated the same number of levels. For these reasons, the units (2790N 2257E, 2795N

2257E, 2800N 2257E, and 2805N 2257E) are discussed together instead of individually. (Figure

90 and 91) According to count, the food group increased throughout with only a slight decrease

from Level 2 to Level 1. The personal and clothing groups were barely represented in the lower

levels but their numbers increased steadily throughout the levels.  The combined collection

counts consistently increased. In terms of weight, the food group exhibited a pattern similar to

that by count. The personal and clothing group weights
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Figure 84. Cabin 2, count.

Figure 85. Cabin 2, weight.
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Figure 86. Cabin 3, count.

 

         Figure 87. Cabin 3, by weight.
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  Figure 88. Cabin 7, 2785N 2257E, by count.

         Figure 89. Cabin 7, 2785N 2257E, by weight.
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fluctuated throughout. The overall collection steadily increased over time with its biggest jump

between Level 3 and Level 2. Few diagnostic artifacts were present beside ceramics. Level 1 had

a mean ceramic date of 1781 and Level 2 1784.  Level 3 had a mean ceramic date of 1886 and

Level 4’s mean date was 1880.

Nine units encompassing the cabin’s east wall, both the exterior and interior, were also

excavated. Three of the exterior units were discarded from the calculations because they were

not excavated to sufficient depth. Units 2770N 2255E, 2775N 2255E, and 2780N 2255E were

excavated four levels. (Figures 92 and 93) In terms of count, the food group increased

throughout Levels 4, 3, and 2 but decreased in Level 1. The personal group exhibited the same

pattern but the clothing group fluctuated slightly through time. The combined artifact collection

increased throughout Levels 4 through 2 but decreased sharply in Level 1. Each group’s weight

and that of the combined collection fluctuated over time. A 1919-penny in Level 2 gave the

upper two levels a post quem date of 1919. Level 2 had a mean ceramic date of 1880 and Level 4

had a mean date of 1870. 

Unit 2785N 2255E was excavated six levels. By count the food group experienced slight

fluctuations throughout, with the lowest number in Level 6 and the highest in 3. Level 2 had the

only personal group artifact in the entire unit. A total of four clothing related artifacts were

recovered from the unit, with one appearing in each level except Levels 2 and 6. The combined

artifact count exhibited the same pattern as that of the food group. In terms of weight, the food

group again fluctuated through time. Level 6 had the lowest weight and Level 2 had the highest.

The personal and clothing group weights followed the same pattern as they did by count. Again,

the overall collection exhibited the same pattern as that of the food group. Level 1 had a mean

ceramic date of 1887, Level 2 1875, Level 3 1890, Level 4 1887, Level 5 1893, and Level 6

1896. (Figures 94 and 95)

Unit 2765N 2255E was excavated seven levels. In terms of count, the food group exhibits

a steady increase over time. (Figure 96 and 97) Personal artifacts are absent in Levels 7 through

5 but present in Levels 4 through 1. They are not very abundant in any of the levels but they do

reach a peak in Level 3 and decrease thereafter. The clothing group is present in levels 1, 2, 3,

and 6. The lowest count occurs in Level 3 and the highest in Level 2. Overall, the collection

increased through time. By weight the food group is low in Levels 7 and 6, dramatically
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 Figure 90. Cabin 7, 2790N-2805N 2257E, by count.

  Figure 91. Cabin 7, 2790N-2805N 2257E, by weight.
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     Figure 92. Cabin 7, 2770N-2780N 2255E, by count.

         Figure 93. Cabin 7, 2770N-2780N 2255E, by weight.
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increases in Level 5 but fluctuates throughout Levels 4 through 1. The personal group’s weight

pattern is the same as its count pattern. The clothing group is not abundant in any of the levels

but its lowest weight is in Level 6 and its highest is in Level 1. The combined collection weight

exhibits the same pattern as that of the food group. The mean ceramic dates for Levels 1, 2, and

3 are 1879, 1863, and 1853, respectively. Levels 4 through 7 all had mean dates of 1895 but only

whiteware fragments were recovered from these levels while the upper levels had a wide variety

of ceramic types.

Only three units within the interior of the cabin’s north room were excavated to a

sufficient depth to show change over time. Two of these units had extreme depositional

disturbance. Unit 2795N 2255E was excavated six levels. Levels 4, 5, and 6 were excavated as

one level but only one artifact was recovered. (Figure 98 and 99) By count the food group

consistently increased over time. Personal artifacts were only recovered from Levels 1 and 2,

with the highest number from Level 1. Clothing artifacts were present in the first three levels but

were not abundant. Level 1 had five artifacts, Level 2 had eight, and Level 3 had only one.

Overall the collection increased through time. By weight the food group’s pattern was the same.

The personal group’s highest weight was in Level 2 at 53 grams and 27.4 in Level 1. The

clothing group’s highest weight was in Level 2. Again, the overall collection increased through

time. The mean ceramic date for Level 1 was 1861 and 1870 for Level 2. No dates could be

calculated for the remaining levels.

Cabin Ruin 1

Although Cabin Ruin 1’s units were excavated only one or two levels, it is useful to

examine the artifact distributions for comparative purposes. All but three of the units along the

cabin foundation were excavated one level. A cursory glance at the food group counts and

weights for Level 1 compared to those recovered from Level 1 of the cabins that are still

standing are quite high. The personal and clothing artifacts, however, are comparatively low.

The three units that were excavated in two levels measured 5 x 5’ and were located along

the foundation’s west side: 2650N 2335E, 2670N 2335E, and 2690N 2335E. By both count and

weight, the food group showed a large increase from Level 2 to Level 1. Personal items were

non-existent in Level 2 but were marginally present in Level 1. No clothing related artifacts were

present in either level. The overall collection increased over time by both count and weight.
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  Figure 94. Cabin 7, 2785N 2255E, by count.

Figure 95. Cabin 7, 2785N 2255E, by weight.
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Figure 96. Cabin 7. 2765 N 2255E, by count.

Figure 97. Cabin 7. 2765 N 2255E, by weight.
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                   Figure 98. Cabin 7, 2795N 2255E, by count.

   Figure 99. Cabin 7, 2795N 2255E, by weight.
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(Figures 100 and 101) The mean ceramic date for Level 1 was 1890 and Level 2’s date was

1891. No other diagnostic material was present in either level to provide a more definitive date.

Two additional 5 x 5’ units (2670N 2320E and 2675N 2320E) were excavated in two

levels in what would have been the cabin’s front yard. By count, the food group decreased from

Level 2 to Level 1. Personal items were non-existent but the number of clothing items did

increase from 1 item in Level 2 to 5 items in Level 1. (Figure 102) The combined counts for all

groups decreased. By weight, however, the food and clothing group items increased over time.

(Figure 103) The unit’s first level had a mean ceramic date of 1893. The second level had a mean

ceramic date of 1886 but the level also contained a bottle fragment whose manufacture date was

from 1911 to 1929.

The units discussed in the previous pages illustrate a pattern of increase in the wage

earners’ material culture, despite occasional fluctuations. (Figure 104) The increases, in turn,

convey an impression of increased economic stability, if only a slight one. Another illustration of

this can be seen in the pattern of the individual items in each of the categories. Vessel fragments

were the most common item in the food group. By both count and weight they steadily increased

through levels seven through two but slightly decreased from levels two to one. Similarly,

marbles were the most prevalent item in the personal group and have the same pattern as that of

the food group. In the clothing group buttons were predominant. They exhibited the same pattern

by count but the weight showed a slight decrease from level two to level one. (Figure 105 and

106) The overall collection for each category also illustrates the same pattern of steady increase

with only slight fluctuations in the weights.

Of the three categories, food-related items were highly represented. In every level the

food category accounted for 81 to 95 percent by count and 81 to 99 percent by weight.  (Table

27) Clothing and personal items do increase over time but they were not very significant in any

level. By both count and weight, they accounted for only .34 to 13.33 percent of the collection.
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    Figure 100. Cabin Ruin 1, count.

            Figure 101. Cabin Ruin 1, weight.
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Figure 102. Cabin Ruin 1, 2670N-2675N 2320E, count.

           Figure 103. Cabin Ruin 1, 2670N-2675N 2320E, weight.
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Table 27. Combined counts and weights by group, with percentages.

Food Count % Total Personal Count % Total Clothing Count % Total Total

LV1 706 81.15% 70 8.05% 94 10.80% 870

LV2 688 85.15% 46 5.69% 74 9.16% 808

LV3 270 81.57% 25 7.55% 36 10.88% 331

LV4 150 86.21% 5 2.87% 19 10.92% 174

LV5 19 95.00% 0 0.00% 1 5.00% 20

LV6 13 86.67% 0 0.00% 2 13.33% 15

LV7 6 100.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 6

Food Count % Total Personal Count % Total Clothing Count % Total Total

LV1 3699.46 90.35% 206.75 5.05% 188.47 4.60% 4094.68

LV2 2892.72 89.30% 277.67 8.57% 68.93 2.13% 3239.32

LV3 1272 91.25% 84.9 6.09% 37.1 2.66% 1394

LV4 951.4 96.43% 13.8 1.40% 21.4 2.17% 986.6

LV5 1349.1 99.66% 0 0.00% 4.6 0.34% 1353.7

LV6 23.23 95.09% 0 0.00% 1.2 4.91% 24.43

LV7 9.1 100.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 9.1

        Figure 104. Combined counts and weights for all groups and

        units discussed in this chapter.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

CONCLUSIONS

This study has addressed various topics regarding Magnolia and Magnolia’s day laborers

but they all have a bearing on the laborers’ economic status or standard of living. Chapter one

introduced the study and addressed the literature regarding agricultural workers on plantations

during slavery and after emancipation to show how this study contributes to the literature. The

historical overview in chapter two provided information on the plantation’s history, the land

owners, the size of the slave holding, the cultural landscape, the natural environment in which

the people lived, and how the plantation changed or was shaped by larger events. The plantation

general store that was discussed in chapter three had a direct impact on the laborers’ lives. It was

the plantation’s operations center, it was where laborers purchased goods, and where they

“settled up.” The store was also a public social space for the community. Chapter four was a

direct discussion of the laborers in terms of their physical living conditions, their wages, the

manner in which they supplemented their incomes, their purchases, and the obstacles that they

faced. Chapters five, six, and seven discussed the archeological investigations that were

conducted at the laborers’ residences and what the archeological record revealed about their

material culture and economic condition.

The information presented in the previous chapters was gathered to support or contradict

the hypothesis that African-American wage earners at Magnolia Plantation in Natchitoches

Parish, Louisiana, made economic progress following emancipation. The data supports that

hypothesis. However, the economic progress that they did make was severely limited. The

amount of progress they did manage was remarkable given the obstacles they had to overcome.
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The impediments they faced were overwhelming and included a depressed agricultural economy,

debt peonage, racism, lack of education, years of slavery, and adjusting to a free labor economy

with little or no preparation. Added to those problems was the fact that they now had to negotiate

with and were partially dependent on a population who had previously claimed them as property;

a population that had recently fought a war to prevent their freedom. Like many other wage

earners, sharecroppers, and tenant farmers throughout the South, the laborers at Magnolia were

trapped in a cycle of debt or bare subsistence living standards.

The information gleaned from the store ledgers indicates that the laborers were paid a

subsistence wage. Around the turn of the twentieth century, they were earning from $.50 to $.85

per day and by 1930 they were earning from $1.00 to $2.73 per day. The wages that they earned

made it difficult, if not impossible, to save enough money to purchase their own land.  It appears

that the wage earners, however, were not as deeply in debt as the sharecroppers who also worked

at Magnolia. For example, the 1921 succession record shows that the sharecroppers were in debt

for amounts ranging from $6.65 to $1,284.55, with the average debt being $452.13. Two of the

three wage earner families profiled in this study were in debt for only $6.15 and $2.55 and the

other family had a credit of $16.25. A review of the remaining wage earners’ debits to credits

also indicates very little debt.

Aside from the wages that they earned working for the Hertzogs, the laborers also

ensured their survival through other means. As the former resident in chapter four stated, they

did “everything to make-up.” They took odd jobs to supplement their wages. They grew gardens,

gathered fruit from trees growing nearby, harvested edible wild plants, and canned, pickled, or

dried the produce. They raised livestock, hunted wild game, and fished. Their knowledge of folk

remedies enabled them to cure common ailments instead of relying solely on doctors and store

bought medicine. Families also ensured their survival by taking advantage of every able-bodied

family member. Not only did the adult men and women work but the children contributed also.

The situation was often detrimental to their education. Some children missed school to bring in

the cotton crop and some had to quit altogether.

Another means of survival was the community. As during slavery, the community and

extended kin networks were important survival mechanisms.  As one former Magnolia resident

stated, “we did not have as much as some other people, but we all had enough food and clothing.
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And everyone took care of everyone else.”199 Another former resident stated that “No one ever

went hungry. Either everyone had milk cows and chickens or people shared and exchanged the

foods they had.”200

In the instances that they had to rely on the plantation general store for supplies, the

laborers were fortunate. Generalizations have been made of planter merchants unscrupulously

overcharging or doctoring the ledger entries that their illiterate customers could not read and

therefore could not dispute. As historian Thomas D. Clark wrote in his book Pills, Plows, and

Petticoats, a review of plantation store ledgers indicate that the vast majority of merchants did

not engage in such activities.201 The Hertzogs were among that vast majority who did not cheat

their customers. Comparisons of prices that the Hertzogs charged with contemporary prices

indicate that they did not overcharge for the products that they sold. Similarly, the ledgers do not

indicate that they were “padding” accounts.

The purchases that the workers did make were not improvident. The ledger entries do not

indicate that they were, in John C. Calhoun’s words, “eager to buy on a credit everything that the

planter or merchant would sell.”202 The majority of their purchases were necessities. Using the

three families profiled in chapter four as a representative sample, the wage earners spent the

majority of their funds on food and food related items. Their expenditures on clothing items were

not excessive. For example, using the 1900 census information, the Cheatham household

consisted of eight people in 1902-1903. Their clothing item purchases for eight people amounted

to only $28.10 for a fifteen-month period. Similarly, the wage earners spent little on personal

items. There were the tobacco purchases and the occasional perfume, comb, and beads but their

expenditures were not extravagant.

The material culture remains that the wage earners left behind reveals a similar picture of

bare subsistence but it also indicates an increasing ability to participate in the consumer market.

The annual artifact deposition rate is extremely low, which means that either the cabin residents

had very little to deposit in the archeological record, they were very careful not to break or lose

items, or that the items that were discarded or lost were disposed of at a central dump location.

The artifact distributions, though, reveal steady increases of food, clothing, and personal item

                                                          
199 Crespi, 44.
200 Ibid., 63.
201 Clark, Pills, Plows, and Petticoats, 13-14.
202 Senate Committee on Education and Labor, 158-61.
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accumulations over time. As in their store purchases, food related items were the most prevalent.

Clothing and personal related artifacts were present in fewer amounts but they did appear more

and more frequently over time. The fact that they were able to expend funds on toys and other

recreational items and the sheer variety of items such as buttons and vessel fragments indicate

that their standard of living was increasing. Although innovations in manufacturing lessened

production costs on many items, the cost of living indexes indicate a steady rise throughout the

late 19th and 20th centuries.203 Therefore, the fact that the residents were able to participate more

fully in the consumer market throughout the years indicates that the combination of wages

earned, supplemental income, frugality, and hard work enabled the workers to advance their

economic situation.

Aside from earning low wages, the workers were also subject to racism, discrimination,

and sometimes-outright violence. Their relationship with influential planters afforded them some

protection. They did, however, stand as individuals and as a group against unfair treatment and

took action as illustrated in chapter three. They displayed the same fortitude that enabled them to

survive slavery and the unstable years following emancipation.

There was, however, a fondness between individuals and emotional attachments forged

through generations of contact with one another. For example, Rosa Littleton Rachal, a cook at

Magnolia, moved to Missouri to work for another family. She was so miserable in Missouri that

Matthew Hertzog traveled to Missouri by train and escorted Rosa back to Louisiana.204 Former

residents have also recalled their lives at Magnolia with fondness. “You could make that little

money and you were so happy over it and everything…It was a good life for me and I enjoyed it,

because I didn’t know nothing no better than that.” Yet another former resident expressed their

feeling toward Magnolia, stating that  “I loved it (this place) because it did so much for me.”205

Ethnographer Dr. Muriel Crespi expressed the situation as Magnolia best when she wrote:

Black tenants, like white respondents, saw Magnolia as a company town that met

their needs from birth to death. However idyllic these recollections might strike

outsiders, Magnolia was seen to have provided food and shelter, health care,

religious ministering, and a limited cash income. Not that living with meager

                                                          
203 Historical Statistics of the United States, 212.
204 Interview July 14, 2000.
205 Crespi, 63.
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funds, few material possessions, and limited options was good, rather, people who

remained at Magnolia until the 1960s fashioned a life in which problems and

good times co-existed as integral parts of a larger complex package.206

In summary, the wage earners at Magnolia managed to make slow but steady economic

progress over time and their standard of living improved, if only slightly. Their consumer

practices reflected their improved condition. Their participation in the consumer market, though,

remained consistent. What little wages they earned were spent primarily on subsistence items:

food, food related, and clothing items.

Interpreting their situation as favorable does not negate the fact that the wage earners’

standard of living and economic status was low. It does, however, create a “usable” past for

African Americans whose ancestors were among the first and second generations of African

Americans removed from slavery. These wage earners made the transition from being human

chattel to being free laborers. The transition was hard and sometimes bitter but as one former

slave stated, “dere is sumpin’ ‘bout bein free and dat makes up for all de hardships. I’se been

both slave and free and I knows.”207 “In the process [of making the transition from slavery to

freedom] the former slaves had secured many small but meaningful gains for their families and

for their social and cultural life.”208 They managed to negotiate unknown territory and form a

basis upon which their descendants could build.

Future Research Suggestions

1. Identify and excavate white agricultural wage earner house sites in Natchitoches Parish.

It would be informative to compare and contrast the material remains of the white and

black wage earners.

2. Identify and excavate white and black sharecropper house sites in Natchitoches Parish.

Compare and contrast the material remains between the sharecropper sites and between

those of the wage earner sites.

                                                          
206 Ibid., 62-63.
207 Quoted in Escott, Slavery Remembered, 174.
208 Escott, Slavery Remembered, 143.
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3. During the course of my research, I discovered references to activities of the Louisiana

Farmers’ Union (LFU) in Natchitoches Parish. Further research into those activities and

how they affected the sharecroppers and day laborers along Cane River would be an

excellent research topic and would add to the Park’s interpretation.
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